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ASYMPTOTIEK te Eindhoven
door

- Prof.Dr N.G. de Bruijn

1956..;.'57
De syllabus dient tegelijkertijd als proemanuscript voor een on·der de titel 11 Asymptoticsrr te verschijnen boek.
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Indirecte~ en in het bijzonder Tauberse asymptotiek
Geitereerde functies
Gewone differentiaalvergelijkingen
Differentie-differentiaalvergelijkingen.

De meeste hoofdstrukken staan min of meer op zichzelf; a lleen de
hoofdstukken 4,5 en 6 hangen sterk samen. De meeste hoofdstukken zijn
eenvoudig van opzet, doch lopen ook uit op moeilijke uitgewerkte voorbe.elden.
1. Introduction
1.1. What is asymptotics? This question is about as difficult to
answer as the question nwhat is mathematics?" Nevertheless,. we shall
have to find some explanations for the word asymptotics.
It often happens that we want to evaluate a certain number~
defined in a.certain way~ and that the ·evaluation involves a ~ery
large number of operations, "S? that th~ direct method is almost prohibitive. In such cases we would be very happy to have an entirely
different method for finding information about the number .. at least
giv.Lng some useful approximation to it. And usually this new method
gives the better results in proportion to its being more necessary;
its accuracy improves when the nurnber of operations;; involved in the
definition, increases. A situation like this is called asymptotics.
,:rhis statement is very vague indeed. However·-" if we try to be
more precise. a definition of the word asymptotics either excludes
everything we are used to call asymptotics 2 or it includes almost the
whole of mathematical analysis. It is hard to phrase the definition in

-2;,;1 ~y

that Stirling • s formula ( 1.1 . '1) belongs to asymptot.ics ~ and
formula like L'oc>(1+x 2 ) - 1 dx=~71 does not. The obvious rea son why
the latter formula is not called an asymptotica 1 formula., is that it
· beiongst().a p~rt of analysis that already has got a name: the integral
calculus. The safest 3 but· not the vaguest definition is the following
.one! Asymptotics is the part of analysis that considers problems of
the type of' those dea 1 t. with in this bool-c.
.
i"ty~Ical asymptotical result, and one of the oldest, is Stirling's
.fot'lliui~ just mentioned.
,'

-·

cr~1.1)
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n!/(e-n nn V27Tn) = 1.

lim
n~oo

For each n, the number n! can be evaluated without any theoretical
difficulty~ and the larger n, the larger the number of necessary operations becomes. But Stirling's formula gives a decent approximation
e :..n nnV2 77'n., and the larger n 3 the smaller its relative error becomes.
We quote another famous asymptotical formula 2 much deeper than
the previous one. If x is a positive number~ we denote by ~(x) the
.number, of primes not exceeding x. Then the so-called Prime Number
Theorem states that
(1.1.2)

lim
x~oO

7T(x)/ lo~ x = 1 ·

The above formulas are limit formulas, and therefore they have,
as they stand> little value for nu1nerical purposes. For no singlE:
special value of n •~e can draw any conclusion from (1.1.·1j about n!
It is a statement about infinitely many values of n 3 which, remarkably
enough, does not state anything about any special value of n.
For the purpose of closer investigation of this feature, we abbreviate (1.1.1) to
(h

{1.1.3)
The formula expresses the mere existence of a function N(£), with
the property that:

(1.1.4)

for each

e. >0:

n >N(r.)

implies

lf(n)-11 < ~

When proving f(n)--;1, one usuolly produces, hidden or not,
information of the form (1.1.4) with explicit construction of a suitabl~
function N(c}. It is cl~ar that the knowledge of N'(f) does mean having
numerical information about f. However, when using the notation
f{n) -+1, this information is suppressed. So the knowledge of a function
N(~), with the property (1.1.4), is replaced by the knowledge of the
existence of such a function.
To a certain extent, it is one of the reasons of the success of
analysis_. that a notation has been found-that suppresses that much

-3information and still remalns useful. With quite simple theorems, for
instance lim anbn=:lim an.lim bn, it is already easy to see that the
existence of the function~ N(E) is easi2r to handle than the functions
·N(f) themselves.
1. 2 The 0 -symbol. A weaker for'm of suppression of information is
given by the Bachmann-Landau 0 -notation. It does not suppress a

function, but only a m.L"Ylber. That is to say, it replaces the knowledge
of a number with certain properties by the knowledge that such a
number exists. The 0 -notation suppresses much less information than
the .limit notation, and yet it is easy enough to handle.
Assume that we have the following explicit information about the
sequence { f(n)j :
('1 ~ 2 .1 )

If ( n )

- 1

l < 3n - 1

Then we clearly have a suitable function N(£), satisfying (1.1.4),
viz. N(E) =:3s- 1 • Therefore,
(n-+oo).

f(n) ---71

(1.2.2}

·It often happenss that (1.2.2) is useless, and that (1.2.1) is
satisfactory for some purpose on hand. And it often happens that (1.2.1)
would remain as useful if the number 3 would be replaced by 105 or any
other constant. In such cases 7 we could do with
There exists a number A (independent of

(1.2.3)

f~

Jf(n)-1/<An- 1

( n= 1 , 2, 3;

n),

such that

... ) .

The logical connections are given by
( 1 •2 •1 )

·----?-

(

1 • 2 • 3 ) ----; ( 1 • 2 • 2 ) •

Now (1.2.))·is the statement expressed by the symbolism
(1.2.4)
f(11)::: O(n - 1)
( n= 1 ; 2, 3 1 • • • ) •
There are sohle minordifference.s between the various dE:finitions
of the 0 -symbol which 'occur tn the literature, but these differences
are unimportant. Usua llyj the 0 -symbol is meant to represent the
words !!something that is less-than a constant number times!!. Instead~
we sha 11 use it in the sense of n something that is * ~ a constant number
times the absolute value of 11 • So if S is any set 1 and if f and lf are
real or complex functions defined "on S 3 then the formula
(1.2.5)
} ../-,

J.

~nac

=Q (

tp(s))

(s c.S),

there is a positive nQmber A, not depending on s 3 such that

(1.2.6)
• u

f(s)

jf(s)j ~A /<y(s)j

in absolute valuen

~eans

for all s

e:s.

-4tpJs);io for all s 6S, then (1.2.5) simply means
throughout s.
obvious examples.

( 1x1

O(x)
O(x)
.X= 0(1)
'2
x-x=O(x_.l)
==

<. 2).,

<x < oo),
00 <X .( 00) ,
oo <x < oo).

(- oc
(-

(-

we are interested in results of the type (1.2.6) only
set S~ especially those parts of S where the informnon-trivial, For example, with the formula sin x-x=O(x3)(-oo<x<90)
interest lies in small values of !xl • But those uninteresting
variable sometimes give some extra difficulties~ though
w1th0ut being essential in any respect. An example is:
( -1 <X <.1) •

We are obviously interested in small values of x, but it is the
fault of the large values of x that the formula .ax-1=0{x) (- oc- <X< oo)
fails to be true. So a restriction to a finite interva 1 is indicated;
and it is of little concern what interval is taken.
On the other hand there are cases where it takes some trouble to
find a suitable interval. Now in order to eliminate these non-essential
minor inconveniences one uses a modified 0-notation, which again suppresses some information. We shall explain it for .the case where the
interest lies in large positive values of x ( x -7 ce), but by obvious
modifications we get simil2r notations for cases like x ~-co, lXI-? co,
X-?C;
xic (i.e., x te-nds to c from the left), etc.
The formula
(1.2.7)

f(x)

==

(x ~ "")

O(!f(x))

means that there exists a real nQmber
f(x)

In other

words~

SUCh that

<f(x))

(a < x. <oo).

(1.2.7) means that there exist numbers a and A such that
jf(x)/ ~ A )tp(x))

(1.2.8)
Examplc::s:

= o(

3

whenever a <x < oo.

x 2 =0(x) (x....,iO);
e -x=O( 1) (x~co);

In many cases 2 formula of the type (1.2.7) can be replaced im:J.ediatGly by an 0 forn1ula o+' .~.-. he· .._yDe
(1 2 5) .!:'or
.,..,
. ., (1 • 2 • 7)
· gl· ven.,
~..
lJ.
,
lS
md if f and lfl are continuous in the interval 0 ~x < ro, and if moreover
-

1.

•

_

J.

_

,

•

•

•

-5throughout that intePval.t then we have f(x}=O( <p(x))(o, x<.oo).
This follows from the fact that f/1{ is continous, and therefore bounded,
.,. -··.·.- ·.· ;- :c·-.. •

2_

•

- • ••

over O~x ~a.·
The reader should notice that as far as yet, we did not define
wha.t o( W(~.)}rn~ans, we only defined the meaning of some complete formul.asL~~t.i~ obvious that it cannot be defined, at least not in such a
w£y~11~t(j.2.5) remains equivalent to (1.2.6). For f(s)=O( ty(s)) obvfo~~ly implies 2f(s)=O(tp(s)). If O(tp(s)) in itself were to denote anything; we would infer f(s)=O(ty(s)) =2f(s), whence f(s)=2f(s) •
. . . The trouble is, of course, due to abusing the equality sign =•
.A: similar situation would arise if someone, because the sign <fails on
his type\,vriter, starts to write =L for the words nis less than", and
so ·<he writes 3=L(5). Now when being asked: 11 What does L(5) stand foru
he has to reply ''Something that is less than 5 11 • Consequently, he rapidly gets the habit of reading Las "something that is less than 11 , thus
coming close to the actual words we used when introducing {1.2.5).
After that, he writes L(3)=L(5) (something that is less than 3 is something that is less than 5), but certainly not L(5)=L(3). He will not
see any harm in 4=2+L(3), L(3)+L(2)=L(8).
The 0-symbol is used in exactly the same manner as this man 1 s Lsymbol. We give a few examples:
O(x) + O(x) = O(x)
O(x) + O(x 2 ) = O(x)
2
2
O(x) + O(x ) = O(x )
ex=1 +x+O(x 2 )
e 0 ( 1 )= 0(1)
O(x)
2

e

x- 1 0(1)

= O(ex )

~ 0~1)

+ O(x- 2 )

(0

<x <QO)

(x --'10)
(x~ oo)
(x~ o)
(-oo <x<.co)
(x-7oo)
( 0 <. x <..oo)

The last one, for example, has to be interpreted as follows: whenever the 0(1) on the left is replaced by any function f(x) satisfying
f(x)=0(1) (0 <X< c:o), then x- 1 f(x) can be written as g(x)+h(x), where
g(x)=0(1) (0 <X <cO) and h(x)=O(x- 2 ) (0 <,x-< w). Its proof is easy: take
g(x)=O when O<.x~1, and h(x)=O when x>1.
We next take a genera 1 example, meant for discussing the rna tter of
uniformity. Let S be a set of values of x, let k be a positive number,
and let f(x) and g(x) be arbitrary functions. Then we have

(1.2.9)

(xe.S).

For, we have.
j(f+g)kl

~ ( !fl + lg! )k ~{2 max- ( !fl, jgl ~k ~2k max (if! k, Jg! k) ~2k(\f!k+\g} k)

-6Forrnula(1~2i9}means

·lit(i} + g(x)kJ ~A

that A and B can be found such that
\f(x) Ik + B jg(x) I k

(xes),

noted that A and B depend on k., or rather, that we
have hot\shown the existence of suitable A and B not depending on k.
On th~ o.ther hand, in

artdit~shouldoe

c1f~,,~~Yj:

(1<x<oo).

··o_L-.::._,:

.fji-l~{?nstant. involved in the 0-symbol can be chosen independent of
k:(~I.~~k<cO), as 2jkxl ~x 2 +k 2 for all real values of x and k. This

B~rtis expressed by saying that (1.2.1o) holds uniformly ink.
We can also look upon (1.2.10) from a different point of view.
Th~·.::run~t;1on k(x 2 .f.k 2 )- 1 is a function of the two variables x and k,
and.therefore it can be considered as a function of a variable point
Now the uniformity of (1.2.10) expre&ses the same
k

x2+k2

;;:

o(1)

(1~x<oO.,

x

-~<k<.<:>O).

to in (1.2.6) specializes to the half-plane

0-forl!lulas involving conditions like x ~ oo, there are two
foristants involved (A and a in (1,2.8). We shall f5peak of uniformity
with respect to a parameter k only if both A and a can be chosen independent of k.
For each individual k>O we have
..

-

--,_

(x~

oo},

,.

but this does not hold uniformly. If it did, we would have, by
. 1"~z1ng
. . k =X 2 , that x 4( 1+x 4)-1 =0 (.x -1) , which is obviously false.
spec1a
On the other hand, ~ of the two constants can be chosen independent
of k: there is a function a(k) such that for 8ach k we have
1lk2{ 1+kx 2)-11 < 1.x -1 , if only x> .a(k). It suffices to take a(k)=k.

1.3.

The o-symbol. The expression

(1-3.1)

f(x) = o( t.p(x))

(x-?oo)

means that f(x)/ If (x) tends to 0 ~hen x ~oo. This is a stronger assertion than the corresponding o~formula: (1.3.1) implies (1.2.7), as
eemvergence implies boundedness from a certain point onwards.
Furthermore we adopt the same conventions we introduced for the 0symbol: ==is to be read as nis 11 , and rio" is to be read as ''something
that tends to zero, multiplied byli. Some examples are

-7(x~O).

cos x = 1 + o(x)

eo(x) = 1 + o(x)
(x~O).
n ! = e-n n n v2 7Tn ( 1 +o ( 1 ) ) ( n ~oc? .
n! = e-n +o ( 1 ) n n V2 Trn
( n ----).00) .•
(x ~o).
(x~o) •

o{f(x) g(x))= o(f(x)) O(g(x))
o(f(x) g(x))= f(x) o(g(x))

.In 9symptotics, o's are less popular than

..·~?;;:

O's~ because they hide

.J·~ip1lch information. If something tends to zero, we usually wish to

!#1owhow>rapid the convergc;nce is.
-

-~~4-.;A.symptotical equivalence.

We say that f(x) and g(x} are asymptot:i.ca{)equivalent as x~ oo, if the quotient f(x)/g(x) tends to • • The

nOtation
is
., ,-,.
~ .•.·. > -: , ''·'

f( X ) .....,
(X )
"'V g

--.;.:~'

.D·~he

(x-?oo).

notation is also used for all other ways of passing to a limit

{~:c:.·~:.·.~Lt~§:

-+0 1 X J 0, etc.) •
·r,h~~;i,·l~~;-~~.~Y;~P:~Jx§ speaking, the symbol~

is superfluous, as f(x)~g(x)

~?:~s~)~;~~}n:~:~~Y

g{x) { 1+o{ 1)),

-._,:-h

-''~{:.:~T.::-:

X

~:c·>;::··Examples·:

'

1:!

written

,x~ x + 1
sinh ~~~ex

_<.·'.;

·t:.}-:_·'
.

:.·-.:·/::;·-,:>{ c::.-;.~:~~~,~~;·;

as f{x)

~

or

as

.·(x~ oo),

(x _. .oo) 3

n! -~ e-n nn -~ {n_..x?
"Tr(x)-~ x/(log xr '(x-too)

(c!".(1.'l.1)),
( c f . ( 1 • 1 .. 2)} ..

0

f';~~~ii~ ~~~lgi=~: ::: ::::1': :t~:~ ;::h::~~~:t~~, :n~~:: t~~:c :~ :nJ
1

~"_Ji~*~ff-~~y-it, means asking for a simple function g(x) which is

;if~fllllii~~~fj~;i~Jiit;~;~~;:;.~:~:;~~~~~ii::~;:r::~ici

t

The ~or(:i·s '1a'~y~~i;'~tf'Ca].r6'rmula ·for f ( x) 11 are, a cd ot>d ingly., usually
taken in the same restricted
. . se!)se, viz. an equivalence formula
..

.

.

.

.

)

f(x)~g(x).

1' .. 5, Asympt8tica1- series. We oftt=n have the situation that for a

function f(x).. as x~ oo, say,o we have an infinite sequence of 0-formulas,
each {n±1L-th formule being an improvement on the n-th. Frequently the
sequence of formula is of the following type. There is a sequence of
functiohs 'f 0 _, tp , 1 , •.• ,
2
1
(1.5.1) lf 1 (x)=o( tp 0 (x)), !f 2 (x)=_o{ip (x)), lf (x)=o(~ (x)), •.• (x-7oo),
2
1

3

-8(x--1 QO)

{x-7co)
{x4 oo)

the second fol"rn.ula improves the first one, as

formula improves the second one, and so on.
notation is used in order to represent the whole set
formula

right hand side is called an asymptotical series for f(x), or
anasymptotical expansion for f{x). It is easy to see that the c's are
uniqy~ly determined when the f 's are given, assuming that such an asymptotit expansion exists.
-·. -Tl1e multiplication points between ck and ~ k(x) are used in order
to nmke the notation reveal the sequence If 0 (x), tp (x), •••• It is
1
evfdent, however, that ck. tpk(x) may be replaced by ~ck.2 tpk(;;:)~ say~
s:i.r'lce O~<pk~x))""' o{2'fk{x)). But ·lf the coefficient is zero, we are
not allowed to replace O.tfk{x) by 1.(0.1fk(x))_. as O{lfk(x)) cannot be
retylaced by O{O.'fk(x)). Also, the meaning of {1.5.3) would change
slightly upon omitting the terms with coefficients o.
The following example shows the importance of the multiplication
points:

( 1.5.,4)

(x-'oo)

is true, as it expresses the well known fact that e-x=O(x-n) for each n.
On the other hand

e -x i'>J 0 .,e ~ x + o\!I.e - 2x + 0.e .. 3x '
is false (e-x is not 0 + O{e- 2 x)), and, finally, the line
j'" . . . .

e

-X

""'0+0+0+ •••

has no meaning at all.
The series occurring in t1.5.3) n2ed not be convergent. At first
sight it seems strange that such a sequence~ producing sharper and
sharper approximations 3 does not automatically converge. The answer is 3
that convergence means something for some fixed x , ~vhereas the o~
0
formulas (1.5.2) are not concerned with X=X , but with x--,; oo. Convergence
0

::Jf the seriesJ for all x >0~ say:t means that for every individual x ther'e

-9about the case n-7""'· On the other hand, the series
beir1'gtb.e asymptot'ic expansion of f(x) means that for every individual
6:th~t{\::; .a statement about the case x ~co.
. . . M,breo;er, if the sequence converges, its sum need not be equal to
f'(X)if'o~mula (1.5.4) provides a counterexample. It is even possible

to.§q#E)tructfunctions f(x), f 0 (x)., ~.p 1 (x}, ... , such that the series of
(1-.5~:?) C()!lverges for all x, but such that the sum of the series does
ndt·iii~yej.1self as its own asymptotic series~

A quite simple example of a div.erg.eui: a.s,ymptotic serie.& is the
£91\~w:i!"lg one. We consider> too .tmlcti<m f, defined by
f(x) =

x

J1

t
~ dt

t

(.apart from an additional constant this is the so called exponential
int~gral Ei t). By partial integration we obtain

f{x)

.~

htl:

~::

(

J1

X

et
:.:'2" c'lt ._
t

X

1

+

1

t
.;.at.
t

j Ji~ +J <·J ~X
X

~X

1

1 .

A next approximation can be obtained if we a~~~y partial integration
to the integral in (1.6.,}. Repeating this procedure, we get
f(x)

= fet(t

t

+.;. .+ t2~ +... + (n~1)!
J x + n!J x ~:1 dt.
t
t
t

1

1

Dealing with the last integral in the same way as it was done above
with its special case n=1, we find that it is O(x-n- 1 ex). It follows
that
e-xf(x)....,.:l + 1 + 2! + 3! +

x

~

x3

;(+ • · ·

The series on the right converges for no single value of x.
A quite simple though rather trivial class of asymptotic,series
consists of the class of convergent power series. If R is a positive
number, and if the function f(z) is, when tzl <.R_, the sum of a convergent power series

{'1.5.7)
then we also have asymptotically

(lzl<R),

-10-

fR

The proof is easy. The series converges at Z=
s whence the
. a • (.?, R. )n are bounded. It follows that at z=~R the series c·onn "t
v~rges absolutely. Put

Loo

k=O

\akl (~R) k = A.

each individual n, when !zl

}L:av
k=n+1

.<(~R, w~

have

I

~
k
ln+1 .A,
ak z k} ~ _( 2z I R )n+1 t-n+
1 / akl R. ~ 2z/R
00

( jzj.( tR).

ies (1.5.8).
not matter whether in this discussion z reprevariable3 Dr a real variable, or a real positive

1~6.

Elementary operations on asymptotic series. For the sake of
Sin1l:nicity we sha 11 restrict our discussions to asymptotic series of
th~ form

(}.;6;.1)

2

a 0 + a x + a 2 x + ..•
1

th:(::nigh similar things can be done for sev~ra l other types,
The series (1.6.1) is a power series (in terms of powers of x),
arid as long as there is no discussion about its representing anything,
we cal~ i t a formal power series •
.F6r thesE: formal power series addition and multiplication can be
defined in such a way that the set of all formal power series becomes
a commutative ring, with 1+0.x+O.x+ •.• as the unit element (to be
den?ted by I). If the series a +a x+ •• and b +b x+ •.• arc; represented
0
0
1
1
byA and B, r~::spectively, then we dE:fine
--=

= (a 0 + b 0 ) + (a 1 + b1 )x + (a 2 + b 2 )x 2 +
AB = a 0 b 0 + (a 0 b + a 1 b )x + (a b 2 + a o +
1
0
0
1 1
A+B

a 2 b 0 )x 2 + •••

then there is a uniquely det~rmincd C such that AC=I.
Furthermore we can deflne the formal power series thqt arises
~rom &abstituting the series B into the series A~ provided that b =0.
-··-·--·-·
0
rhis new series will be denoted by A(B). It is defined as follows:
be-~ct;; be the coefficient of xk in the series a o I+a 1 B+a 2B 2 + •.• +a n Bn.
rhen it is easil
~
· t'na"G· c, k = ck 1
·t·
y St=en
, 2=... . 1.r
~~ rl
-lng cu-k=C
1 ,
•
--·
t{
,,{+ 1 = c.K,K+
---K
1 .Y f.ollows that
If

3 0 ¥'0,

we 'now define
>

:> :.

•'>A~£)
·-

·-~-

.

.

-

..

n

:::: 9o+c1x+ ••• +cnx +cn+1x

n+1

+cn+2x

n+2

·
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s6'A(B) arises from replacing

X

in the a-series bij B, and com-

bi~#ri~~{~~-o~f:fi;cients afterwards.
~'~:cA-;•'fu~ther operation on formal power series is differentiation. The

d~~ti~~.~j_\,.~
·:,·.·.:.·;,.• ::cz.:··

of A=a 0 +a 1 x+ ••• is defined by

}_\-:}<·

A

1

= a1 +

2

2a 2 x

+ 3a 3 x + •••

th~t/is,.
formal term-by-term differt;ntiation.
is well known that if A and B are power series with a positive
Jacti~~convergence, these forma 1 operations directly correspond to
th~Z'same operations on the sums A(x) and B(x) of those series. For
~X~rn'8le, if A(B)=G, then the series G has a positive radius of converge,nce, and inside the circle of that radJ.us we have AtB(x}j,.. L! (x).

<It

of

speaking about asymptotic series instead of power series, W€
have the same situation, apart from the fact that some extra care is
necessary in the case of differentiation. Assume that A(x) and B(x) are
- .
functions, defined in a neighbourhood of X=O, having asymptotic developments
A(x),..., A
(x _,o).
Notice that A(x) stands for the function, and that A stands for the
formal series a 0 + a x + ••••
1
Now it is not difficult to show that
(1.6.2)

A (X ) + B ( x )

{1.6.3)

A (X) B (X) "'AB ( x ~0),

..v

A+B

( x -+0 ).,

and if a 0 :!o,

(1.6.4)

( X-'0)

1

stands for the solution of A- 1 .A=I). Furthermore, if b =0, the
0
~omposite function A(B(x)) i·s defined for all sufficiently smnll
values of x, and
(A-

(1.6.5)

A(B{x)) ..., A{B)

(x_,)O).

Formula (1.6.2) is trivial. We shall prove (1.6.3). Writing AB=G,
ve -have, for each n,
A(x) = a 0 + ••. +anxn+ O(xn+1 ), B(x)=b + •.. +bnxn+O(xn+'1) (x~O)
0

tnd so
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No:I'L .....

·~J'ao+ •• • +anxn) ( bo + •• • +bnxn)- (co+ .•. +cnxn)

is

a linear combination of
It<~fdllOWS thC\ t

n+1

X

n+2

X

I

..... ,x

2n

~

and so it is O(xn+ 1 ),

(x --70),

and .th.is

proves ( 1.6 .3).
si!Ili·lar proofs can be given for (1.6.4) and (1.6.5). Actually ..
fi'':ti~HJcan be considered as a special-case of (1.6.5), as A- 1 =P(Q),
2
1
wfttir:::a
-'1 ( 1 +x+x + ••• ) , Q=a - (a -A) .
.
<·.;·•
0
.
0
0

''Y

... ·With the operation of differentiation the situation is somewhat
d.lffer'ent. If A(x) has the asymptotical development A(x) .... A(x ~o),
t:;;hen 7 1 {x) does not necessarily exist. If it exists, it does not
;ri~'c\~ssa rily have an asymptotic expansion. But if it has an a symptotica)
e~~~~sion, in the form of a formal power series_, it automatically
eoinci.des \-Jith the formal derivative A'.
F'or example, we have
-~
~
1
2
e .tsin(e1t) 'v 0 + O.X- + O.X- + •••
(x,/,O),
hut .the derivative

A

tle-~sin(e-1) - ;}fcos(et)
hasrio such asymptotical expansion.
The theorem that term-by-term differentiation of an asymptotical
development is legitimate whenever the derivative of the function has
an>asymptotica 1 expansion (in the for'I!l. of a formal power series) 1 is an
J.mniediate consequence of the following theorem on integration (at
le~st if the derivative is continuous):
is continuous, and

(x

~o)

then we have
(

J
0

X
-1

0

f(t)dt"' a 0 x + ~a 1 x~ +

.rt

j

':<

a 2 x.; + •••

(X---)0).

This immediately follows from the fact that if g(x) is continuous,
the.n
implies

J0x

g(t)dt

=

O(xn+'1) (x -tO)
-

1.:7. -Asymptotics and Numeri ca 1 Ana lysis. The object of a symptotics is
to deri_?E:: 0-formulas and o-formulas for functions_. in cases where it
is.dif'ficult to apply the definition of the function for very large
J:.()~l:? J'or very small) values of the variable. It even occurs that the
definition of a function is so difficult, even for 11 normal 11 values of

"-13~~~;~~y~K~~h~ef that it is easier to find asymptotic information than

ari§

o~ner

type of information.
''As :ftwas already stressed in sec.1.1, neither 0-formulas nor or()frtrti1ashave, as they stand, any direct value for numerical purposes.
--.-- .
HC>WeV"er,in almost all cases where such formulas have been derived, it
is:;~ossible to retrace the proof, replacing all 0-formulas by definite
Bsti~1ate~ involving explicit numerical constants.
-}p-_i~irl'lXt is, at every stage of the procedure we indicate definite
-

-

n~~B~rsor functions with certain properties, where the asymptotical
rarih~ias'only stated the existence of such numbers or functions.
·'>' ·Inmost cases, the final estimates obtained in this way are rather
~e~k.,with
constant a thousand times, say, grc:ater than they could be •
..
The_reas.on is, of course, that such estimates are obtained by means of
a considerable number of steps, and in each step a factor 2 or so is
ea~ilylost. Quite often it is possible to reduce such errors by a more
c;:r>er41 examination.
But even if the asymptotical result is presented in its best
possib).e explicit form; it need not be satisfactory from the numerical
pdi~t,ofview. The following dialogue between a Numerical Analyst and
art :A~syfuptotica 1 Analyst is typical in severa 1 respects.
.

N~e~.: I

want to evaluate my function f(x) for large values of x, with
ad:·e.lative error of at most 1%.
Asympt.: f(x)=x- 1 +o(x- 2 ) (x~w).
··Nume'r.:
???
Asyrnpt.:
Nurrier. :
But my value of x is only 100.
Asyrnpt.: Why did not you say so? My evaluations give
jf(x)-x- 1 1 < 47000 x- 2
(x ~ 100).
This is no news to me. I know already that 0 ~f(100) <~.
I can gain a little on some of my estimates. Now I find that
fr(x)-x- 1 j < 20 x- 2
(x ~100).
~umer.:
I asked for 1%.:~ not for 20%.
'l.sympt.: It is almost the best thing I possibly can get. Why don 1 t you
~ake larger values of x?
~umer. :
!!!

Numer.:
A.sympt.:

thinlc it 1 s better to ask my electronic computing machine.
lachine: f(100) • 0.01137 42259 34008 67153
,sympt.: Haven't I told you so? My estimate of 20% was not very far
'rom the_
·1 error.
. - .140Z:
1·o of the rea_
·umer-;-:--·
Ill
I

.Some days later~ the Nur.1erical Analyst wants to know the value of

c£'t~oyy~~·

He now asks his machine first~ and notices that it will
a month_, working at top speed. Therefore,. the Numerical Analy.st
to his asymptotical colleague~ and gets a fully satisfactory

I
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2. Implicit
~I..J)-iritroduction.

~unctions.

Let x be given as a ~unction o~ t by some equation
f(x,t}

= 0,

wl"l~re,

if the equation has more than one root, it is somehow indicated,
for-~£acF value o~ t 3 which one o~ the roots has to be chosen. Let this
-~r~o~be;denoted by X= tp(t). The problem is to determine the asymptotic-

= .

-~i~.:BebaVCi:our ·of tp ( t) as t ~
~:i.('~'M~ shall only discuss a few examples, since little can be said in
<}~~fi;~~~J..~ In genera 1 3 the question is rather vague 3 for what we really
·Nw~rft'i~ the asymptotic behaviour of lp· ( t) expressed in terms of element·.::~~~~=--~~bctions, or at least in terms of explicit ~unctions.
- .<·J::f no one had ever introduced logarithms_, the question about the
;~gympto:tical behaviour of the positive solution of the equation ex-t=O
;.:-(~~;t~oO ) would have been a hopeless problem. But as soon as one
;¢onsid~rs logarithms as useful functions, the problem vanishes entirely •
.
;.
_/~- .·
Jrtmany cases occurr:Lng in practice it is possible to express
ai~th~ ~symptotica 1 behaviour of an implicit function in terms of element--~;~t~}:;fJ.ri6tions. For the sake of curiosity we mention one case where it
::c;j;::~:::ql.l:Lte unlikely that such an elementary express 1on exists, a 1 though
t~~tc·rn~Y he difflcult to show the cot;Jtrary. If x is given by
~

•

-~

·-- •• -••• .0-"-o.

:- ·- -· - - •

- -

~

~--;! ~:~"-: ~'

-;;-;.

-~·

-·:: >-;·-··

~

.

;.th~rl we can easily verify that x=et tp(t), where '{'(t} is the solution
,, • <p
)C!:f' 'f,e =t. Now for ljY we have an asymptotic expansion (see sec.2.4).,
<:.c~

-k

~:;···· ·/< :.
:~~fl'::.c,h lnvolves
o.

errors of the type (log t) s fork arbitrary but fixed.
(~~~ts;llleans that we have an asymptotic formula for log x, but not for x
)-P;~seif. That is_, we do not possess an elementary function 'f(t) such
-~hat x/lf' ( t) tends to 1 as t ~oo. This would require a formula for
;p(t) with an error term of o(t- 1 ) .. and it is unlikely that such a
~O:rfnula could be found.
:In most cases where asymptotic formulas can be obtained, it turns
out to be quite easy. Usually it depends on expansions in terms of some
small pa rame!.:;er .. ordinarily in connection with the Lagrange inversion.
That formula belongs to complex function theory~ but the same results
~Cin.:often be obtained by real function methods. Quite often iteration
niethods c·an be applied_, but sometimes they fail in a peculiar way ( ~ee
sec .•... 2 5)
',

. .

_2 •2• The Lagrange inversion formula. Let the function f(z) be analytic
~:trJ-sorne neighbourhood of the point z=O of the complex plane. Assuming
~h~~::_f(O);io .. we consider the equ8tion
~~~----·

~-- ~--

f2.2 .• '1)

W=Z/f(z),
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i.,h:~re. z ls the unknown.
Then there exist positive numbers a and b,
~c~dh. that for jw{ <a the equation has just one solution in the domain
J~J.( b, and this solution is an analytic function of w:

z

( fwl<

=

a)

where the coefficients ck are given by
0

k

1

{

d

= kT. (dz)

k- 1

(f(z))

k1

J

Z=O

A generalization gives the value of g(z), where g is any function

z, analytic in a neighbourhood of z=O:
·(2.2 .4)
Formula (2.2.2), usually quoted as the BUrmann-Lagrange formula,
isa special case of a more general theorem on implicit functions: If
f(z,w) is an analytic function of both z and W; in some region lzl<a 1 ,
JwJ <b , and if 'e:Jf/ oz does not vanish at the point Z=W=O, then there
1
a.re positive nu.mbers a and b, such that, for each w in the domain
<;a, the equation f(z,w)=O has just one solution z in the domain
/z! < b, and this solution can be represented as a power series

lw l

co
k
z= .Lk=O ck w •

For proofs of these theorems we refer to standard textbooks on
complex function theory.

2.3. Applications. Some asymptotic problems on implicit functions admit
direct application of the Lagrange formula. For example, consider the
positive solution of the equation

(2. 3.1)

xe

X

= t -1 ,

As t- 1 tends to zero, we apply the Lagrange formula
(4.2.2) to the equation zez=w, so that f(z)=e-z. It results that there
are constants a> 0 and b '> 0, such that for 1wl< a there is only one
solution z satisfying l z! < b, viz.
when t ~

C!Q

•

,eo

z = ~k=1(-1)

k-1

k 1
k--

wk /k!

(actually, the series converges if fwJ < e- 1 ). So it is clear that if
t > a -"1, there is one and only one solution in the circle ix < b -'1. But
as xex increases from 0 to ():) if x increases from 0 to .eo , the equation
(2.3.1) has a positive solution, and this one cannot exceed b- 1 if t is
S.U-fficiently large. So if t is large enough, the positive solution we
are looking for, is given by

f

t2.3 .2)

00

X

= 4:'k::::1 ( -·1) k-'1 kk-1 t-k/k!

,
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; __

;

- ~--: ~/--. __c ·'.• -

•. : .-- -·.- ;" ·:· .-

~~frtt:~~this

power series also S€rves as asymptotical development {see sec •

. . ·1~·5.}Y...
second example considers the positive solution of
xt

= e-x

• The function xt is increasing if x > 0, and e-x is decreastha t x t is sma 11 in the interva 1 0 ~ x s; '1 unless x is
'1J so that it is clear from the graphs of xt and e-x that
one root, close to '1, and tending to '1 as t-Yo::..
put x=1+z, t- 1 =w~ and try to get an equation of the form
x t =e -X we obtain the equation
where f(z)·= -z('1+z)/(log(1+z)).
is analytic at z=O:
that

f(z)=-'1 + c 1 z + •••

x = 1-t -'1 + c 1 t-2 + •.•

equation (2.3.3), if t is large enough. As in the previous
~·;.;-v'='=r·l··o, the fact that there is just one positive solution, tending to
t~~, guarsntees that the positive solution is represented by
r series~ if t is sufficiently large.
third example is stated in a somewhat different form. Consider
cos x = x sin x.
We observe from the graphs of the functions x and cotg x, that
is just one: root J.n every interval n~< x < (n+1)rt (n=0,+1,+2, ••• ) •
. ing this root by x , we ask for the behaviour of x as n ---?>co • As
n
,
n
-1
cotg (xn- n::n) = x ~=, we have x - rrn ~ 0. Puttlng X= -rtn+z, {.,-en) =W,
n
n
we .find cos z =(w- 1 +z)sin z, and so
w = z/f(z},
~

f(z) = z(cos z-z sin z}/sin z,

-··.·

where f(z) is analytic at Z=O, Therefore z is a power series in terms
of.powers of w, c:md we easily evalu:Jte z=w+c w2 + ..•• Therefore we
2
}}ave, if n is large enough,

· x n = -rt" n + (7rn) -'1 + c 2 (-rrn) - 2 +
As a consequence of the fact that f{z) is an even function of
-we:·nntj_-c e that c =c =c = .. ,=0.
2 4 6
-~2_;.~~~~A more difficult case. We take the equation

z~
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X

s, when t > 0, just one solution x > 0~ as the function xe
ses from 0 to ~ when x increases from 0 to OG • This solution
simply denoted by x, we ask for the behaviour of x as t -70:).
It is now more difficult than in the previous examples to trans. cform the equation into the Lagrange type. We shall proceed by an
method. We write (2.4.1) in the form

x = log t - log x.
we have some approximation to x, we can substitute it on
(2.4.2); and we obtain a new approximation,
than the former. We must have something to start with. As t
to infinity, we may assume t > e 7 and then we have
1< x <log

·. ·· . · · .•. . ·.·. 1
,·Ja-s-. :.1.e ==e

= O(log

< t., log

t e

log t

log t), and so, by

t,

= t log t > t. It follows that log x

=

(2.4.2),

x =log t + O(log log t).

jf~king

logarithms, we infer that
log x

= log

log t + log

{1

+ O(log log t/log t)} =

; log log t + O(log log t/log t).
·Inserting this into

(.2.4.3)

{2.4.2), we get a second approximation
x = log t - log log t + O(log log t/l'Jg t).

Again taking logarithms here~ and inserting the result into
get the third approximation

=

(4.2), we

log t - log {log t - log log t + O(log log t/log t)} ;
2
=log t
log log t + logl;~gtt + ~(logi~~g~t) + O{log log~).
~~
v
(log t)
x

We shall carry out two further steps. Abbreviating
log t = L13
we obtain
log

log log t

= L2

,
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·~-.:c.

.

T~~ next step can be verified to give

- · ·. -.
(2.4.4)

X=L 1 -L2 +L 2 L1

+

-1 ( 1 2
) -2 (_.j
3 3
2
)L -3
+ 2L 2 -L 2 L 1 + 3 L2 - ~ L2 +L 2 '1
+

(;L24_ ~ L23+3L22+0(~L1-4.

F.foni these formulas we get the impression that there is an asymptotical

wg~re Pk(L2 ) is a polynomial of degree k ( k=O, 1, 2, ..• ). This can be ·
proved to be the case, by a careful investigation of the proc8ss which

le:d to {2.4.4) and to further approximations of that type. We shall not
cfd' this here, as we can show, by a different method, a much stronger

(2,4.5)

ass~rtion:

the series in
and-its sum equals x.

converges if t is sufficiently large,

The method is modelled after the usual proof of the Lagrange
theOrem. For abbreviation~ we put
log log t + v, ( log t ) -1 =~,

(log log t) /log t= -c •

and.we
obtain from (2.4.2} that
:·-·. ·.
-~'-"

(2 . 4.6)

e -v .. 1-

(5

v + '(

=

0 •

For the time being, we ignore the relation that exists between w
aiJd. -t, and we shall consider them as small independent complex parart:E;ters. We; shall show that there exist positive numbers a and b, such

~?at, if lcr[< a, l'C\<a, the equation (2.4.6) has just one solution in
ttxe domain lvi < b, and that this solution is an analytic function of
both o- and -r in the region jo- I <a, \-r <:a •
Let~ be the lower bound of .je- 2 -1
on the circle !zJ =~.Then
2
~~s positive, and e- -1 has just one root inside that circle_, viz. Z=O.
Now choose the positive number~ equal to ~/2(tt+1). Then we have

I

jctz-'! I<

i

l

(1()'1 <

2,

j-t: lc::- a, jz l=

'tt ).

f

fe- -1] >icr z--c
on the circle fz J = rt. So by
Rsu,che 's ·theorem, the equation e .,..z -1- crz+ -t: =0 has just one root inside
the .circle. Denoting this root by v 1 we have, in virtue of the Cauchy·
2

A consequence is that

theorem

'
1

v ::: 2-rri

s

-e-z-cr
-z
.z dz,
e -1- cr z+'t

wh_ere the integration path is the circle

;.i~ection.

!zl= n_,

taken in the positive
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For every z on the integration path we have i~zf+l~l<~je-z-1j,
we have the following development
-z
)-1 r-0\) ~=
( -z 1 )-k-m-1 z k o- k -t: m( - 1 )m m·(m+k):
( e -1- cr z + -c
== Lk-O
_
1 1,.. 1
- 4!.._ m.n..
0 e -

'

4

f<

converging absolutely and uniformly when Tz l = '\"t, 10"' f ~ a, 1""1:
a. So in
(2.4.7) we can integrate termwise"' and v oppears as the sum of an
~bsolutely convergent double power series (~owers of~ and~). We
notice th8t all terms not containing "t v::mish. For, in (2.4.8) the
ter>ms with m=O give rise to integrals

(2-rt'i)- 1

S-(e- 2 +<~)(e- 2 -1)-k- 1

zk.z dz,

which vanish by virtue of the regularity of the integrand at z=O.
Our result is that, if ~~Y1< a,{--r f <a (2.4.6) has just one
solution v satisfying tv
'f"C, and this solution can be written as

I<

(2.4.9)

z:=m=O

c

O'k-rm
km ·
'

where the ckm are constants.
'
-1
1Ale now return to the special values cr =(log t) , -r =l.og log t/log t.
For t sufficiently large, we have jcrl <a, 1-c
a. Moreover, the solution
of (2.4.6) which we actually want to have, is small: (2.4.3) shows that
v=O(log log t/log t). It follows that it coincides with the solution
(2.4.9) if t is large. The final result is that if t is large enough,
-k-m-1
oo
o:;:::--0131'
(l
1
+- \m+1,, og +- \
(2 .4 .10)
X= log t - log log t + L k=O
~ m=O ckm., _og - -o v 1
v· v 1

I<

()0'

and the series is absolutely convergent for all large values of t. Needless to say, this series can be rearranged into the form ( 2.4 .5).

2.5. Iteration methods.

The previous section gave a typical example of
the role of iteration in asymptotics. In the next sections we shall discuss some further aspects of asymptotical iteration. The subject does
not entirely fall under the heading "implicit functions", and therefore
our reflections will be somewhat more general.
Let f(t) be a function whose asynptotical behaviour is ~equired,
as t ~fX!. Usually it is quite importc.mt to have a reasonable conjecture
about this behaviour before we start proving anything. And usually, the
better the approximation WE; guess; the easier it is to prove th<Jt it is
an approximation indeed.
Let t.p 0 (t), t.p 1 (t).. ... be a sequence of functions and assume that,
for each separate k_. the asymptotical behaviour of tpk(t) is known.
~ume that we have reasons to believe that the behaviour of ~ (t) is,
0
in some s2nse, an approxlmation to the one of f(t). Moreover assume that
there is a procedure th<Jt transforms If 0 into y> .. <.p into t.p , etc ... and
2
1
1
that there are reasons to believe that this procedure turns any good
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approximation into a better approximation. What we hope for is this:
itmight happen that for some k tpk is so close to f, that we may be
prove this fact, in some specified sense. It may even happen
that we are able to use the procedure itself for proving things• Namely, if we are able to show that (i) if o/n is an approximation in some
c ri:.;.th sense, then automatically
q;n+"1 is an approximation in some
{n+1)-th sense, and if moreover (ii} for some k it can be proved that
~k is an approximation in the k-th sense. A simple example for this
is the process which led to (2.4.4). In section 2.4 we were so
fortunate to have useful information right from the start: 0 < x < log t,
so that there was no need for guess-work. But
quite often there is no
'
such easy first step. For example, if we had to deal with (2.4.1) under
, consideration of complex value:? of t, the first step would already be
··. more difficult. In order to be specific, we assume that Im t=1 1 and
' that we want to have a solution x with Re xIm x ~ 0. Now
'\X:=D(log t) would be a conjecture, and so would be its consequences
2.4.3) and (2.4.4). But at the moment we have reached
X=log t - log log t+0(1), we can put x-log t + log log t=v, and the
discussion of (2.4.6) can be applied. Only then we get to definite
results.
This example of iterating conjectures so as to reach a stage,
later, where things can be proved, is too simple to be very
fortunate. For, it is not very difficult to prove X=O(log t) right at
the start, using the Rouche theorem. On the other hand, it is easy to
imagine slightly more complicated examples, where the application of
the Rouche theorem would be very troublesome indeed.
The method of iteration of conjectures also occurs in numerical
?nalysis. There the opject to be approximated is not an asymptotical
behaviour, but just a number. We shall consider things of that type
in sec.2.6, and compare them to asymptotical problems in sec.2.7.
.

=,

'

2.6. Roots of equations. We want to approximate a special root J of
some equation f(x)=O. To this end Newton 1 s method usually gives very
good results. It consists of taking a rough first approximation x 0 and
constructing the sequence x 1 ,x 2 ,x , ... by the formula
3
(2.6.1)
Its meaning is, that xn+ 1 is the root of the linear function whose
graph is the tangent at Pn of the graph of f(x), where Pn denotes the
~~oint with coordinates (x ,f(x )).
n
n
Usually the situation is as follows: There is an interval J,
containing }. as an inner point, having the property that if x 0 belongs
to J, then x 1 ,x 2 , ••• all belong to J and the sequence converges to j .
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A sufficient condition for the existence of J is, for instance,
that f(x) has a positive second derivative throughout some neighbourhood of
If the process converges at a~l, it does so very rapidly,
as (2.6.1), together with some very light extra assumptions, guarantees
that xn+ 1 - S is of the order of the square of xnQuite often very little is known about the function f(x), that is,
for every special x the value of f(x) can be ·found, but in larger xintervals there is not much information about lower and upper bounds
of f(x), f'(x), etc. Usually such.information can be obtained in very
small intervals. In order to find a root of the equation f(x)=O, we
then simply choose some nurnber x , more or less at random, and we
0
'
construct x ,x 2 , .•. by Newton's iteration process. If this sequence
1
shows the tendency to converge, nothing as yet has been proved, as
convergence can not be deduced from a finite number of observations.
But it may happen that sooner or later we arrive at a small interval
J, where so much information can be obtained about f(x), that it can
be proved that the further x. 1 s remain in J and converge to a point of
J
J, that this limit is a r,oot of f(x)=O, and that there are no other
roots inside J. What we then have achieved is not the exact value of a
root, but a small interval in which there is one; moreover we have a
procedure to find smaller and smaller intervals to which it belongs.
Therefore it is a perfectly happy situation from the point of view of
the numerical analyst.
There are also less favourable possibilitic;s, several of which we
mention here:

s.

s.

(i)
(ii}
(iii)
(iv)

The sequence x 0 ,x 1 , ..• diverges to infinity.
It converges to a roDt, but not to the one we want to approximate.
It keeps oscillating.
It converges td the root we have in mind, but we are unable to
prove it.

4.7. Asymptotical iteration.

Now returning to asymptotical problens
about implicit functions, we notice that the Newton method works quite
well in small-p9rameter cases like those of sec.2.3 or the one of
(2.4.6). Needless to say, the root is no longer a nwnber, but a function
of t, and we are out for asymptotical information about this function.
There are two different questions. The first one is whether the
Newton method giv~s a sequence of good approximations.
A far more difficult question is wh8ther we can prove that these
approximations are approximations indeed. "\IJe shall not discuss this
second question_, in fact we only discuss <.::xamples that have been extens-·
ively studied before, so that the asymptotical behaviour is precisely
known.
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First take the equation (2.3.1). We condier ~ 0 =0 as the first
rough approximation to the root. Applying the Newton formula (2.6.1),
with f(x)=xex-t- 1 , we obtain

'f1= €,
lf2=

e- c (e~ -1)e-&(1+t)- 1=

f:-

r. 2 + ~ c:3+0( £4),

so that tp differs from the true root x (see (2.3.2)) by an amount
2
4
0(€ ). It is not difficult.to show, in virtue of (2.3.2), that ~k
2k
differs from x only by 0(£ ).
We next discuss the equation (2.4,1), and we shall apply Newton's
method at a stage where we have not yet reached the small-parameter
case. Then we shall notice phenomena that did not arise in sec.4.6.
Observi11g tl1.2t the positive root of xex=t is sn1all cornpared to t,
we might think ~ =0 to be a reasonable starting point. We have
0

lfn+1 = {tfn

2

+ te

- ~n)(

)-1
'
lfn+1

and so
1.?1 = t,
'f2

=

t

\f3

=

t

-

1
1 + O(t- ).,

2 +O(t- 1 ),

and so on. It is clear that this leads us nowhere. None of the ~k's
have any asymptotical resemblance to the true root x.
The same thing happens if we start with ~ 0= log t, which is
already a quite reasonable approximation, as x=log t + O(log t} (see
(2.4.3)). Then we again obtain y; n =log t-n+0(1). It is not difficult
to show that we always have ~n= ~ 0 -n+0(1), as soon as we start with
a function ~ 0 which is such that ~
e~0 /t tends to infinity when
~0
t

~ C¢.

Next assume that we try ~0 =log t-log log t+a for some constant,
0
a 0 • (admittedly, this example is not very natural, as no one would try
this before trying ~I 0 =log t-log log t)~
Then we easily calculate that
-CI
~~log
t-log log t+a n , where a n + =a n +e n-1. It can be shown (see ch.B)
n
1
that an tends to 0 quite rapidly. However, not a single ~k of this
sequence gives an approximation essentially better than
log t-log log t + 0(1).
In some sense log t-log log t is the limit of this sequence
lf 0 ,91 .,\f2 , ..• If we now start the Newton method anew.~ with 1f*
=
0
::::log t - log log t 9 we suddenly get much better approxin1a tions.
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Actually it neans that we consider the small-parameter case (2.4.6).,
starting with zero as a first approximation to v.
He leaveit at these casual remarks; our main aim w.ss to stress
the fact that in many asympt·otical problens it is of vital importance
to start with a good conjecture or a good first approximation.
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3. Summation.
n

3.1. Introduction. We shall consideti .sums of the cyp.e ~...,.. ak(n} ...
where both the terms and the number of terms depend on n. We ask for
asymptotic information about the value of the suu for large values
of n. In many applications, ak(n) is independent of n, and actually
several of our examples will be of this type, but the method by
which those examples are tackled are by no means restricted to this
case.
It is of course difficult to say anything in genera 1. The
asymptotical problem can be difficult, esp~cially in cases where the
n
ak are ngtrall of one sign, and where 2: 1 ak(n} can be much smaller
than L 1 [ ak(n) {. On the other hand, there is a class of routine
~roblems arising in many parts of analysis, and to which a large
part of this chapter is devoted: the cases where all ak(n) are of
one sign and where moreover the ak(n) 11 behave smoothly''. We sha 11
not attempt to define what smoothness of behaviour is, but we merely
give a nwnber of examples. These fall under four headings ~'~'~'£'
acc•rding to the location of the terms which give the main contributton to the sura. The major contribution can come from
''l• !:,_ COr:198':'atively small number of terms at the end, or at the beginning.
··) l,. A single term at the end or at the beginning.
c).. A comparatively small number of terms .somewhere in the middle.
In case d. there is not such a small group of terms whose sum
dominates the sum,of all others.
n

3 .2. c~se a.

Our first example concerns the~behaviour of sn::: ~= 1 k-3.
A first approximation to s is the sum S= l:1 k•3 of the infinite
n
3
sePies, and the error term is - !':n+1 k- •. For this last sum we
easily obtain the estimate O(n- 2 ), e.g. by
(;0

6J.t.~)

~.: 1 k-3 <

r:·:+1

fk_k 1. t-3dt

J~

=n

t"3dt •

~n .. 2 ,

and therefore

(3.2.2)
Results of this type are quite satisfactory for many analytical purposes, it should be noted, however, that from the p~int of view of
numerical analysis nothing has been achieved by (3.2.2) 3 unless we
know the value of s from some other source of information. The numerm
ical analyst would prefer to evaluate explicitly .!:
k-3 for some
1
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~ n
3
suitably chosen value of m, and to estimate 2-m+1 k- •
Formula (3.2.2) can be improved by refinement of the argument
us to (3.2.1), i.e. comparison of the sum with the integral.
We shall return to this technique in sees. 3.5 and 3.6.
n
1
Our next example is L 1 2Klog k. In this sum there is a relative:LY small number of terms at the end whose total contribution is large
compared to the sum of all others. If we omit the 1 ast [log n) terms
([log n] denotes the largest(lnteg?r ~log n), the sum Gf the remain.
.
or n- og f!.J k
n-log n+1
2ng terms lS less than L.. 1
log n =
. 2 log n ~ 2
1
1
=2n+ n- log n, and this is much smaller than the n-th term.
We notice that, if k runs through the indices of these significant terms, then log k shows but little variation. We therefore expand log k in terms of powers of (n-k)/n, and in doing this we can
easily afford the range ~n<k~n. We shall be satisfied with
log k = log n - hn- 1 + O(h 2 n- 2 )
(h=n-k).,

·;1hich holds uniformly in h (0

~

h < ~n). We now evaluate

The main error term is 0(2n n- 2 ); the terms involving 2z~n are
much smaller than this one. Our result is

and it is not difficult to extend our argument in order to ·obtain
_.,
an asymptotic series in terms of powers of n- ':
n
k
2-n
2 log n ,...... c n -1 +c n -2 +c n -3 + •••
(n~oo).,
Lk=1 2 log k
1
2
3

-

with

ck = ( ..,, )k k-1

z:-=h=1

hk 2-h.

3.3. C'ase b.

We are often c-onfronted with sums of positive terms,
where each term is much l<:i'rger than, or anyway not much smaller than,
'h
.p
'I:""
n k! Dividing by
t: e sum 0.1.. all previous terms.
Our example is L.
k='l
the last term~ we find that
sn/nJ

= 1 + n1 + lf(~-1) + n(n-1J{n-2)
1
+ ·••
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If We stop after the 5th term 9 say~ we neglect n-5 terms, each one of
which is .~t most {n-5) !/n!, and so the error is O(n- 4 ). But tne 5th
term itself is O(n- 4 ), and therefore

If we so wish, we can expand these terms into powers of n- 1 :

Replacing the number 5 by an arbitrary integer, we easily find that
there is an asymptotic expansion

(3.3.1 )

sn I n!

A"J

c 0 + c 1 n -1 + c 2n -2 +.

{n ~ =) •

This series is not convergentj that is to say, the series
c 0 +c 1x+c 2 'x 2 + .•• does not converge unless x=O. For, the coefficients
exceed those of the expansion of
/
2
x3
Xk+1.
X
,
1 + X + 1-JC +
+
+
( 1- x )( 1- 2x)
(1-x) ••• (1-kX)

...

It follows that the infinite series in (3.3.4)
diverges at X=k . , and this holds for any valur:: of k.
in terms of povvers of

-.r

r...

-1

There is usually no reason to try to obtain an explicit formula
for the coefficients of a divergent-asymptotic series. For practical
purposes only a few terms of the asymptotic series will be needed~ and
for nearly all theoretical purposes the mere existence of an asymptoticseries is already a satisfactory result. So it is only for the sake of
curiosity that we mention that ck+ 1 =k~~k (k=0,1,2, .•• ), where the dk
are the coefficients in exp(ex-1) = L: 0 dkxk. We leave the proof to
the reader [Hint: first prove, e.g. by induction, that

-

r~-y./x

..)

c;

dy

0

xk+1
= (1-x)(1-2x) ••• (1-kx)

The asumptotic behaviour of dk' as k-?>co, will be studied in sec.6.2.

3.4. Case c .
sn

A

typical example is
n
ak(n)
~k=1 ak(n)
~

lve have ak+'1(n)./ak(n)={2 (n-k)./(k+1)}

2

-

2 2 k(n!/k~(n-k)!} 2

• Hence the maximel term occurs
2t the first value of k for which 2(n-k) < (k+1), that is, at about
k=2n/3.
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We notice that in this case~ contrary to our previous examples~
the sum is large compared to the value of the maximal term. For~ if
we move k in either direction, starting fro1n the maxi..rnal term, then
ak(n) decreases rather slowly (n is considered to be fixed), It can
be shown by various methods~ e.g. by the Stirling formula for the
factorials., thrt the number of terms which exceed t m<Jx ak(n)f is of
the order of n2 • If, however~ J k- 2 n 13 J is much greater than n2 ~ then
ak is very small compared to the maximum, and also the total contribution of these terms is relatively small. Therefore we have to focus our
attention on regions of the type I k-2nl3l <Ant. We shall not go into
this matter now, as the.easiest method consists of comparison with
integrals, and the integrals which arise, are of the type of those
studied in ch.4.
1

As a first example we ,take ak=k2 • The ideal technique
for dealing with ~ case as smooth as this one is given by the EulerMaclaurin sum formula. Nevertheless we.shall start with a more elementary method, which can be applied in less regular cases as w~ll,
There are ~wo steps. First approximate ak by a sequence uk which
is such that ~k= uk is~explicitly known; the approximation has to
be stron~ enough for L 1 ( ak-uk) to converge. The second step deals
with L k=: 1 (ak-uk). The first efproximation to this sum is, like in
sec,3.2, the infinite sumS== Lk== 1 (ak-uk)' and we have

3.5. Case·d.

1

(3.5.'0
In the l!st sum we try to approximate uk-ak by a sequ~nce vk' such
that Ln+ 1 vk is explicitly known.? and such that .L' n+ 1 (uk-ak-vk) is
known to be small. This procedure can be continued.
The weak point in the procedure is that in general there is hardly any information about the value of S. The situation is not as
serious as in (3.2.2), for in (3.5.'"!) the major contribution is not S,
but the sum ~ ~ uk' who~e value is known.
In our example ak=k2 we cag obtain a first approximation to the
sum sn by taking the integral
ttdt = -2 n3 1 2 . If we now try to take
3
) n
2 J/2 o
uk such that - 1 uk = n
., we still fail. For

J

5

(3 • 5 . 2 )

kt _ {

~

k3 I 2 _

)-< k _1 ) 3I 2}

is not 3/'t the k-th term of a convergent series. On expanding
2
(1-k- 1 )
into powers of k- 1 by the binomial series, we find that
the expression (3 .5. 2) is ~ k -t + 0( k-31 2 )., and L k-t diverges. But
1
we can again approximate the partial sums of ~k-2 by an integral,
1
viz. 2n2, If we now take
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we easily obtain that
(3.5.3)
whence i:_ (ak-uk) converges.
In the second step we have to approximate to uk-ak by a sequence
l
-co
vk. We first t3kc00Vk=Vl-v-'1-Vk'' whc:fe Vk=k-2 /24, L.n+'1 vk:'Nn, suggested
by the integralS (t-3.t2j48)dt=n-2/24. We so obtain
n

(3.5.4)
The term O(n-3/ 2 ) can be replaced by an asymptotical series, for the
prt}cess can be ca rrj_ed on and we can get as many terms as we please.
To this end it is, of course, necessary to refine (3.5.3). That is
easily done, for (uk-ak)k3/2 can be expanded into powers of k- 1 , and
the expansion converges if k > 1 •
We next ask for the value of S. We obviously have
(3.5.5)

s

=r:=1 {k~- J-J 12 ~k~+

2 ~(k-1)~},

§(k-'1)3/ +

but it is possible to derive a simpler expression.
The method depends on analyticity properties, and ther~fore it
is not generally applicable.
We first generalize (3.5.4) by introducing a complex parameter z.
Instead of (3.5.4) we obtain, by the same method,
(n~~),

(3.5.6}

if Re z >-1,z,£·1. Here S(z) is the sum of a convergent series, analogous
to {3.5.5). Furthermore 7 it is not hard to show that this s~~ is an
analytic function of z in the region Re z.>-1, z1h. If Re z >·i~ it
represents the Riemann zeta function ) (z), as can be seen from (3.5.6)
by making n~o0. Therefore S(z)::; S(z) in the whole region.
Especially, the value of (3.5.5) is

s ( -t) = ) ( _:.~)

= - s(3/2) /4-rt

The latter equality follows from the functional equation,){1-s)=

=2 1 -s '1!-s r(s) cos ~~ s ~(s).
3.6. The Euler-Maclaurin sum formula. Our considerations of sec.3.5
were meant to demonstrate 2 method, rather than giving the shortest
n 1
.
way to deal with ~ 1 k2 • It seems that the shortest and most efficient
way of-dealing with such cases depends on the Euler-Maclaurin sum
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formula. We do not d"'rive the formula here, as it i.s incorporated in
most textbooks of advanced analysis.
The formula reeds as fol,lows. Let B0 ,B ., ••• denote the Bernoulli
1
nunbers, defined by z/( e 2 -1 )= L~ Bnzn /n! (whence B0 :::;::1, B =-~, B 2=
= ~ .,. •• , B ~B =B = •.. =0, B4 =- 3
B6 =
Furthc:rmore, Bn(t)
2
2
denote the Bernoulli polynomials., defined by ze t/(e -1)=~~ Bn(t)zn/n!
Let f(x) hove, for x ~1, at least 2m continuous derivatives. Then we
h2Vf:

'b,

3 5 7

(3.6.1)

f(1)+ ..• +f(n)=

{J~nrf(x)dx

1

-z6..

+ C +

~f(n)+B 2 f'(n)/2!+B4f 111 (n)/4!+

+ ..• + B2nl(2m-1)(n)/(2m)! -

~nf(2m)(x)

B2m(x- [x))/2m)!dx

n

In this formulc: the nunber C does not depend on
(it can be determined
by taking r.l='1), nnd (x] d~not2s the lorgest integer~ x. It is known

that.!B'2m{x}l~IB2-:lj (O-:%x~1),'and this gives a satisfactory estirnate
for the integral.
If f(x) is such that ~
have an asymptotic formula:

00

r-

(3.6.2)

\f( 2..rn) (x)

\ dx

conver~es,'We

f(1)+ •.• +f(n)=~n f(xjdx + Stif(n)+

[~='1

immediately

2
B kr( k-'1)(n)/(2k)!+
2

+ o( Jif(2m) (x)l dx),
n

where

(3.6.3)

S-~f(1)-B 2 f 1 (1)/2!- ••• -B 2111 f( 2m-'1)(1)/(2m)!

f

t>"'

-

.

f( 2m) (x)

B~x-(x)

)/(2m) !dx.

·1

3.7. A further example. Let z be a complex nQmber, and f(x)=x- 2 log x.
'.rrum ~3.6.2) can be applrld if 2m >1-Re z:
"'"""" k:::;::'
n 1 k -z
'/ log k

~

Jn x -z log

1
-z log n+R ( n; z ) ,
x dx + C ( z ) ~n

1
where C(z) depends on z only, and R(n;z) has an asymptotic expansion
\
B2
r
B4
z
"'
2
(n-7c::o) ..
R(n;z) "'-' 2 t (n- log n) + JIT (n- log n) + •••
I
I
The accents d~note differentiation with respect to n.
As in sec.3.5, C(z) can be determined by an analyticity argument;
. we obtain C(z)=-(1-z)- 2 - ,) '(z). The special case Z:;;::O gives ,the StJrling
formula for log n! ~ as $'( 0 )=-~log 2 n .
i

3.8. A remark. Roughly speaking, the Euler-Maclaurin method does not
work if the largest term is not small compared to the sum of all terms.
In that case one cannot expe~ the order of f( 2m) (n) to be lower than
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. the one of f(n), and so the Euler-Maclaurin formula does not give
anything better than f(1)+ ••. +f(n)=O(f(n)). One can illustrate this
,n
.
by the example ~ 1 k! of sec.3.3.

3.9. The Euler-Maclaurin method can also be applied to sums
Z: ~= 1 ak ( n) where the terms depend both on k and n. There is, how-

ever, no point in passing from (3.6.1) to (3.6.2) in that case, for
then S will depend on n. An unspecified constant may often be tolerated in an asymptotical formula~ but having an unspecified function
of n just mean~ having no formula at all. There are some cases, however, where
f( 2m) (x) Bz (x-[x] )/(2m) !dx raises no difficulties,
the reason being thatJ:n\fl~)(x)\dx is relatively small.
1
2
-;:-n
.
.
As an examp 1 ewe take sn=~k=-n
e -k (;{/n , where~ 1s
a pos i t1ve
2
constant. The Euler-;tvraclaurin formula gives, if f( x )=e-x e<./n,

J

(3.9.1)

sn= ,fnf ( x )dx+!- f( n) +!-f ( -n) +B 2 {f 1 ( n) -f 1 ( -n)} /2! + ••• +

t B2m{f( 2m-1) (n) -f(2ra-1) ( -n)}/(2m)!+~,

where

n
~
~
The first term
. f(x)dx equals .J_o:.
f =(f'(rl/CX) 2 , apart from an error
-n
which ~is exponentially small. The other terms of (3.9.1), apart ·from
Rn' are all exponentially small because of the fact that every
derivative of f(x) is of the type P(x)f(x), where P(x) i~ a polynomial.
So everything depends on what we can do about ~·
"It is not difficult to show that Rm < em n '1-m, where Cm is
positive and independent of n, so that, for every m,

I

l I

( 3 . 9 . 3)

sm

= (1"01 /oc. Y~ +

0 ( n '1-m)

3.10. In the cas.e just mentioned we accidentally have direct information from another source, viz. a theta function transformation
formula, which gives a very good estimate. It is therefore interesting
to compare this one to the result of the Euler-Maclaurin method.
For convenience we discuss the infinite sum instead of the
finite one. (The difference between the two is ex2onentially small).
Writing down the analogue of (3.9.1) for E.~N e-k ot./n, and making
N-?oo, we obtain

We denote the latter integral

by

R*; it follows from (3.10.1) that R
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does not depend on m. What we shall call here the Euler-Maclaurin
method consists of estimating

and choosing m such that the right-hand-side is minimal.
The theta transformation formula reads

L~ e-k~/n = (1fn/o:)21
-~

00

L-

c:c

e

-k2"1't:2 n/cx.
:J

and therefore
(3.10.3)
We shall now investigate whether (3.10.2) can give anything as
strong as this. As we remarked in sec.3,9, (3.10.2) gives immediately
that, for every m, we have R*=O(n 1 -m). Form fixed, this is very much
weaker than (3.10.3), but by taking m to be a suitable function of n,
we can obtain a better re~ult. There is of course no hope of proving
(3.10.3), but it is interesting to see that the Euler-Maclaurin
2
method can still show that R~ =O(n e -~ n/oc.), restricting the losses to
1
the unimportant factor n2.
1
On substitution X=y(n /2cc)2 we first obtain
2
(3.1o.4) S~OQ \f(2m)(x)\dx = (2C</n)m-~ J:.Kddy) 2m,e-iY \dy,
k

.1.2

k

_.1.2

and if we adopt the definition HX (y)=(-1) e 2 Y (d/dx) e 2 Y for the
Hermite .polynomials, the integrand in the latter integra 1 is
1
e-2Y H2m(y)
Using the integral representation

21

I·

1

H2m(y) =(21't)-2

co

j_e>o (y+iu)

2m

1

e-2u

2

du

we infer that
r:\r(2m) (x)\ dx

~ (245{/n)m-~ J:G<> J~oo e-~(y2+u2) (y2+u2)m

du dy.

Introducing polar coordinates in the u-y plane we easily find that
the repeated integral equals 2m+ 1 ~m!
The factor jB2ml/(2m)! occurring in (3.10.2) is known to be equal
to 2( 2 "1't) - 2m S(2m), and therefore it is < C ( 2-rr) -2m, where C is an
absolute constant. It now fol:j.ows from (3.10.2) that

l R*-\

< C ( 2 "1't

)-

2m ( 2e</n )m-t 2m+ 1 -rrm!

Using Stirling 1 s formula for~m! we infer that there is an absolute
constant c1 such that for all m and n
(3.10.5)

< c1

(~Xm/"ft

2

ne) m

1

( nm/2cc.)2 •
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It is now the right moment for fixing the value of m. The minimum
of (oe.t~ 2 ne)t is easily seen to be attained at t=·i"t?n/0{, and the value
is e--rt n;b.. However, m has to be an integer, and so we shall take m=m 0 =
= ~ 2 n/~]. In order to analyse the difference it makes, we put
2
(p) =flog (cx(4-tt e)
whose mJ.nJ.mum is -~/<X, attained at(J=(O,=i"1: 2 /cx.. We have w'(p
)=0, and
1
0
.
1
2
°
2
henca 'f(m 0 /n)='f{to0 +0(n- )} =-iT /ex.+ O(n- ). If we now choose m=m 0 ,
(3.10.5) becomes
~ L.
R = O(nen;=)
(n -;;.oo),

f

*

1.11. Alternating sums. An alternating sum is a sma of the type
E(-1)kf(k), where the f(k) are positive. We usually expect such sums
to be small, that is to say,_ much smaller than the sum of the absolute
values of the terms.
We can of course write

and investigate both sums on the right. Usually these sums will be about
equal, whence it is desirable to study them quite closely in order to
have sufficient information about their difference.
In most cases, however, the easiest thing to do, is to take pairs
of terms together:

L-~:6 1

(-1)k f(k) =

L~=O

tf(2k)-f(2k+1)}'

and these terms f(2k)-f(2k+1) will usually be small.
As an example we take the infinite Swt1
(3.11.1)

,=

S(t) = ~k=O (-1)

k

f(k)

and we ask for the asymptotic behaviour of S(t) as t --?-=. The function
f(x) is decreasing, and tends to zero as x ~=· Therefore the sum converges, and we have, by a well known theorem on alternating series
O<S(t)<f(O). Thus a rough first result is that S(t)=O(t- 1 ).
We next write
-Oo
r
s(t) = L.k=O tf(2k) - f(2k+1)

J.
~

We shall, of course, compare the difference with f'(2k), and after that,
1
1
we shall compare the sum -2:""""f
(2k) with the integral ~~
o
Jo f (x)dx (the
factor~ arises because 2k only runs through the even numbers.) We can
earry out these two operations at the same time, comparing
r2k+2
f(2k)-f(2k+1)
I'Jith -~J2 k·
f 1 (x)dx,
00

A-

Using the Taylor series, we can express both in terms of f(2k),
f 1 ( 2k),... . ~e have, if we stop the ~ray lor developments at the terms
involving f",
(2kf-1
f(2k)- f(2k+1) = -f'(2k) -J2 k
(2k+1-x) f 11 (x) dx
2k+2
r2k+2
-~ 2 k
f'(x)dx === -f 1 (2k) - ~.) k
(2r{+2tx) f''(x)dx
2

1
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On subtraction we find

lf(2k)-

(3.11.2)

2k+2
I 2k+2 1f"(x) t dx ..
f(2k+1) + ~f
f'(x)dx ~~5
2k
2k l

In our case we have f(x)-;.co_, as
',.~ ~
L.

k::: 0

s2k+2
2k f

1

X-,)oo_,

and therefore

r<><>

d X = JO f

(X )

1

(X ) d X

=- f ( 0 ) •

It follows that
} S(t) - ~ f(o)!~ ~

f

co

0

f"(x) dx.

We have f"(x)=(2x 2 -t 2 )/(x 2 +t 2 )5/2 . We transform the integral_, substituting x=yt:

and the lotter integral is easily seen to be convergent. Therefore,
(3.11.3) gives
~oc).

(t

(3.11.4)

The process which led to (3.11~2) can of course be continued: in
the next step we use the Taylor expansions up to the terms involving
f"' (x). And in order to eliminate the term involving f 11 (2k), we subtract
2
a suitable multiple of s;~+ fu(x)dx_, in the same way as we eliminated
-f 1 ( 2k) by ~ubtra c ting -~ );~k+ 2 f 1 ( x )dx. life then find
2k+2

\f(2k)-f(2k+1J~52 k

(3.11.5)

f'(x)dx-

J s2k+2
2k f

11

t
(x)dx.~

2k+2

C 2k

{rt

11

(x)ldx.

co

As

J0

f"(x)dx=-f'(O);:;O, we now obtain, in the same way as above
(t

(3.11.6)

--;>0$) ..

The fact that no term t- 2 occurs is due to the circumstance that
f(x) is even~ and for the same reason the coefficients of t-3,t- 4 , •.•
will all vanish. In order to show this_, it is easier to put the series
in the following form:.
s(t) =

~t- 1

+!

Applying (3.11.5) to~~
-oo

L.==-o., (-1)k r(k).
1

we obtain

s(t)-~t- 1 =-~ J~J'(x)dx- iJ.:f"(x)dx +

Furthermore it is easily

seen~

o(J_: f'

by substitution of X==yt, that

11

(x_) dx).
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for every fixed m > 0. Now it is sufficient to have only a general idea
about the continuation of the process which led to (3.11.4) and (3.11.6)
in order to see that
-1
l
(t -;.co).
(3.11.6)
S ( t ) rv2t
+ O.t -2 + O.t -3 + O.t -4 + •••
It may be remarked that the general formula of which (3.11.2), (3.11.3)
are special cases) is related in a trivial way to the Boole sum formula,
which we shall not discuss here.
With (3.11.6) we have the same situation as in sec.3.10. We expect·
S(t)-%t- 1 to be exponentially small, and by a careful inspection of
the above argument, including estimates holding uniformly in m and t,
we might be ~ble to show this, although the formulas become quite
awkward. But even then we would have only an upper estimate for
s(t)-%t- 1 , and no asymptotic formula, like the one we shall derive in
sec.3.12.
In many textbooks the Euler-Maclaurin formula is derived from the
Poisson sum formula, and actually a similar proof can be given for the
Bo•le formula. Quite often, however, it happens that Poisson-formula
itself gives better results than Euler-M2claurin's or Boole's (unless~
of course, one does not interprete these as inequalities, like (3.10.2),
but as equalities, like (3.10.2); in the latter case one can return to
Poisson by Fourier expansion of the Bernoulli polynomials.
3.12, Application of the Poisson su1n formula..
(3.12.1)

L~=-~f(k+a)=

L:e 2 '1"t'via

-'l'he f'orznula reads

Jeo- e- 2 '1L.,.iy

f(y)dy.

-~

where x is a real number, f(x) is Riemann integrable over any finite
interval 1 and
~
L
denotes
The
(i)
{ii)

"*
"
following set

L:==-= f(k+x)

of
" conditions is easily seen to be sufficient.

converges uniformly for 0 -E; x

*

~ 1.

r:--_:,

The function
(x)""'
f(k+x), which has the period 1, satisfies the Fourier conditions (that is, ~(x) is the sum of its
Fourier series), at least at x=a.

For, condition (i) enables us to carry out the following operation
with the Fourier coefficients of ~(x):
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The last step is legitimate, as (i) implies that
rk+t
2
.
Jk
e- -rtvly f(y)dy 4- o
as k -;.co, uniformly in 0 ~ t ~ 1.
The following set of conditions can be shown to imply (i) and (ii);

L

(iii)
(iv)

00

f(k+a)

-oo

f'(x) exists

converges,
(-oo< x<co),

( v) ~oo-= f'
. ( k+x) converges uniformly in 0 ~ x ~ 1.
For, (iii)+(v) imply (i), (apply the mean value theorem to finite sums
M
,
I: -N f(k+x)) and (v) shows that ¢>(x) is differentiable everywhere;
whence it satisfies the Fourier conditions.
Another set of sufficient conditions is (iii)+(vi)+(vii), where
(vi) f(x) has bounded total variation over -oo < x <co,
(vii) limh"'?O {f(x+h)+f(x-h)} =2f(x).. st least for all x of the form
a+n; where n is any integer.
We remark that from (iii)+(vi) one can deduce (i), as well as the fact
that <\>(x) has bounded total variation over o~x ~1.; (vl)+(vii) can be
used to show that limh-?O(~(a+h)+~{a-h)}=2tp(a). This formula, in
combination with the fact- that ~ (x) has bounded total variation leads
again to (ii).
~
As it is not our present aim to develop Fourier theory here, we
leave it at these brief remarks.
We shall apply the Poisson formula to the function sum

(3.12.2)
whence,

(3.12.3)

b~

(3.11.1)

s

.(

t

)

l
-1 + z-81
l
(
= z-t
t)•

The number§_ occvrring in (3.12_.1) has got the special VC)lue 0
here, and in applying (3.12.1) to (3.12.2), t is considered to be a
fixed positive number.
The condition (vi} is not satisfied, but the set (iii)+(iv)+(v)
is. Condition (iii) was.already checked in the beginning of sec.3.11,
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and ( iv) is trivial. In order to show (v L we write
fl{x) =-rti e-rtix(x2+t2)-t-

xe~ix(x2+t2)-3/2.

VJe take two positive integers N,M, where t < N < M, and a real number
x in 0 ~ x ~ 1. Then we consider

L:'~=N

f!{x+k}

= e'ftiX

L~=N(-'1)kt'f'l'i.((x+k) 2 +t 2 )-~-(x+k)((x+k)2+t2f3~}

The numbers { (x+k) 2 +t 2 } -~ form, a decreasing sequence of (M-N+1)
2
2 2
positive numbers, and the same holds for (x+k{ {(x+k) +t } -3/ • (For
the function y(y 2 +t 2 )-3/ 2 decre~ses from Y=2-2t onward). We now use
the following well-known theorem. If any sequence aN, ••• ,aM satisfies
aN> aN+'1) ••• >aM) 0, then we have

I.E ~=N

( -'1 ) k a k

I~

8N•

It follows that

\~:,..N f'(x+k)l~(N 2 +t 2 )-~
As this holds uniformly in x ( 0

~

x

+ N(N 2 +t 2 )-J/

~

2

< 2N-'1.

t), we infer that, for t fixed,

l:~ ft (x+h) converges uniformly in 0 ~ x ~ 1. The same thing can be said
about L:e
, and so we have proved (v).

--

We
can n~w a~ly {3.12.1) to (3.12.2}; the result is that
r-

0.12.4)

~:=~eo

S1(t),_""

J.:

e-2-f!viy+11'iY(y2+t2)-idy,

and so we have to study, for b=,:t-rt', +3-ft, +5Tt, ••• ,

~(b,t)

.

= ~::

1

ebiy(y2+t2)-2dy.

On substitution of y:;tX the integral becomes
eo
, t.
2
l
(3.12.5)
~(b,t) = '"'-c¢ e 0 lX (x +1)-2 dx_.

r

and on substitution of x=-x we infer that t i s an even function of b.
The integral is a Bessel function of zero order, of second kind and of
imaginary argument, and j_n the standard notation (see Watson, Bessel
functions, p.172)
t(b,t)

= ~2 K0 (bt).

We shall, however, not explicitly use the theory of Bessel functions
here.
The integral (3.12.5) can be transformed in a well-known way, by
Cauchy's theorem. If b :>0, we can deform the integration path (-eo,oo)
into a path leading from io-o to i along the imaginary axis, e.ncircling
i in the positive sense, and finally back from i to i-co • It results that
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We have, if t > 1, b ?'«

and so

I <f(b,tH

< 2e-bt (b ~-rt, t~1) .• So by (3.12.4) we have

and therefore
(3.'12.6)

t

It remains to find the asymptotic behaviour of
{"1"C, t), which is
quite easy. If we bear in mind that if t is large, the integrand of
r= e -btz( z 2 +2z )_l2 dz is very small for z >4) say, it seems worth while
,,.;
0
1
to develop the factor (z+2)-2 into a power series
l

(3.12.7)

(2+z)-2

l

= 2-2 r:;=O

cnzn

(c 0 =1)

valid for 0 ~ z ~ 2, with c =1. We break off somewhere, that is, we
0
choose an integer M >0 and we deduce that
(3.12.8)

t(2-zz)-~-2-~ L.~~6

cnzn

I

<:;

czM

where C dep/nds on M only. This holds for all z ?: 0, if C is suitably
I
chosen: in )the interval 0~2~"1 it holds by virtue of (3.12.7), and
in 1 ~ z < oo I it holds because each term on the left of (3 .12 .8) is
O{zM), while the nwnber of terms is fixed.
Now using (3.12.B),we obtain

= 2e-1tt
.

•

2-~

l=e-TCtrLM- 1 c zn +
o
~ n=O n

o(zM)~ z-~dz =

= 2e--rtt(21"tt)-~ {L~~6 cn"P(n~)'ft-nt-n.

~

+ o(t-M)}

This means that we have an asymptotic series for ~ (-rt, t). For
every M, the term O(e-3~) in (3.12.6) is O(e-~t-~-M), and therefore

s1 (t)

has, apart from the factor 2, the same asymptotic expansion.
So our final_result is, as cn={-1)n2-~n{2n)!(n!)- 2
.
S ( t) -~ t -'1-~ S ( t ) ...... e --nt ~:o -1 ) n t- n;-~ ~ -5 n"'(t"- n { ( 2n ) ! } 2
-3
( n -?
1

(

[n l}

oo ) •

3."13. Partial surrunation. We often meet the question of the asymptotical
behaviour, as D-?oo, of a Sllm a b(1)+ ... +anb(n), where the behaviour
1
of a 1 + ..• +an is known, and where the function b(x) behaves smoothly,
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Then we can usually apply the partial sununation formula

(3.13.1)

a ,b ( 1 ) + . . . +a n b ( n ) = ( a 1 + • • . +a n ) b ( n ) /1

[a 1 ( b ( 2 ) - b ( 1 ))+( a 1 +a 2 ) ( b ( 3 ) - b ( 2 ) ) + • • • . ( a 1 + • • . +a n _1 )( b ( n ) - b ( n -1 ~ •
It has some formal advantages to vvrite the formula in terms of integrals. We assume~ for simplicity~ that b(x) has a continuous derivative,
and we put A(x)= 2::: 1 ~ k~ x ak (i.e. A(x)=O if X< 1, A(x)=a 1 + .•• +at_x]
if x~1). Then (3.13.1) becomes
(3.13.2)
that is, a special case of the formula for integration by parts in the
theory of Stieltjes integrals:

~n b(x) d A(x) = ~(x)b(xB: -

(3.13.3)

fan

A(x)d b(x),

but we need not discuss the conditions for (3.13.3) in general.
We shall discuss an example from the theory of primes. We take an=log n
if n is a prime nWI1ber, and a n =0 otherwisE. Then A(x) is the function
usually denoted by 0(x), and we can write ~(x)= Lp~x log p. It is
a fundamental and far from trivial result of the theory of primes that,
for each m (m=1,2,3, .•• ), we have
~(x) = x + O(x(log x)-m)

(x~ce)

-1

2

Now many other sums involving primes, as Lp~ x p ,.LP~ x P ,
L: P ~ x 1, can be approached by pa rtia 1 summation. We consider r:·p~ x 1 ,
i.e. the number of primes not exceeding x, and usually denoted by ~(x).
We have, by (3.12.2),
-ft(x) =
x
(log u)- 1 d ~(u) = x(log x)- 1 v(x) (3.13.5)
3 12

J,

F

..r;~2 ~(u)

d(log u)- 1 •

(We have replaced the lower limit by 3/2, since (log u)- 1 is singular
at U=1; it makes no difference, as v(u)=O for U< 2). We compare this

Jx

1
x
1 du = ((log u)-\-:J;/
(log
u)-.{
u d(log u)-1_
312
2
12

with

On subtraction we obtain, using (3.13.4),
X
-rt(x)
(log u_)- 1 du = (log x)- 1 o(x(log x)-m) +

-.J;12

rx

+J3/2

o(u(log u)-m)(log u)- 2u- 1 du .

The integralcc the right can be written as
l.

J;~:

0(1)du

+~;

2
o{(log xt)m- Jdu = O(x(log x)-m- 2 ),
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and therefore

The integral on the left can easily be expanded in the form of an
asymptotic series (cf. (1.5.5)), and we infer that

(3.'13.6)

rt(x)'"'"" x log- 1 x + x log- 2x + 2! x log-3x + 3! x log- 4x + .••
(x~oo).

Meanwhile we notice that (3.13.4} is an example of the situation
described in set.3.9 and 3.11. Again there is an asymptotical expansion
with zero coefficients:
e -Y v"'!:( y ) -'1 ,-,... 0. y -'1 + 0. y -2 + 0. y -3 + •••

(y-»oo),

but in this case the question as to whether the left hand side is
exponentially small is still unsolved.
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4. The Laplace .Method for. integrals.
4.1. Introduction. We shall consider integrals over real interval,s,
where both the integration interval and the integrand may depend on
a parameter t, and we shall ask for the asymptotic behaviour of the
integral as t 4~ • \Ire cah, of couNie, extend the interval to the
whole line ( -~ .foo), by defining the integrand to be zero in all
points outside the origihal interval. So we have to clea1 with
<»

(4.1.1)

F(t)

=

J f(x,t)

dx

(t -:)oo)

-co

It often occurs that the graph o:f f{x,t), considered as a function
of x, has somewhere a sharp peak, and that the contribution of some
neighbourhood of the peak is almost equal to the whole integral when
t is large, Then we can try to approximate f in that neighbourhood by
simpler functions, for which the integral can be evaluated. This idea
is due to Laplace. The advantage is that we only need to approximate
in a relatively small interval,
It is by no means necessary that the peak be sharp, nor that its
localization on the x-axis be independent of t. For, both width and
localization of the peak can be controlled simply by a substitution
X=ay+b in the integral, where a and b may depend on t.
A simple example of the method was already given at the end of
s&c.3.12. As a second example we roughly sketch how to deal with the
integral
(4.'1.2)

= .._fcoe-tx2 log(1+xtx 2 )dx.

F(t)

-oo

If t is large, the integrand is ~ small unless x is very close
to o. The function log(1+x+x~) can be succesfully ap~roximated by
simpler functipns
ifOC> -~ < X<~, say, and therefore we first try to
-;r
prove thatf andJ: ar-e very small. Next we remark that
-~
2

~

log(1+x+x )=log {(1-x3)/{1-x)}

= x~x 2 -2x3/3 +

4

O(x )

{~<

x

c.~).

So we are led to approximate F(t) by

(4.'1.3)

u

r~
l

e-

tx 2

(x~x

2

-2x

3

/3 )dx •.

-2

It may be remarked that the terms x and ~2x3/) give no contri~
bution at all, to this integral,. these functions being odd•
2
As e-tx is very small, it is possible tc show that it does not
make much difference if in (4,1.3) the integration is t~ken over
(-~,=)instead of ove\r (~,J).
In the above argument the idea of comparing (-(A) ,co) with ( -i ,~)
occurred twice, It is, however, possible to present the method in such
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a way that this cutting-off is suppressed entirely (though it is not
always practical to do so): Put
log(1+x+x 2 ) - x-~x+2x3/3 = g(x).
co
2
Then we can show that ~ e-tx g(x)dx is small, by virtue of the
-C>:>
estimate
4
g(x) = o(x )
Putting tx 2 =Y 1 we infer thnt

.
co

As

J e-tx

2

0

x 2 dx

(t >

0), we infer

-GO

that

J_4.1.4)
2

<»

The integrals of the type J.r e-tx x k dx will occur quite of ten;
-e<:>
for future reference we give some formulas here. If k is an odd positive
integer the integral vanishes as the integrand is odd. If k is even,
.
2
the substitution tx ~y leads to a gamma integral:

/<~~»e-tx 2

(4.1.5)

..;

-co

f

co

-~

e-tx

2

x

k

dx = o

x2n dx

=

1

.

t-n-2r(n~)

1()

= t-n-22n

!

1

"''t 2

n!22n

( D=O, 1, 2, ••• ) •
These formulas are valid if t,. 0, but also if t is a complex

number with a positive real part.
.
Sometimes we shall need the iorfowing estimate, both for k odd
and k eyen:

(4.1.7)
This estimate is not uniforrn with respect to k.
The simpler formulas involving e -tx xk will also be frequently
applied:

(4.1.8)

J

CX>

e-tx

( k=O, 1, 2, ••• ;

Re t > 0),

0

(4.1.9)

jfe-tx
0

.

and again the stimate does not hold uniformly with respect to k.
l!Je started above by expressing the Laplace method in terms of
sharp peaks. It is, however, by no means essential that the peak be
sharp. For~ both width and locolLZation of the peak can be controlled
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simply by a substitution x=ay+b of the integration variable, where
both a 'and b may depend on t. The only thing that matters is that
there is an interval 3 such that J -J~ is small compared to fJ • and
-<>:>
J
that the integrand can be approximated by simpler functions throughout
Oo

-

3.

In many simple cases the Laplace method can be replaced by the
following argument. It changes the general point of view., but usually
it hardly changes the details to be carried out,
AssQme that~ after a substitution x~ ~(y), the integral (4.1.1)
becomes c..;)(t).::-(' g(y.,t)dy, and that g(y)=lim
g(y,t) exists. Further.jco
t;_., co
more assume that the approximation of g(y,t) to g(y) is strong enough
a<>
00
to guarantee that J=g(y~) dy tends to
g(y)dy. Then we have immediately F(t) ......,<.:>(t) ,[_ g(y)dy, and further approximations can
-CO
often be obtained from a closer study of the difference g(y,t)-g(y).

J:,

4.2. A general case. We shall consider

=

F(t)

jet -tf (x)dx,
~co

t

assuming that
(x) is real and continuous .. that tp (x) has just one
absolute maximum that JC<J e tp(x)dx converges, and that 'f{x)-? -QO
if x ~±~.Without loss of generality we may assume that the maximum
is attained at X=O, and that t(O)=O. Furthermore we ass~me that
t'(x) exists in a neighbourhood, of X=O, that ~ 11 (0) exi~ts, and
finally that \!J"(o),o.
r
'It follows from our 8SSU.'1lptions that there exists, to any § :> o,.,
a positive number 't (~) such that ~ (x) ~ - rz (d') both in -00 < X < -S
and in ~<X<C\'.l •
(
The contribution ot these intervals satisfies
-o:~

(4.2.1)

-8

J
-=

+

co

r

~

<

e- ( t -1 ) ~ (a )

Joo e ~ ( x) dx

(t >1).

-=

In a neighbourhood of X=O we shall approximate <f(x) by ~x 2 t{J 11 (0}.
n.:,
l I.I, II '"''I '
.
d evermlne
._
..
<7
"
thLa<;
"'-'"'- ·v·en
\'0 <~"' < 2!i
\VJfJ,wecan
d>VSUCu
'!-,

(4.2.2)
For if a continuous function
f(x) satisfies t.p(O)= tp 1 (0)::::: t.p"(o)., we
haVe .J{J (X) ==X 'f 1 ( {j X):::::X D( X) (X ~I 0) •
We can now deal with the integral from - ci to + ~ :
f.,§ettx2( tfll(o)-2t )dx <Jr~t *(x)dx < rJe~tx2( tll(o)+2e )dx
-cl
~d
d.§
All three integrals j differ from the corresponding integrals
by an amount O(e-t<X-) ~ w~ere <X is positive and i~Clependent of t.
For the middle one this is expressed by (4.2,1L for the other two it
can be established in the same way. Using (4.1.6) (with n=1), we infer
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that
(4.2.3) je-tf(x)dx<(2-tt)~(-

-=

'f

11

(0)-2C )-~ t-~+O(e-tcx.),

and that there is a similar estimate below. The number
it follows that

1 et 1
co

(4.2.4)

tld (

)

1

1

x dxc-v (211')2(-t t.p 11 (0))-2

e

being arbitraryJ

(t_.,.~).

-CO

If the restriction ~(0)=0 is dropped, we of course get an extra factor
et'f(O) on the right-hand-side of (4.2.4).
4.3. Maximum at the boundary. In sec.4.2 the WBXimun1 of the integrand
occurred at an inner point of the interval, and owing to our differentiability assumptions we inferred that 'f '=0 at that point. If, however, the interval is finite_, and if the minimUJ.u of ~ is attained at
the left end-point, say, then f' will be usually> 0 at this point.
So assu~e that we have to deal with

JP::. e t 4' (x)dx

,

0

where ~f(x) is real and continuous in O~x~1, attains its maximum at
X=O, Y, 1 (0) exists and If 1 (0) < o. Moreover we assume that
00
f(x)< t~O) (x>O)., and that·
e>f(x)dx converges.
\ATe can now pepeat the ana~ysis of sec.4.2 in a somewhat simpler
form. Instead of (4.2.2) we have to use an inequality of the type

J

)

(t.p(x) -'f(O)- x<jJ 1

(o)j~ sx

It is quite easy to verify by the same

method~

(O~x~S).
now using (4.1.8),

that

{t

~co).

Especially in this simple case it is quite easy to see that the
formula remains true if t is a complex variable, with He t ~co instead
of t -?~ • The same remark applies to all integrals discussed in this
chapter, if one only replaces error terms o(t-k) by the corresponding
terms O((He t)-k).

r

4.4. Asymptotic expansions, It is clear that in the case of the integrals discussed in secs.4.2 and 4.3 more asymptotic information (as
X-70) about .tf (x) leads to more asymptotic information about the integral (a\ t --:).().:)). We shall restrict ourselves to the case of sec .4-.2,
the case of sec.4.3 being analogous.
For simplicity we shall assume now that ~ (x) is, in some interval
-5-;;;x~d, the sum of a convergent power series' tj;(x)::::a 2 x 2 +a x3+ •• ., and
3
that a 0'-- < 0. We shall discuss the integral
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(4,4,1)
F(t)=Jeog(x) et1 (x)dx,
where g(x) is an int~grable function, being
9
in -a~ x ~ .§ , the sum of a convergent power series g(x)=b 0 +b x+b 2x-+ •••
1
We need some rough·· estimate expressing that the contributions of
the intervals (-eu ,-S) and (S,o.:l) are negligible. We shall assume that,
for each positive integer M, we have
(4.4.2)

j'Jg(x) et

-=

-P (x)dx = O(t-~1 ).,

not bothering about how such information cah be obtained. And we shall
assume the existence of two positive numbers ~ and C such that
(4.4.3)
In the integrand we shall consider exp(ta 2x 2 ) as the main factor,
The remaining factor g(x) exp t x3{(a +a 4 x+a x 2 + ••• )} can be expanded
5
3
as a double power series in the two arguments tx3 and x, convergent for
fx!~J, and for all values oft.

'

3

co

QQ

We shall denote this double series by P(tx ,x)= L:m=O L:n=Ocmn(tx

~

Its coefficients c
are independent of t and x. We want to approximate
mn
3
P uniformly by its partial sums, and therefore we restrict tx to some
finite interval. That is to say, we shall use the power series only if
\xl ~ t~"l/3. We may assume that t is so large that t- 1 /3 ~ ~ •
We first notice that the intervals ( t - 1 /3, ~) and (- 8 , -t - 1 /3) can
be neglected. It is not difficult to show that, if -c =t-'1/3, "Z >0, ~
fixed,
2

"J~-;ztx dx

(4.4.4)
For, as

"1(

Je<X>

2

1

== 0 (exp(-'(t /3)}

2

t(x - -c ) >'l(t-c (x- -c)> ?((x- -c)
'!(

(
2
2)
t x - -c d X<

~

J e- 1
C:>

(

(t >1).,
(x::."C) we have

)

x--t' d X-"1(
_ -1 ,

~

and (4.4.4) follows. More generally, for each integer N ~ 0 we have

(4.4.~

f =e- l(tX 2 XN dx

~

==

Ofexp( .,..~ '7Z t 1 /3 )j..., ,
~

(t>1).

The factor xN gives no difficulties. For, if x ~ -c, t > 2/'<. we have
'l(tx ~ 2, and so XN=O(ex)=O.[exp(~ 'Ztx 2 )} • So (4.4.5) follows from
(4.4.~),"replacing ~by~"(.

In the remaining interval --c~ x ~ -c we approximate P by a partial
sum. We choose a positive integer A, and we write
~
P_A ( tx 3 .x ) = LO
m~ , n
_ _

Then we have, if Jx I< :.c,

#

;?l

O, m+ n. ~ A c mn ( tx 3)mx n ,
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uniformly with respect to x and t. This step requires some explanation.
If a double power series L . .,_
c zmwn converges for \ z \ < 2...1=1.,
m -F 0 , n ~ 0 mn
\wl <28, then we have,the terms of a convergent series being bounded,
cmn=O(R-mS-n). Now we easily estimate, if \ z \ < ~R, l w \ <

js,

2:m

* 0,

n ;:;.O, m+n >A .cmnzmwn = 0(

>

lz/Rim \w;sl n)

= o(z=;:::A+1 ( lz/R \ + \w/S I )k) = 0
=

=

t(\z/R \ +lw/S \)A+'1} =

o{(lzl+\wl )A+'1J = 0(\z\A+'l) + 0(\w\A+'l).

For the last step, cf. (1.2.9). It should be stressed that the estimate~
are not uniform with respect to A.
As to (4.4.6) we remark that P is continuous if -d ~ x~8,
3
jtx \~1, so that the formula just proved for a smaller region can be
extended to this larger range (cf. sec.1.2).
We have, by (4.4.5), if A is fixed,
(t~~),

a 2 being negative. And, if we combine (4.4.3) and (4.4.4),

tj -_[}

g(,.)e t

'I' (x) dx

= \ { exp(- ">tt

1

13)}

(t-eo).

Hence, by (4.3.2) and (4.3.4)., we have, ·:r.or each positive integer M,

j~g(x)et ~

(4.4.7)

-=

(x)dx - jPA exp (t<1
-oo

+ 0 {1~exp(ta 2

~x 2 )dx

=O(t-M) +

.

x 2 )f\d3\A+1

+ !x!A+1}dx

(t...,<><>).

For these integrals we refer to (4.1.5) and (4.1.6). By virtue of
1 1\ -'I
(4.1.7), the last 0-term in (4.4.7) is easily seen to be O(t-:2n- '). So
we obtain

J~~(x)et ~;(x)dx

-co

=

2:."

m~O,n;;>:O_,

m+n~A

c

E:

mn m+n

t-~(m+n+'l)

X

X(-a 2 )-~.(3m+n+'1)y £~(3m+n+1)} +0(t-~A- 1 )+0(t- 1 )
(t

..
where £ ~n denotes 1 if m+n is even, and 0 if m+n is odd.
m.

As A and Mare arbitrary, we have an asymptotic series

(4.4.8)

J
-oo

0:)

g(x)e

t<~'(x)
1
- dx r-...;,

co

1

~"li=O· d.., t-2-

v

-';ooo

L
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where

d ..,
..- =(-a2)-..; -~

,2-v
'-m=O
cm.,2v-m ( -a2.)-mr( m+"j}·. +21)· •

It is easily seen that the main term

{-2 -rt /t ~

11

(

o)}

1

2

g

0

1

d t~

equals

(o).

We assumed above that tf and g were the sums of convergent- power
series in some neighbourhood of X==O. It is not difficult to show that
the results also apply to the case that
2
g(x)cv b 0 +b 1 x+b 2 x + •• ,

~(x) r'\a 2x 2 +a 3 x3+ •. • ,
)

in the sense of asymptotic series.
4.5. Asymptotical behaviour of the gamma function. If t
function r( t+1) is defined by

> -1, the

<»

(4.5.1)

I'(t+1) ;::

S

e-u ut du.

0

We shall apply the result of sec.4.5 to the problem of the behaviour
of ,r( t+1) as t ~=.
The integrand has a peak, but the localization of the peak is not
fixed: the ma~imum of e-uut occurs at U=t, and the maximal value is
e -t t t . Therefare we introduce a substitution u=t+y, taking y as the
nev~ integration variable, and we have to investigate the integrand in
the neighbourhood of Y==O. The neighbourhoods that matter are rather
large in this case. It can be seen from the analysis below that they
1
are ~tervals ot lengths exceeding t2, This fact, however, does not
i~uence the method in any respect, and if we carry out the further
substitution y=tx, this is only done in order to obtain some minor
simplifications in the formulas.
On substituting U=t(1+x) in (4.5~) the integral becomes s :Lrnply
T(t+1) =

. _:r
e
v

t

t-1--1

· '

J

-1

Co

'Lre -x'
--\ 1 +x),"'\t
J

dx.

The function e-x(1+x) has its maximum at X=O, and putting e-x(1+X)=
=t:: ~ (x) we have
tp(x) = -

+ • •• ,

and ~(x) satisfies the conditions of sec.4.2 with tp 11 (0)=-1. Therefore, by (4.2,4),
r(t+1)cv e-t tt~ (2~)~
(t ~~»).
This is Stirling's formula.
The method of sec )J. ,4 leads to an asymptotic series for the
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fupction r(t+1)t-t~et. vJe shall now explain a modification of that
method, which works out quite simply in many cases. It is based upon
the idea explained at the end of sec.4.1. We introduce a new inte, 2
gration variable z by ~z =- t(x), or, more precisely~
Z =X (

,.,

1-

32

.

X+

42

2

X .-.,.

)~

,

where the principal v3Que of the root is chosen. In a certain neighbo~rhood of the origin the Lagrange inversion formula (see sec.2.2)
gives x as a power series in z:

It does not matter how small that neighbourhood is, as it is independe·:..
of t, whence the integral can be restricted to that neighbourhood (cf.
(4.2.1)). So we infer that there exist positive numbers g and c, both
independent of t, such that
J 1 2
.
T( t+1 ):::e -t t t+'1
e - 2 z ( 1 +2c z+3c z 2 + •.. )dz
2
3

f

l-.J

and the method of sec.4.4 leads to
(4.5.2)

2
{ 2-rt -).lr(
t+1 ) e t ...." -t-~ ~ 1 ,-. 3 c -2 -2!- + 5c (2)
3•t• 1!22
5 -t

2

4~

---rr-

212'+

+•..

(t~=).

UsuallV, e.g. by application of the Euler-Maclaurin method to
_,_

T(t+1) =lim

n~co

n~n"/(1+t)(2+t) ••. (n+t),

(cf. sec.3.7) one derives the asymptotic series for the logarithm of
the left-hand-side of (4.5.2):
(4.5.3)

log{(2n )-~r (t+1 )e t

t-t~}

c-v

21.2t

+

B4
+ B6
3
3.4t
5.6t5 + ••.

(t

....,.~).

It follows that, if we denote the formal power series in (4.5.2)
and (4.5.3) by P(t- 1 ) and Q(t- 1 ), respectively, then we have formally
eQ(z)=P(z). It is, however, by no means easy to verify this directly"
4.6. Multiple integrals. The Laplace l,llethod can easily be carried over
to multiple integrals. We shall consider
F(t) =

1

J ... J
-1

-1

1

exp

t

y; (x 1 , •.. ,xn)

dx 1 ••• dxn_.

where cj; is continuous in the cube -1 ~ x,.,; ~ 1, •.• , -1
~ x
~ 1. 1/Je assume
.
n
that t (o, ••• _,o):;,o_, but f (x_l" ... ,xn) < 0 in all other points of the

(

/
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cube. More,over we assume that all second order derivatives of ~; exist,
and are continuous in a neighbourhood of the origin, and that the
maximum at (0, ... ,0) is of the elliptic type. What we actually need is
this:
n
... ,xn)==-~ >l·--~I
T (xr~,
I

(4.6.1)

>h

-

n

L.J= ,l

a .J..J
4 .x.x. +
l
J

2
2
2
2
+O(xi"l1 + ••• +X n )(x-'~1 +.,.+X.n ~ 0),

\

(

where the quadratic form 2:~aijxixj (aij=aji) is positive definite.
The procedure of sec.4.2 can now be repeated, with obvious alterations. Omitting details, we only mention the result
(4.6.2)

F(t)

~A t--!-n(t~o.:.),

A=

.JC: . ._r=
-e<:i

-e<>

exp(--!-~La:Ifixj)dx 1 ••• dxr..

It is well-known that
(4.6.3)
where Dis the determinant of the matrix (a .. ). This is usually
lJ
derive~ by an orthogonal substitution in the integration variables,
in such a manner that the matrix gets the diagonal form, and then the
integral becomes the product of n single integrals.
Iff admits a development into powers of x 1 , •.• ,xn, we can obtain
an asymptotical series for F(t), in the same way as it was done in sec,

4.4.
In many cases, especially for theoretical purposes, it is easie~
to apply an analogy of the method described at the end of sec.4.5.
If y;:; 0, let ~ ( y) denote the volume of that part of the cube
-1~x ~1, •...:-1%:Xn~1 which satisfies 'f(x 1 , ••. ,xn)~--!-y 2 • Then we
have
1
2
e -2 ty d ~ ( y),
F ( t) =

1

J

CQ

0

and so the problem has been reduced to a question about a single integral. Usually ~(y) will be differentiable, and ~'(y).....,nyn-'1 D--!-vn("
where Vn is the volume of the n-dimensional unit sphere. For the main
term we now obtain
'

1

F(t)":"n D-2 vn
ln

f coe-2 t Y.2
1

.

1

1.

yn- 1 dy = nD-2vn.2- 1 +2nr(tn) t

_ln
2

o

As Vn='!'C 2 /r(-!-n+1), this gives the same result as (4.6.2).

4.7. An application. We shall discuss an instructive example of the
multidimensional Laplace method. We conside.r the sum
"2n
k+n
S ( s; n) = Lk=O ( -1)

( 4. 7 .1)

2 ) s
( ;
,

where s and n are positive integers. It is well-known that S(1,n)=O,
S(2;n) = (2n)!/(n!) 2 , and a formula of Dixon gives S(3;n)=(3n)!/(nl) 3 ,
··.r
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One of course expeets similar formulas for larger values of s, but no
such formula is known. A simple method to decide upon the existence of
/ such a formula is to deterrfiine the asymptotic behaviour of S(s;n) as
n __,..oo (s fixed) and to investigate whether this corresponds to the
behaviour of multiplicative combinations of factorials. It will turn
out that the asymptotic formula for S(s,n) involves (cos-rc/2s) 2ns. The
number (cos-rt/2s) 2 s is rational if S=2 or 3. If s > 3, however 3 this is
no longer \rue, and it follows that (cos 'r'C /2s) 2 sn does not occur in
the Stirling formulas for n,2n,3n,~ .• , Therefore, we cannot expect
simple extensions of the Dixon formula if s > 3.
Properly speaking, the discussion of S(s,n) belongs to ch.3. We
are, however, in the situation described in sec.3.41: the sum is expone~tially small compared to the largest term (i.e. the term with
k=n). This fact is easily verified in the cases s=1,2,3, and for
gener~l s it follows from our final result (4.7.4). (We notice that
the term with k=n, which we denote by tn, is asymptotically 2 2n (·rm) -~) _
This means, roughly, that the Euler-Maclaurin method (in the version of
sec,3.11, because of the alternating signs) give a result of the type
S/tn"""O+{).n- 1 +o.n- 2 + ••• , and possibly (by the method of sec.3.10) that
S/tn is exponentially small, but we will not be satisfied with a mere
upper esU.mate. Moreover, in this case, the terms are~ considered as
functions of the summation variable k, quite awkward, and the EulerMaclaurin analysis becomes involved. For these reasons it is worth
while to tr><; other explicit expressions for S. One possibility is used
below, anotler one {not restricted to the case that s is an integer)
will be used in sec~6,~,
It is easily seen that S(s,n) equals the coefficient of z 1 °z 2
zr
in the product

°...

,
) 2n { 1- ( z ..• zr ) - '1
( ·1 ) n ( 1+z ) ~n ( 1+z ) 2n •• ,.\1+zr
1
2

1

J 2n ,

As S ( 1 ,n)=O is trivia 1, we henceforth assume s
By Cauchy's formula we have
S(r+1,n) ={-1)n(2-r1:i)-r

J···J

~

where

2, r

~

r~s-1.

1.

(1+z1)2n ... (1+zr)2n ~1-(z1 ••. zr)-1}2n
( z -1-az •.. zr -1 ozr- 1
1
0

)

where the integrals are taken along the unit circles in the complex zplanes.
On substituting

(4.7.2)

S(r+1,n) =

lD_, •••
1 l

cos U>"'sin(1.0
+ •. • +~'")" ·
I l.
T1
d \.j/1 ••• d 'fr ~

and to this multiple integral we can apply the Laplace method. We put
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and our first question concerns the extremal points_of G. As G=O on the
boundary of the cube -t~ ~ lfi ~ ~rt. , ••• , -~'l't {: 'P n ~ ~'1":. _, whereas G
takes both positive and negative values inside the cube, the boundary
GaJ' be neglected. As to the inner points, we remark that G has continuous partial derivatives, and so we only need to consider points where

2>G/b'P·f'"•. ,= bG/ 6~.pr;:0. Excluding points where G=O, we have

d G/ ~ ~ j

( 4 •7 • 3 )

"" -

{t a n

'f j +

c o t (If 1 + • • • +I.Pr,)

]

( j:= '1 , • • q r ) •

G

Hence our conditions implies that tan ~1 ~ •.• =tan ~r· The ~j 1 s being
restricted to the interval ( -~'!t ,~ ~) it follows that all !.fj are
equa 1, ~f\"' ... = 'Pr= c:J.., say. l>Je obtain cot rOL"" tan
-~"rt +k rt, where k is an integer. In other words

ot,

ex.= -v -rt/2s, where S=r+1, and vis an odd integer,
values of G in such a point is
G(

0(. , . •

• ,

ex. )

= (c o s

c<. )

r s in ( r

So there are two absolute maxima of

a2 ,

c< )

and so ex +rct =

\vl

< s. The

= .:!: ( c o s e< ) s •

corresponding to

v ==+1

and

V=-1. These are ot=(3
and tx=-(3, respectively!' where (3=~/2s. It
is sufficient to consider only one of therJ, 0<..:::::+ fo, say. For, the
integr(L in (4.7.2) can be split into two equal parts, according to
\j)1 + ••. + lpr) 0 or < 0.
We shall write, in a neighbourhood

G( lf 1 , ••• , ifr)

11

= G((3, •• q(3) exp

of (~_, ••• ,~)

(2n"!'((3+x/lso·~ .. p+xr)),

and we have to deal with
2 J••

:f

exp (2n~(p+x 1 , ..... r+xr)) dx 1 •.• dxr_,

the integral being extended over I2 . As G has continuous partial
derivatives of all orders, we have a multiple Taylor expansion for
4
th
A~,...
.,.. ~ 4 •
1
+- x ·f" • . . =x r =0
T \'cf • \tb'+ • c:
o • .-1\\
11 ; •
D . u- _,_ s !u.a ..,_ ..1..ma ... a
o~nd a s .J.
't' =0 at tba-'. ·u
v

j

point, the constant term and all linear terms vanish:

where aij
From

aij

= -(c/i:l\f>i)(C>/cH.pj)(log G)_, evaluated at x.f"'• •• ==Xr=O.

(4.7.3)

we infer

= (2l/Citfi)
bij cos-

t tan
2

'-P j

cot(

-

2

if 1 +•.• + !fr)} =
2

tp j + sin- ('f1 + •.. + lfr) =(~ij+1 )cos- ~ /2s_,
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..

Here 6ij is the Kronecker symbol: ~ij=1 if i=j~ ~ij=O if itj. The
d&t8rminant of the matrix (1+8ij)(i~j;1~··~~r) has elements 2 in the
main diagonal, and all other elements are 1~ Its value equals s (the
order of the matrix i~ r), which easily can be shown by induction. It
from e1,genvalue
can
also be derived 1 theory: the numbers 1 and r+1 are obviously
~
eigenvalues, and as substraction of the unit matrix from the given
matrix lEJads to a matrix of rank 1 3 the multiplicity of the eigenvalue
1 equals r-1. Therefore~ there are no other eigenvalues. The determinant equals the product of the eigenvalues, whence the determinant
equals r+1.
The matrix (1+&_, J is positive definite, for it is the matrix of
J..J
the quadratic form
X 2

1

+ ..... + xr2

We are now in a position to apply (4.6.2) and (4.6.3), and the result
is
\_. 2 2rn+2n 1"t -r 2. ( 21'i.')tr D-~ . ( 2n )-~r • (..cG((3 , , •• )}2n ( D -.::. c» ) ,
S( s, n /'-'

,r

and finally

(4.7 .. 4}

in accordance with Dixon 1 s formula.
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5. The saddle point method.
/

5.1. The method. The saddle point method is one of the most importantand
mos_t_,·
~owerful methods in asymptotics. Its object is to obtain useful
approximations to integrals in the complex plane.
(5.1.1)

F(t) =

~

Jp

!f (z)dz,

where P is the integration path, and f ( z) is ana lytic a long P. 1tJe
assume that both the integration path and the function t.p depend on
a parameter t, and we want to study the asymptotic behaviour of F(t)
as t __.. ~.
Any special application of the saddle point method consists of
two stages.
(i) The stage of exploring, conjecturing and scheming, which is usually
the most difficult one. It results in choosing a new integration path,
fit for application of the second stage.
(ii) The stage of carrying out the method. Once the path has been
suitably chosen, this second stage is, as a rule, rather a matter of
routine, although it may be complicated. Itessentially depends on the
Laplace method of ch.4.
The first stage, however, is usually quite difficult, especially
in those cases where the new path has to depend on t. Most authors
dealing with special applications do not go into the trouble of explaining what arguments led to their choice of the path. The main
reason is that it is always very difficult to say why a certain
possibility is tried and others are discarded,,~specially since this
depends on persona~ imagination and experience.
In the present exposition we shall try to give, in each example,
some arguments accounting to some extent for the choice of the path,
although many readers may find these quite unsatisfactory. There are,
of course, general arguments, to be explained in secs.5.2-5.5, which
form the basis of the method, but in special applications these
generalities give only partial answers.
The general idea of the nsaddle 11 point method can easily be grasped
in the following way. Assume, for a moment, that we are not interested
in the value of F(t), but that we only want to find a good upper
estimate for IF (t )j. We have, of course,
(5.1.2)

[F(t)l

~:- ~

}tp(z)! .jdzj

~

1P.maxp ltr(z)j,

where maxp llf(z')) is the maximum of llf(z)J along P, and lp is the
length of P. It may be possible, however_, to obtain a better estimate
by taking a different path. By Cauchy 1 s theorem_, the path Pin (5.1 ...1)
may be replaced by other paths C, hcving the same endpoints as P,
provided that C can be continuously deformed into P without leaving
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the domain of analyticity of lf. We shall call these paths C admissible.
We now wish to determine C such that the value of

(5.1.3)
is minimal. This C can of course depend on t.
The role of lc is~ as a rule~ quite unimportant. In the first
place, we may remark that the estimation (5.1.2) is a rough one. Along
the largest part of the path the value of !~(z)l may be much smaller
than theJmaximum, so that only a small part of the path may count.
Secondly, we are thinking of-applications where ~(z) behaves ~ather
violently, any way if t is large: very large at some places, and very
small at other places .. Therefore, small variations of the path may
result in large variations of maxc l<p(z)l, whereas the value of 1
hardly changes.
F.inally it may be remarked that if
~(z) does not behave violently~ the saddle point method has not much of a chance to succeed.
,...,
For these reasons we may expect that the value (5.1.3) is pretty
close to its minimum if we choose from the set of all admissible paths
the one, C say, for which

is minima1l. It is of course not generally true that a minimizing path
c exists, but communly it does.
It will turn out that we are so fortunate that the path C, chosen
this way in order to obtain an upper bound for jF ( t) I , is at the same
time a good path for the evaluation of F ( t) itself. That is, we can
param~trize the path and write
f(z)dz as an integral along a real
interval, to which we can try to apply the Laplace method (:::h.4). If
the Laplace method fails 7 all we can say is that the problem was really
no case for the saddle point method.
The ~bove statement is, of course~ very rough. There are many
paths giving the same value of maxc ltp(z)l, but not all are suitable
for application of the Laplace method. vie shall have to ad just the
path C in such a way that the parts of the path where lf(z)j is clo~e
to its maximum 3 become small in length. This can be achieved by the
so-called method of steepest descent (sec.4.4).
If C is chosen according to that method_, the maximum of /<p(z}l
will be attained at a few isolated points only, and as a rule only in
~~-Q~B single point. These isolated points are either endpoints of the
path 3 or they turn out to be saddlepoints; i.e. points where the
~-derivative ~ 1 (z) vanishes. The saddle points are usually easy to find 3
I
and they form the basis, for the construction of the path C.

J
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As we said before, it may occur that the point of C where !tf (z)l
is maxi~al, is one of the end points, and that there is no question of
saddle points. We shall then still speak about the saddle point method,
as the general aspect, both of problem and method, is of the same type
as in the saddle point case.

5.2. Geometrical interpretation, In order to make things clear we shall
give a geometrical illustration~ Consider the surface in three dimensional x-y-w-spae7whose equation is W= !lf(x+iy)\. It is easily seen
that at points where ~'(x+iy)=O, and at no other points, the tangent
plane is horizontal by virtue of the formula
- i

l!fl

d tf

= -tj>-a-z

(for simplicity., we shall forget a moment about points where tp(x+iy)=O,
and where there is not always a tangent plane). By the maximum modulus
principle, there are no maxima nor minima, apart from minima at points
where ~ =0, so that the points where the tangent plane is horizontal
are saddle points. These have the property that their neighbourhoods
on the surface are partly above and partly below the level of the saddle
point itself.
us imagine a man who wants to move from spot A to spot B in
some mountain district, ana whose physical condition makes it desirable
to avoid the higher altitudes as much as possible. On the other hand, he
has no objection whatsoever against walking, nor against climbing. He
therefore tries to do the same thing as we want to do on our surface
W= jtf(x+iy)l : he wants to take a path such that the maximum altitude
is as- small as possible.
If there happens to be a path of which A is the highest level,
his problem is solved. It is clear that no path leading from A to B has
a maximum altitude below the one of A. The same remark applies to B.
On the other hand it may occur that no such path exists, so that
every~ath leading from A to B contains altitudes above those of A and
B. Unless our man is a mathematician, it will be immediately clear to
him that if there exists a path which solves his minimum problem~ the
highest point of that path will be a saddle point, that is, in his
terminology, the highest point of a pass road. A mathematician will be
able to prove it (also assuming the existence of a solution of the
minimum problem) under ~orne continuity conditions 3 which are amply
satisfied in our case W= ~(x,y). If the surface of the earth were not
a sphere, but an infinite plane~ the man would readily understand that
the existence of a minimizing path is not guaranteed. It might be
possible that by making wider and wider detours the maximum altitude of

ret
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the path could be reduced and reduced, without every attaining a
minimum. A sufficient, though not necessary, condition for the existence
of a minimizing path is, that there exists a large circle, containing
both A and B in its interiorJ such that every point of its circumference
is higher than all points on the straight line segment AB.ch
.
t alnerer •
;v e moun
We shall now describe a method for finding the best possible pathfor
Let h be t~highest of the altitudes of A and B. Now for every number
0
h ~h we construct the region Rh, consisting of all points whose
0
altitude is ~h. Then both A anq B belong to Rh' and the question is
whether A and B can be connected by a path entirely belonging to Rh.
If the answer is negative, the highest point of his minimal path will
certainly have an altitude >h. If the answer is affirmative, there is
a path whose maximumaltiiude is .!f h. So his problem is solved if he
knows the smallest value of h for which the answer to the above
question is affirmative. But how to find this smallest value~
To his non-mathematical mind the following will be obvious: if k
is this smallest value of h, and if P is a path from A to B entirely i~
Rk' then the.highest point of P will be a saddle point. For otherwise,
this highest point could be circumvented by making some detour.
It follows that the minimum value of h only needs to be sought
amongst the altitudes of the various saddle points. And even without
these discussions the first thing our mountainer would do would be to
look up the altitudes of the various passes in the neighbourhood; and
try whether he can do with some of the lowest.
It is clear that the highest saddle point will be crossed b~ our
mountaineer,i.e. passed in such a way that in each neighbourhood of
the saddle point, and on both sides of the path, there are points
above the level of the saddle point, It is not difficult to show that
in our case (w= !~(x+iy)j) a sufficient condition for a path to cross
the saddle point is having a tangent at that point.
o

5.3. Peakless landscapes.

The landscape, we are especially interested
in, viz. W= lf(x+iy)j, has a simple property: by the maximum modulus
'
theorem we know that there are no peaks. Assuming that there are no
singularities either~ this property has the following consequence:
if a closed path crosses a saddle point~ then this saddle point is not
the highest point of the path. (We take it that speaking about the
highest point includes that the path has no other points of the same
altitude). In order to show this it is sufficient to restrict'to closed
paths without double points, for otherwise we can easily find a closed,.
-··---part of the path~ without double points, and containing the saddle
point (mathematically we are still on the level of the mountainer).
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maximum modulus theorem a closed path contains in its
interio~ no points higher than the highest point of the path. So in
every neighbourhood of this highest point there are~ on one side of
the path, no points higher than this point itself. Therefore, this
highest point cannot be a saddle point crossed by the path (see the
end of s~5,2).
This closed path theorem has a consequence which is of great
practical va~ue for our minimmn problem. If (in a landscape without
peaks and without singularities) a path leading from A to B crosses a
saddle point, and if this saddle point is the highest point of the
path, then the path solves the minimum problem, that is, any other
path from A to B has at least one point of at least the same altitude
as the sadale point just mentioned. The proof is easy. If we go from
A to B along this path, and go back from B to A along any other path,
we have described a closed path to which the previous theorem can be
applied.
This means that the minimum path can be immediately recognized as
such {provided that it has just one highest point). So if we conjecture
that some path solves the minimum problem, this conjecture can be
tested by looking at this path only 1 and it is no longer necessary to
inspe,t the collection of all other paths.
If we now include the case that there is a path of which either
A or B is the highest point, we can formulate the following rule for
the solution of the minimum problem: Find a path from A to B, the
highest point of which is either an end-point or a saddle point which
is crossed by the p~.
The add;Ltional words 11 which is crossed by the path 11 are clearly
necessary in order to avoid that our mountainer goes up to some very
high pass and after reaching the saddle point> goes back in the
di~ection he came from.
If there are s:l_ngulorities, we have to take care that the minimal
path hangs together w:l_th the path originally given 1 in the sense that
the first path can be continuously deformed into the second one without ever leaving the regularity domain. Or in other words, we have to
take care that Cauchy's theorem can be applied.
However 3 it is often useful to violate this provision about
singula rJ.ties. Of course, we then have to take certain residlues into
account, but these are_, 2s a rule, easily determined -v'lith great
{l>recision.
.
Various statements made thu~ far could be stated more precisely,
and could be proved more rigorously. But for the present purpose it
is not necessary to do so, as these matters only play a part at what
I
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we called, in sec.5.1, the first stage of the prodedure. Rigorous
proofs will only be needed at the second stage, where calculations are
based upon one special path, and then we have nothing to do with the
question why just that path was chosen. The situation can be compared
with
..._ the auxiliary line in problems of elementary geometry~ the correct
proof of the theorem uses the auxiliary line, but need not discuss why
just that line was chosen.

---

5.4. Steepest descent. Let us consider a path, the highest point of
which is a saddle point (crossed by this path). We shall examine a
neighbourhood of the saddle point.
It is slightly easier to work with the logarithm of ~(z)., to be
denoted by f (z), so that tp(z)=e t(z). As the saddle point; to be
denoted by ) , is the highest point of the path, we have lf ( ~)lo. As we
are further only interested in a neighbourhood of
1 we can select for
t (zl any ~ranch of the logarithm, and we have no difficulties due to
the multivaluedness.
If follows from lf(?)lo that the conditions tf'{r)==O and /tp 1 {))=0
are equivalent.
As far as yet we took !~(z)l to be the altitude of the landscape.
If we replace' it by Ref (zL which is a monotonic function ofj!.p(z)l,
there is n~ change in any of the arguments of the preceding sections.
Moreover., Ref (z) is single-valued (at least if t.p(z) is single-va,lued).
Unless-'-}' (z) is a constant., at least one of the derivatives
f 1 (~L.o/n(5L4t"'(?L ... differs from zero. Let k be the smallest
positive integer such that t(k)(7~0. We shall assvme that k=2~ The
cases k > 2 are only slightly more difficult~ and as they hardly ever·
occur in applications we shall disregard them.
The situation in a small neighbourhood of ' is mainly determined
by the value of f' 1 ( ' ] ) , for

7

We shall define the axis of the saddle
line in the complex plane defined by

point·~

as the straight

2
This is a line passing through ').; t.ie line where ~ 11 ( '5) (z-')) P 0 is •
clearly perp~ndicular to this one. The argument of the axis is
-~Tf-~ arg'f 11 ( ) ) , (If a line l i s parall8l to the line conn8cting 0 and
ex., th8n we say t~t arg ct.. is the argument of 1. The argument of 1 is
obviously uniquely determined apart from additional multiply ofTI ).
The curves where Re tf (z)=Re f (~) obviously intersect the axis

.

.
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1
a t ) , making angles of.±:. zrTr
with the axis. These curves are drawn in
Fig.1 as heavy lines. The curves where Im 'f (z)== Im ~ ()) are drawn as
dotted lines. Their tangents at) are the axis of the saddle point and
the line perpendicular to it~ respectively. The axis itself is denoted
by a.
The curves Re ~ (z)=Re o/ (~) divide the
neighbourhood of) into 4 parts. The
two of these which do not contain the
axis~ are hatched. In these regions we
have Re t' (z) > Re o/ (~), whence it
follows
integration path, of which '7 is the highest point,
does not enter into these regions. The integration path has to cross
the saddle point, so that it connects the two non-hatched regions.
There As a limit case, where the integration path isexactly one
of the lines with Re 'f (z)=Re 'f(?), and where '7 is not the only
highest point of the path, all points of at least a part of the path
having the same altitude. There is a method specially devoted to this
case, called the !!method of stationary phase". We shall see, however,
that in our case of analytic functions this case can always be avoided
(sec.4.8), and we shall not further discuss it.
In the general case, where the integration path uses, apart from
itself 3 only inner points of the non-hatched regions, we can always
deform it such that its tangent at '5 co inc ides with the axis a, and
such that, in the cases of violent behaviour of Re ~ (z) we are interc;sted in, the value of Re y (z) is in all points of the path very much
smaller than Re ~ (>), apart from a small segment of the path around
~. If we start at the saddle point, and go in one of the two directions of the axis, the function Re t (z) decreases. It is easily verified
that this decrease is stronger than the decrease of Re t (z) in any
other direction. Therefore~ the directions of the axis are called
directions of steepest descent.
The use of these directions of steepest descent is not strictly
essential for the saddle point method. We might take any other curve
connecting the non-hatched regions, provided that the angle it makes
with the axis is less than rr/~-, and does not tend to Tf /4 if the
parameter t tends ta infinity.

>

<~

~

5.5. Steepest descent at end-point. Suppose that we have a path from
A to B~ the highest point of which is A. In the general case we have
1 (A )=0,.
~ 1 (A )=/0. We shall not discuss what l-).appens if
for then we
have a saddle point at A, and so things can be discussed according to

+

scc.5.4~~
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t

1 (A)Io_, the value of Re
If
'(z) in small neighbourhoods of A
is to a large extent determined by the value of 4' 1 (A)~ since

'-j;(z)"" f(A) + (z-A)f 1 (A) + ••••

We shall again define the axis as the set defined by
(z-A)

If

1

(A) real and

~

0.,

and in the present case this is a half-line through A.
Perpendicular to this line is the curve along which we have
Re t (z)=Re 'f (A). At one side of this curve, the side of the axis,
we have Re
(z) 4:. Re ~ (AL at the other side we have Re t.jJ (z) > Re 'f (A).
The path under discussion certainly does not enter into the latter
region, the highest point of the path being A itself.
The direction of the axis is the direction of steepest descent,
and we shall preferably take our path starting in this direction.

*

5.6. The second stage. Suppose that we have found a curve that
minimizes maxC Re f(z), along the principles expounded in sec.5.3,
and that we have modified it so as to show steepest descent at endpoints and saddle points. Furthermore assume that the behaviour of
Re ¥ (z) is violent, in the sense that it is at least relatively, very
large at some of the saddle points or end~points, and that at these
points jiJ' 11 ('))j is large as far as saddle points are concerned, and
j 'f 1 (5
is large lf end-points are concerned. Then on our path we have
large values of Re 'f' (z) in small neighbourhoods of some of the saddle
points or end-points, and in all other points of the path its value is
negligible compared to these. Not all saddle points or end points need
to be important 3 for it may happen that at some of them the value of
Re 'f (z) is negligible compG!red to lts value at some of the others.
Accordingly, in these insignificant points there is no need for steepest descent, and if saddle points are concernedJ it is even not
necessary to draw the path exactly through these saddle points.
For the final evaluation of asymptotic expressions for our integral we now immediately apply the Lagrange mt:thod of ch.4. At the end
points the integrand is~ roughly speaking~ of the type exp(-Cs) and
at the saddle points it is of the ty~e exp(-cs 2 ). In both cases C is
~ constant whose real part is large, and s is a real variable used for
p2rametrization of the path in the neighbourhood of the significant
point under consideration.

)I

5.7 . .A. general simple case. We consider 3 simply connected region D
in the complex plane~ and two functions g(z) 3 h(z)~ both independent
of t. The functions g and h are analytic functions of z for all z inside
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D. The points A2 B are in D and independent of t.
the asymptotical behaviour of

We want to discuss

B

f(t)

=J

g(z) et h(z)dz

A

as t > 0, t ~ oe. Assume that there is a point ~ c:. D where h 1 (~)=-0,
hliJ'5)~o. Properly speaking, '5 is not a saddle point of geth_, but of eth;
nevertheless it will turn out that ? can be used for the problem about
geth as well.
,
The landscape of jethj around ~is of the type illustrated in fig.'l,
p .59. If $ is a number independent~ of t, and 0 .(. a "~iT, then we can
find f > 0 such that there are two opposite sectors of the circle with
centre )' and rCJdius p , with apertures ~11" -2 d, both symmetrical with
respect to the oxis of the saddle point, in which leth(z)f < )eth(~)L
or Re

h(z)~Re h(~).

In formulas 9 these sectors can be described by

(i)

0

< jz-~1 <.f,

(i i )

0

<. / z-

~ 1 < f _,

)arg(z-}) + ~11-~ arg h 11 (~)/ <.
I a rg ( z-}) - t 1T

~ a rg h

11
( '

)

J11-i

I ~ ;}1T - J' •

f

For, in both sectors we have jarg -(z-~) 2 h 11 (;")jl <t1T-2 J', and so
2
Re { -(z-5)
h 11 (~)j > jz-?1 2 sin 2d; consequently Re h(z) ==
Re h{'$') +

~ Ref hn(~)(z-~) 2 } + o( !z- 3'13)

and this is < 0 if

~

4

Re h(1) ... lz-

yj 2 sin 2d +OLJz-~~ 3 ~

f is sufficiently small.

Obviously_, both J and f can be chosen independently of t. Now
assume that A1 is a point in sector (i), B in sector (ii), both in1
dependent of t_, and that the integration path from A to B remains
1
1
inside the domain D. Then we can replace the path by a new one: First
connect A 1 ~ to a point A2 on the axis, in~ide (i); then cross the
saddle point along the axis .. from A to a point B (B2 inside (ii));
2
1
finally connect B2 to B1 by a path inside (ii). Along the paths from
A'i to A2 and from B 1 to B 2 , Re(t (z)-t{ }}) has a negative upper
bound ~c, and therefore the contribution of these parts to the integral is O(e-ct.et Re h(7)). The contribution of the integral from A
2
to B 2 can be evaluated by application of the Laplace method. We parametrize the path by Z= 7 + <Xx, a ~x ~b ·
(- p <a< 0 <b <. p, (X::::exp(~TI i-ti arg hu(?) ) ); and the integral from
A to B becomes
2
2
c<

:~ _We

fa b g()+ o<x)

et h(

~ + c<x)

dx.

have thus obtained an integral that was discussed extensively in
~sec.4.4, ash( ']+01..x) = h(}") + ~h 11 (?') C< 2x 2 + • u ,
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and ~h 11 ('7)0(. 2 ..(0. The results of that section can be applied immediate-ly.
It results that we have an asymptotic series of the form
00
2
B g ( z) e t h ( z) d z Net h ( '?) t
L
d t -n
(t
co) •
(5. 7.1)
,
o n
A2

J

-~

~

If g('?)fo, the main term is easily evaluated;
B2

(5.7.2)

SA2

g(z) et h(z)dz ~

(t -+~.

We note that ~ is the complex number with modulus 1 whose argument
corresponds to the direction on the axis from (i) to (ii).
The right-hand-side of (5.7.1) will be referred to as the contribution of the saddle point 7 . It is a trivial but important remark that
the contribution of a saddle point depends on the direction in which
it is crossed. If we reverse the directions, the contribution is of
course multiplied by -1, as

i

l\.2

B.

=
2

~1

B2.

A
2

As the integrals from A to A and from B to B are exponentially
2
2
1
1
small compared to et h(?), formulas (5.7.1) and (5.7.2) remain true if
we replace A by A and B by B •
2
1
2
1
The question whether the integral along the original path from A
to B can,be represented asymptotically by the contribution of the
saddle point,.is of a different type. It cannot be answered by studying
small neighbourhoods of ) • The answer is affirmative if A can be
linked to A1 , and B to B , in such a way that on those connecting paths
1
the maximum of Re h(z) is less than Re h(?), for then the contribution
of these paths is again negligible.
It is, of course, not necessary to use A.1'B as intermediates
1
between A,B and A2 ,B 2 . In the above prese-ntation it was done for the
sake of a minor simplification. The price we have to pay for this is
exponentially small, and therefore we need not bother about the strict
necessity of this step.

.. ~

A similar, but simpler, discussion can be given for the contribution of an end-point to our integral jg(z)et h(z}dz. We only state the
result: If g(A)fo h 1 (A)fo, and if the path starts from A in a direction
in which Re h(A) decreases, then the first term of the contribution of
a neighbourhood of A equals (cf. sec.4.3)
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5. 8. Path. of constant altitude. V.Je agn in consider integrals
· rB
JB tp (z)dz=J
A

K

~(z)

e.

dz.

· If the points A and B are connected by a path~ all points of
which have the same altitude in the landscape W=Re~ (z), tqen this
path automatically solves the minimum problem (for no other path from
A to B has a maximum altitude below the one of A). We shall show that
this path can always be slightly deformed so as to give a path having
only a discrete number of highest points.
To this end we consider parts of the path~ whose end points are
either A or B or else saddle points~ not containing saddle points as
inner points. Obviously the whole path can be devided into such parts.
Let Ak Ak+ 1 be such a part of the path, and let this arc be given in
the paraflletric representation Z=f(s), 0 ~ s ~1 3 where f(s) is continuously differentiable, f 1 (x);fo (0 ~s ~1) and f(O)=Ak, f(1)=Ak+ 1 • As
there are no saddle points on the arc between Ak and Ak+'1' we have
d+/ds =+ 1 (.z). f'(s)

I

0

(0 ~s <1)

As Ret was constant along the arc, we now know that .idf/ds is·real,
continuous and ;fo (0 <.s <. 1). It follows ·that its sign is constant, say
idt/ds real and <O

(O<s<1).

It n~w follows from the Cauchy-Riemann equations that the derivative
of Ref (z) in a di~ection perpendicular to the arc, is also negative,
provided that the positive direction on the normal is pointing to the
left bank of the arc. It follows that on the left bank Ref (z) has
values less than the constant value which it has along the arc, so
instead of left bank we may speak about the lower bank.
We now describe a new path from Ak to Ak+ 1 . At Ak and Ak+ 1 it
goes,preferably by steepest descent, into the lower bank, and further
it proceeds along the lower bank at small distance of the arc. Here
usmall 11 means: sufficiently small in order to guarantee that we are
below the level of the original path.
We can do the same thing for other parts of the path A,B. Sometime8 the lower bank will be on the left, sometimes it will be on the
right. At a saddle point, the new path goes up to the level of the
saddle point and descends again. on the other side. (The last few
wor?s are qot strictly true. If we have a higher order saddle point,
and·if the order of the first non-vanishing derivative is odd, then
we have to descend at the side we came from).
The asymptotical behaviour of the integral from A to B is now
given by the sum of the contributions of the points A=A 0 ,A 1 , •.. ,An=B.
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5.9. Closed path. Instead of for a curve leading from a point A to
a point B, the problem about (5.1.1) can also be proposed for a closed
path., We of course do not assume that the integrand is analytic everywhere inside the path 3 for then the integral is trivially zero.
Considering a closed path, we of course get no contributions frot1
end points. If the path can be deformed into another closed path
cr~ssing just one saddle point, and if this saddle point is higher
than all other points of the path, then this path is fit for application of the techniques of what we called the second st.::ge.
If w~ have a closed path of constant altitude, it need not solve
the minimum problem (the argument given 2t the beginning of sec.5.8
essentially depended on the fact that A 8nd B were fixed beforehand).
Far example, if ~(z)=z- 2 , any circle whose centre is in the origin,
is a curve of constant altitude 3 and none of them solves the minimum
preblem. The minimum problem should be interpreted, in this case, as
the problem to find a closed curve C, encircling z=O just once, such
that ( 5 .1.4) is minimal.

5 .1ej. Range of a saddle point. It is often quite difficult to determine a saddle point exactly. However, for asymptotical purposes it
is not neeessary to take a path exactly through the saddle point. ~In
sec.5.7 we actually did riot use the exact sa~dle point of g(z)et h z).
but an approximation to it. viz, the soddle point of et h(zJ).
If ) is a saddle point of the functron f , then the range of
is a circular neighbourhood of ~ , consisting of all z-values which
2
11
are such that
(?)(z- 7 ) 1 is not very large.
This is obviously not a proper mathematical definition 3 hOw
useful it may be.
The vwrd "range 11 is as unmathematical as words like 11 small 11 ,
nlarge compared to 11 • We might easily give it a definite meaning, but
that would be quite an arbitrary one. And, as the word only plays a
role in what we have called the first stage, we need not be very
precise.
Occasionally, we shall also use the word nrange 11 for the radius
of the circular neighbourhood mentioned above.
We have to remember that everything we are doing, depends on
the parameter t. although the letter t was not explicitly written in
our formulas. Especially, the saddle point? may depend on t. But
even if the saddle point is fixed, the range may still depend on t.
E.g., if
(z)=-tz; ? =0 is a fixed saddle point, and its range is
of the order of t-2.
If we have to deal with an integral
e t(z)dz, and if
is a
saddle point, then it is very important to know whether in the formula

?

!'f

f

J

?
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(5.10.1)
the sum of the terms
(5.10.2)

tt

11
is or is not small compared to the term
('5)(z-·2) 2 , when z lies in
i
.
the range of the saddle point. (Needless to say, everything depends on
the parameter t, and u sma 11 11 has to be interpreted in the sense of a
O-formula as t~ DO. If it is small, we are in a position to apply
the technique of sec .4 .4 and, as far ss the contribution of the saddle
point '5 is concerned, the integral can be successfully compared to

J exp ft(~)

c~.10.3)

L

+ t 't' 11 (?)(z-?) 2 j dz = (2rr)±D'.\t"(?)j-±ef(?).

Here L is the axis of the saddle point, extended to infinity in
both directions, and the sense in which L is taken corresponds with
the sense in which our integration path crosses the saddle point. The
nurnbel.'" ~has absolute value 1, and its argument indj_cates the direction
on L (cf.5.7.2).
In the speciel case that y(z)=t h(z), h(z) independent of t,
h'('J);::O, h (~):;fo (see sec.5.7), we have an example where inside the
·
rd
range the terms of 3
and higher order are small compared to the
second order te1:>ms. For then (5.10.1) has a positive radius of convergence R, say, where R does not depend on t. The range has the order
2
11
ofl t-t, for
(}')(z-?)
is large only if \zis much larger than
2
t- • Furthermore, (5.10.2) converges if jz-?I<R, and so its sum is
O((z-?) 3 ) if \z-~l<tR. It follows that the sum of (5.10.2) is
2
2
•ft-t.('f 11 ('?)(z-'() )j (t >4R , lz-'?l <t-t). This means that inside
the range the second order term dominates all other terms.
·If, on the other hand, (5.10.2) is not small compared to
11
t'!-' (~)(z-?) 2 throughout the range of the saddle point'? , it is
difficult to say anything in general. Usually it means that there are
~ther significant saddle points in the range of ~ • or that there are
even singularities oft' in that range. We shall come across 3 few
examples in sec.5.14.
11

l'f

!
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5.11. Examples. In the next sections we shall give some simple examples.
They will be somewhat artificial in two respects. First~ they did not
arise from practical problems, but were just designed to illustrate
some aspects of the saddle point method. Secondly~ in each of these
exa~ples only some of the typical difficulties of the saddle point
method will occur, whereas in most applications occurring in practice,
~ possible difficulties occur in one and the same problem. vJe sh3ll
give some of these more complicated problems in the next chapter.
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5.12. Our first example is
f(t) =

J

cO

exp((z+iz-z3)f)dz 3

0

which is of the type of the integrals considered in sec.5.7.
Even in a simple case like this, it is not easy to get an adequate
survey ever the landscape. Fortunately, the problem can be solved
almost blindfolded.
We l'Ut z+iz-z3=h(z). The saddle points are the solutions of
2
h'(z)=1+i-3z =0. So there are two of them, ? and - ), where
.,. :::2t.3 ..~ .Jfi/S. At first s1ght it seems unlikely that - ? needs to be
considered:1 and therefore vve turr: our attention to +?. The axis of
this saddle point (see sec.5.4) has the argument - ~/16. Therefore,
the straight line l connecting 0 and ? cuts the axis under an angle
Jl'f/16# which is less than Tl/4. This means that l is a suita.ble path
in a neighbourhood of the saddle point. Furtunately this line also
serves our other purposes: it turns out that no other point of the
line is higher than the saddle point itself. For, if we describe the
line by Z=e1Ti/Bx, 0 ~x < oo, the function h(z) becomes

ap~lies toRe h(z).
On the line 1 we have Re h( z) < ex ( C < 0) for x sufficiently large,
ond therefore, the contribution of the part from x +1, say, to o0 is
0
exponentislly small compared to the contribution of the saddle point.
In order to evaluate the contribution of the saddle point, we
evaluate h(7)=(1+i)'> -'53= J(1+i)')=27/4 3-3/2 e}!Ti/8,

hn(J) =

-6'5=

-25/4 3~ e-rri/8.

As we cross the saddle point from ~eft to right, the number ~
( see sec.5.7 ) equals ~=e -ifi/16 . So by ( 5.7.2 ) the first term or the
contributibn equals

(21T)~ e-1Ti/16 t~(25/43~)-~ et h(?t
=e-ni/16

2 -1/8 3 -1/4n~

t~~· ~t h())

This gives at the same time the asymptotic behaviour of f, and so
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5.13. Our next exomple is
F(t) =

J~(z,t)dz,

J_

0()

and it is meant to illustrate sec.5.8. There is an extra difficulty,
the path having infinite length.
Although 'f has absolute value 1 for all real values of z, the

conver~e. So Lt>O tends to 0 if a --7 oo ( t
fixed), but it is not true that
is e~ponentially small if a is
integra 1 will be proved to

L
a

fixed and t-t co. Therefore it is not advisable to apply the method

=j

of sec.5.8 to F 2
and to make a-- ooafterwards. T~ that end we
would need a formuia for F holding uniformly in t and B.
8

8

Therefore we prefer to replace the whole path (-

c0,

<::D) by a new

infinite path P, before we start making t.......,.. co.
~he

saddle points are z=-1 and z=+1. We first want to know what

the lower bank is (the words lower and upper bank

refer to_ the mag-

nitude of the integrand, and not to lower and upper half-plane).
Taking Z=X+iy, we have Re(it(3z-z3))=t(3y(x 2 -1)-y3). This is negative
f•r small positive values of y if -1 < x <1, and it is negative for
Small negative Values Of y if X>1 Or X<.-1 (we Of COUrSe assume t:;-0).
So between X=-1 and X=+1 the lower bank lies in the upper half-plane,
and outside that interval it lies in the lower half-plane.
According to sec.5.8, we now construct a path crossing the
saddle-point 1 from north-west to south-east, from 11+e :.:i¢, say, where

E

e. +id

to

and li" are small positive nw11bers. These

numbers are chosen such that the saddle point is the highest point
of that path. The saddle point -1 can be crossed by a similar path
from l-1- C. -i £'to -1 + E +i ~ • Finally we link the points -1 +E. +i $ and
i

+1- t:!+ib by a straight line, and we link the points -1- E -iS" and
1+

c -i <f

to - oa and + Ct07 respectively 7 by lines parallel to the real

axis. This defines our modified path P.
The integral along P is easily seen to converge, as
~

\lf(x-icf){=

jl.j)(1+t.-i6")j

.exp(-36t(x 2 -(1+E) 2 ))~

:=; j t.p(1+E -iJ)j exp(-6 c}t(x-1-E))
and a similar estimate holds on the part of P extending to- oo.
Moreover wje~h31v!

L

I .1 + f.-ib

and

!f(1+t.-i6)/ is exponentially small, as R::(i(3z-z3))<0 at

Z=1 +E. -i 6 , It :follows that the a symptotica l behaviour of the integr2l
along P just consists of the contributions of the saddle points 1 and
-1'
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.

J J

'

We still have the question whether
= co • When investigating .
00
this 3 we can consider t as a positive cotsta~t. If b is a large
positive number we have 2 by Cauchy 1 s theorem,

J-b

b

f -l ~-icS"J-·=-i~ + r f

=

-b-id

P

b _ -b ,
Jb-iS -b-ib

b-rf

where the integration paths, apart from P, are straight horizontal or
vertical lines. It follows from the convergence ofj that the second
and the third integral on the right-hand-sid8 tend to 0 as b-? ca.
The same thing is true for the fourth and for the fifth, as

II

2
b. )!flb"exp(-t(3u(b -1)-u 3 ))du <
b-J.b
0
s
.
2
2
<: G(J'",t)
exp(-3tub )du < c(6",t)/3tb ~

f

0

and this tends tobOas b-Hlo(C(J".,t) is independent of b).
This proves thatJ
tends to
as b_,oo, So we have established the

-bJcO

J

P

foo

J

convergence of
-o::>' and we have shown that
_c>J=
p·
The contributions of the saddle points are easily calculated 3
anyway their f:irst order terms. At Z=-1 the axis is exactly southeast to north-west, and the number~ (see sec.5.7) equals e~J.'/4 •
Putting h(z)=i(3z-z3), we have h 11 (z)=-6iz. Therefore jhn(-1)J=-6. Now
(5.7.2) gives the first term of the contribution of -1~ viz.

e

t-t. 6-~ 2 i t.
Similarly we find for the first term of the contribution of the saddle
point at z-1 exa·ctly the complex conjugate of this expression.
eur final result is that 1
.
F(t) = 2(TT/3t) 2 cos(2t-1r/4) + o(t-3/2 ).
( 2Tf)% e 1Ti/4

In a case like this we cannot state that the first term gives
the asymptotic behaviour, as the error term is not always small
1
compared to the main term. It is not true that F(t),...... 2(tr/3t)2cos(2t-if/4).
The latter formula would imply that for large values of t, F(t)
vanished at exactly the same places where cos(2t--rr/4) vanishes, and
this fis not necessarily so.
5.14. VJe shall now discuss some examples illustrating the notion of
the range of a saddle point (sec.5.10). We start from the integral
(5.14.1)
l

whose saddle point is Z=O. The circle lzl ~ t-2 can be considered as
its range. The notion of range has some importance when one wants to
discuss integrals qbtained from (5.14.-1) by small perturbations. For
example, in the integral
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1

the factor {1+iz)2 behaves quite smoothly within tlle range of tbe
saddle point z;Q of (5.14.1). Admittedly it becomes large far outside
the range, ~ut there it is quite innocent compared to the very small
factor e-tz , so that the contribution of these parts of the integratlon
path is negligible. This means that~ although z=O is not a saddle
point of (4.1J.2), the integration path - co-<:x < oo of. (4.13.1) can
still successfully be used for the calculation of the asymptotic
behaviour of (4.1}.2). Actually this is what we did in sec.4.4, and
it is not necessary to repeat those details here.
Cur next example is slightly more complicated, the extra factor
depending on t. We put
(5.14.~)

FC( { t)

where" is a positive parameter. For each fixed value of .ex. the asymptotic behaviour (as t-?=) is required. We shall investigate in what
respect this can still be considered as a !!minor modification!! of
~5.14.1).

The factor e 2 is harmless: it behaves smoothly within the range.
It gets large, however, if z is positive, and large with respect to 1,
but then the factor exp(-tz 2 ) is overwhelmingly small.
The factor (1+t~z 2 )- 1 behaves smoothly if t~z 2 is small, for then
it can successfully be expanded into a power series. Also, if t~z 2 is
large, that factor can be expanded as (t~z 2 )- 1 times a power series
in terms of it~z 2 )- 1 • The dangerous zone is the circular ring R where
t~z 2 is neither large nor small, and actually there are two poles in
.
th
.; i t r 1 ng, VJ..Z.
z==+l t-~<X • Now t1h ere are these poss 1.. b i 1.l tles:
0

0

{i). f601.~'1. Then the ring R lies far outside the range.
(ii). ~=1. The ring R covers a considerable part of the range.
(iii).~ )1. The ring R lies inside the range, but is very small
compared to the range.
Case (i). Here the state of affairs can be compared to the case of
{5.14.2}. According to the technique of sec.4.4, we choose a positive
number T which is large compared to the radius of the range, and small
compared to the radii of R; we can take T=t-f->, where ~c< < [3 "'-~. The
integrals from T to co and from -T to -co are easily seen to be
172
0 ( exp{ Tct
~)), with some positive constant c. As 1-2i~i" > 0, this ·term
is negligible. Tn the interval -T' z ~ T ~ the extra factor can be
successfully approximated. Taking the first three terms only, we have,
if -T ..t: z ~ T,
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0<.) Z2
1
"\+Z+ ( 2-t

=

We now easily find (cf sec.4.1)
fP<{t)

oo
2
1
= -oo{'1+z+{~-t~)z 2 -t 01z3Je-tz
dt

J

1
;·
+ t-2 o(t 2 ~- 2 +t-3 2 ),

and therefore
( t _,; oo).

Here we dealt with a few terms only, but it is easily seen that the
complete asymptotic series has the form

2

·tase (ii). If 0:.=1, the function e-tz fails to be a good first
a"roxima tion to the integrand within the range~ the factor ( 1+tz 2) -1
changing the scene entirely. In order to get a better survey, we first
1
transform the variable by Z==t-2w, thus obtaining a case where the
range is independent of t:
00

F (t)
1

=

t-~ j_=exp(-w 2 +t-~w)(1+w 2 )- 1

dw.

The role which thus far was played by integrals of the type

1 (
~

-.aexp -w 2) wRdw,

(~
0

lS

now taken over by integrals

)_

~xp

(

I
.
2) -1d w.
-w 2\)\.1-rw

Otherwise the technique is the same as in sec.4.4. We obtain the
asymptotic series

vvhere

[(· )!j~~..,' Jco-w
_:,_ w
2

cv

= l

2l.i

211,

?,-1_

(1+w-J

·cw.

Case (iii). cx.)'1. The factor (1+t<Xz 2 )- 1 gives, in this case, two poles
which are very close to the point Z=O, that is to say, very close
compared to the dimensions of the range. And, the integration path
passes just between the poles. We shall now shift the integration
part downwards, over a distance ·2t-~ot., say, taking the residue of the
lower pole into account. The effect is, that the path has hardly been
altered if we compare the shift to the size of the range, whereas on
the other hand (1+tdz 2 )- 1 can be expanded into powers of z- 2 in all
10(
points of the new path. The residue at -it~ equals
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and we obtain

(5.14.4)

F..,."'( (t) = -21Tir(t) +

l

exp(-tz 2 +z).(1+to{z 2 ):.. 1 dz,

p
lcx

the integration path P being the straight line from -2i.t-2 -ioo
l 0
-2i,t-z \ico. On this path the expansion

to

2
convepges uniformly (as lt'Z 2 j ~2 on the path). The function e can
also be expanded into powers of z, and within the range z is small.
Therefore it is quite easy to obtain an asymptotic series for
F«(t) + 2lTi r(t). But the situation is even more favourable; we are
able to prove that the asymptotic series is convergent for all positive
values oft., and that its sum equals~ (t)+21Ti r(t). To this end we
write

_.1.C<

where Z=X-2it 2 , and x is the new integration variable.
We now apply a theorem 9n integration under the sum sign. It can
be stated in a general form for Lebesgue integrals, but the following
mo-re elementary form will do. Let f 1 (x) (k,n=0,'1,2, •.• ) be continuous
,{n

c:so

co

functions (-co< x < co). Assume that Lk=O Ln=O \ ~n (x)j ~onverges
for all x (- cv <X< a:::), and that the double sum Lk=O Ln=O fkn(x)
represents a continuous function of x. Finally assu~e that the function
g(x) = zk:O L:o ffkn(x) J is such that co g(x)dx converges. Then we
-CI:J
have
00
=Lco ~cO
-;;:--00 ~co
k=O L-n=O fkn(x)dx = L-k=O L-n=O
fkn(x)dx,

J

f

-~

1

-~

and both the integral on the left and the double series on the right
converge absolutely. It is quite easy to prove the theorem. The fact
that we have a double series instead of the usual single series, does
not cause any difficulty as it converges absolutely.
The assumptions of this theorem are satisfied in our case. W,e
have
cO
c0
g(x) =Lk=O ~=0 lexp(-tz2)J (lzlk/k!).t-(n+"J)<Xjzj-2(n+1) =
= lexp(-tz2)1. elzl. (to<.!zl2 -1)-1.
The function g(x) is continuous (-oo<x <.co), as t""jz\ 2 ~4 for all z
on the path P. Moreover J~ g(x)dx converges, by virtue of the overwhelming power of the fact;; exp(-tz 2 ). (Notlce that t is a fixed
positive number throughout this argument). Therefore the theorem may
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be applied, and we infer that
Fct(t)+21Ti r(t)= Lk:O Ln:'o t-(n+1 )cx.(-1)n(k!)- 1

J
p

. 2) z·k-2n-'2 dz,
exp ( -tz

and that this double series converges absolutely.
It remains to evaluate the integrals occurring on the right. We
substitute -tz 2=w, Z==-i(w/tY~, where the principal value of square
root is taken. If z runs through P, then w describes a path C starting at -oo, encircling the origin in the positive sense, and leading
back to -co. The integral becomes

JP
==

exp(-tz 2 )zk- 2 n- 2 dz=~t- 1 JP

exp(-tz 2 )zk- 2n-3 d(-tz 2 ) =

Jc ew.(i)-k+2n+3 t~(2n+3-k) w~(k-2n-3)dw =

-.{t-1

and the double series converges absolutely for a 11 t ) 0. As o<. 71, only
negative exponents occur in the double series, and therefore the series
is at the same time an asymptotic series.
If we expand the function exp(t 1 -~ -it-~~) as a double series, we
get again terms of the same type. Combining the two double series, one
easily finds

(t70).

5.15. Exercises.

1. Show that

( ocl. t-v

J
-

e

v~

? .

(

t

1 +x~)- .

<X>

1

where C=-1+22

•

2. Show that

where n runs through the integers.
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(Hoofdstuk 6 (Applications of the saddle point method} wordt voorlopig overgeslagen).

7. Indirect

A~1mptotics.

7,1. Direct and indirect asymptptics. The first six chapters of this
book (with the exception of some arguments in ch~I) have been devoted
to asymptotical methods which we shall call direct methods. The common
features are (i) the function f(t) whose asymptotical behaviour (as
t -7 ro) is required, ·is represented by some explicit formula in the
form of a series or integral, and (ii) this expression is split into
parts, some of which are proved to be small) whereas the dominating
parts are compared with known functionsJ and it is shown that their
deviations from these known functions are sclaii; (iii) the final
result is then obtained from the fact that the absolute value of a sum
(i.e. the total error) does not exceed the sum of the absolute value
of the terms (i.e. the sma of the absolute values of the partial
errors). We remark that these direct methods are always constructive,
in the sense that the methods supply the means for replacing 0- and aformulas by definite numerical estimates (cf,sec.1,7).
Observing that the direct methods essentially depend on the inequality !a+bl ~ lal+lbl J we remark that these direct methods work in
the real field as well as in the complex field, and actually they can
be applied to functions f(t) whose values belong to a system where
each element a has a 11 norm 11 tal J such that la+bl ~ lal+lbl holds (we
of course assume that the system is an abelian group with respect to
addition).
The remaining chapters of this book will show several methods
which are not of this direct type; we shall call them indirect
methods. It is difficult to describe common features in the way we
did above for the direct methods. We shall indicate some aspects here
which are, howeverJ by no means common to all indirect methods.
(i) Most indirect methods consider real functions only. Usually they
essentially depend upon the property that the set of real numbers is
a ~inearly ordered system (i.e. a system where an inequality relation
<is given, such that a~ band b< c imply a< c)_, and upon the fact
that any bounded monotonic sequence converges.
(ii) Sometimes indirect proofs play a role. This may mean that the
resulting 0- and a-formulas, which are statements as to the existence
of a number, or of two numbers., or of a function (see sec,1.2 and 1.3),
are reduced to statements expressing the absurdity of non-existence.
In such cases we cannot replace the 0- or o-formulas by definite
numerical estimations.
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However, non-constructivity can be the result of direct proofs as
well. In particular it can occur after an application of the theorem
that any bounded monotonic sequence converges: If a 1<a 2 < ••• <1, then
there exists a number d such that an=o(+0(1)(n---?co); but we cannot be
more specific as long as we have no further information about the an's.
(iii) Frequently indirect methdds sssentially inVolve proofs by induction. ~ve mention a typical argument; In order to show that a certain
function f(t) satisfies f(t)=t 2 +o(t) (t-:}~) we show_, for instance,
that !f(t)l ~ 10 (2-'t~o3) and that_, for all T~ 3, the assumption

leads to
(T<t~T+1).

Now the principle of induction shows that lf(t)-t 2 1 <Bot (t-> 2).
The difficulty with such arguments is the same as the difficulty
of induction proofs in general. It may happen that the induction step
fails if we replace Bot by 100t. Or it may happen that the induction
step fails for any inequality (f{t)-t 2 j <At, but that it works for
some stronger inequalities of the type .Jf(t)-t 2 I,At!. In other words.,
it may happen that a stronger assertion is easier to prove than a
weaker one.
Needless to say, proofs by induction often occur in cases where
we want to know the asymptotical behaviour of a sequence [an} which is
given by induction~ and where we do not possess a formula expressing
a n in terms of n (cf.ch.B).
(iv) Quite often we shall use explicit expressions of the function f(t)
(whose asymptotical behaviour is required), not in terms of known
expressions, but in terms of f itself. It may happen, for example,
that f(t) can be expressed 3 by some integral, in terms of the values
of f( t) in the interva 1 t"' t " ~. Such expressions can often be used
for determining the behaviour as t~c0j they may permit to transform
quite rough information about f(T) (in the interval t ' l: '-c.a) into more
definite information about f(t).
For example, if we know that the real function f(t) satisfies the
relation
co
(t ~ 1),.
f(t) =cos t-'1 + _{f~ 2 +,{f(T)) 2J- 1 d~
t
then it is easily seen that the integral is o(t- 1 ). If follows that
- -f(t)=cos t- 1 +0(t- 1 )=1+0(t- 1 )(t-> 1). Inserting this into the integral_.
2 -·c 4 +o(-c-5)}d"t =t- 1 - 1 t-3+0(t- 4 ),
we get ({-t; 2 +1+0(t- 1 )j - 1 dt: ==
3
. t
l.
'-

J'll:-
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The procedure can be carried on, and an asymptotic series for f(t) is
easily obtained.
(v) Sometimes we have to find the behaviour of a function f( t)., given
by a number of data, one of which is a requirement about the asymptotical behaviour itself. An example: Suppose that we are dealing with a
bounded function f(t) (in 0 f: t <. t;:O) which satisfies a differential
equation. Suppose it turns out that this equation has just one bounded
solution. Now the problem is again to transform the rough asymptotic
information (the boundedness) into something more definite. Some of
the problems in ch.9 will be of this type.
(vi) Needless to say, many indirect arguments contain parts which have
a direct nature.
From the above remarks it will be clear that llindirect asymptoticsu
indicates not so much a method as a lack of general methods. As the
further chapters of this book give indirect methods applied in several
fields, we give only one type of examples in the present chapter: some
of the simpler parts of Tauberian asymptotics,
Tauberian theorems are usually proved by indirect methods, though
this cannot always be said to be essential. However, their counterparts~
the so called Abelian theorems, entirely belong to direct asymptotics.
7.2. Tau.berian theorems. A well-known theorem of Abel reads as follows:
If the power series ~-::o akxk converges at X=1, then it converges
throughout the interval 0 ~ x :;;1, and its sum f(x) satisfies
lim
<
""-'"~ f( x )=f( 1). Subtracting the constant value f( 1), we can
X--'!< 1 , 0 - X ""- 1
put this theorem into the form: If
(7.2.1)
then we have
(7.2.2)

L

{X)

k==O akx

k

= 6(1)

This theorem can be proved by a method belonging to direct
asymptotics. If we write A(y)==~o ~k {,y ak' then we have by partial
summation (cf.(3.13.2))
n

(7.2.3)

A(n)xn - log x _( A(y) xY dy.
0

Taking a fixed va lu.e of x in the interval 0 <: x < 1 !J we observe that
n
n )------}0 as n---?oo, and the-:.+-j'"' ••D.(y )xYd-:.'y converges. It t:ble:-o__ A(n)x'==O(x
-;v
:·-....
0
fore follows from (7.2.3) that
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(7.2.4)

(X) = -

f

X

1 og

f

·~

A ( y) Xy d y •

0

Now split the integral into two parts. If a number c >0 is given,
we determine b such that jA(y)l.:: ~t when b::;y,oo. Then we have,
roo b ,0()·
splitting i ; ;
+
0
cP
b
xYdy •
!log
x/
~t\log
+
(A(y)( dy
f(x) ~
xl
b
0

t £,
I

J

f

I

The first term is < ~ t: if x is sufficiently close to 1. The second
term is !S ~~ llog x\ Jrx> xYdy-~ f. • It follows that \r(x)l < [ if x is
sufficiently close t8 1, so that we have proved (7.2.2).
Formula (7.2.4) can also be written in the form
f(x)

=

j

>XJ

(i)Q

A(y} xYdy

0

/J

xYdy,

0

and this expresses that f(x) is an average of.volues of A(y), with
positive weights. Abels 1 theorem derives asymptotic information about
this average of A( y) from asymptotic information about A( y) itself.
The converse of Abel 1 s theorem is not true: (7~2.2) does not
imply (7.2.1). It is easy to give a counterexample. If
2
f{x) = t-x+x ..;.x3+...
= ~(4-x)/(1+x)
(O~x <.1),
then f(x)~ 0 as X-71, i.e. (7.2.2) holds. H?wever 1 (7 1 2.1) is false
in this case:
a 0 + a 1 +• . • +a n -= ~ • ( -1 ) n ,£ o ( 1 ) •

It is possible to prove that (7.2.2) implies (7.2.1) by assuming
some supplementary condition. The first result in this direction was
obtained by A.Tauber, who showed that
~

(7.2.5)
is satisfactory: (7.2.2) and (7.2.5) together imply (7.2.1). It was
proved later by Hardy and Littlewood that (7.2.5) can be replaced by
the weaker conditions that there exists a positive constant C such
that
(7.2.6)

a n > Cn

-1

( n=1_. 2, 3 ... ) •

We shall show the sufficiency of (7.2.6) in sec.7.5.
The general terrninology is modelled after this special case. A
- · -t-heorem which derives, asymptotical information about· some kind of
avera·ge of a function from a symptotica l information a bout the function
-itself, is called an Abelian theorem. If one can find a supplementary
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condition under which the converse o:f an Abelian theorem holds_. then
this condition is called a Tauberian condition, and the converse
theorem is called a Tauberian theorem.
In sec. 7.3 we shall deal with a quite simple case, and a more
difficult Tav,berian theorem will be proved in sec.7.4. A quite
general theory about Tauberian theorems was developed by N. Wiener.
For this and for further details we refer toi G.A. Hardy, Divergent
Series (Oxford, 1949).
7.3. Differentiation of an asymptotic foP~ula,
over any finite interval, and put
(7.3.1)

F(t)

=[

Let f(x) be integrable

t

f(x)dx.

Assuming some asymptotical behaviour of f(t), say
f(t) "-' t~

(7.3.2)

(t~oo)~

where ei is a constant ~ 0 1 it is easy to derive an Abelian result
about F(t}, in this case
(7.3.3)
It was already pointed out in sec.1.6 that the converse is not
always true, i.e. :formal differentiation of (7.3.3) is not always
legitimate. We need a Tauberian condition, and as such we take
f(t} is real and non-decreasing

(7.3.4)

(0

~

t <-a<:>}.

We shall prove the Tauberian theorem that (7.3.3) and (7.3.4)
together imply (7.3.2).
Let t be a positive number. By' (7 .3 .3) we can take T such that

Let p and t be numbers such that
Then we have

t~

T, t+p

~-T;

p may be negative.

taking differences we find that
J

(7.3.5)

,t+p

l _j

..,

f(x)dx -

(t+p

x:.~-.

dxl < tt<+'1+c(t+p)d+'1.

t

First assume p ::-O.tit follows fr.om (7.3.4) that p f(t)~ j
+p ·<.
-<
t
Moreover we have~
x~dx<p(t+p). It follows that

t+p
f(x}dx.

_ .f(t),.; (t+p( + 2f. p-1(t+p)',(V1.
This gives an upper estimate for f(t), and we can still fix p in order
to make it as efficient as possible. Writing p=qt we get
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It is not necessary to find the E;Xact minimum. We only remark
that q should be small enough to keep (i+q)~ within reasonable bounds,
and that q should
be large
with respect to t in order to keep Eq- 1
.
1
small. So we take q=£ 2 , and we get

(t

(7.3.6)

~

T)

A lower bound is obtained by taking, i.n (7.3.5), p-<:. 0. We
l
immediately take P=-.t2t. Assuming
c<:1, and t ::r 2T, we have p+t ~ T.
t
.
Moreover we have lpl f(t)? {
f{x)dx, f-c xa4 dx >;.jp\ (t+p)o{, and it
follows from (7.3.5) that
+p
t+p
(7.3.7)

f(t)).; t""· { (1-r~t

-2c~}

( t ~ 2T).

From (7.3.6) and (7.3.7) we can deduce f(t)~t"" (t~~). For, if
> 0 is given, -then f can be cho'sen such that the factors between
in (7.3.6) and (7.3.7) lie between 1-t and 1+E. With this value oft
we can determine T, and then we have !f(t)-to<.J:::. E. 1 t'"' (t:;;2T). This
proves our Tauberian theorem.

t}

(. 1

.:t

7 .4. A similar problem. We again consider F(t)= j f(x)dx, as in the
previous section, but instead of (7.3.2) we consrder
f(t) = 2t + 0(1)

(7.4.1)

/

Then we can derive by an Abelian argument
2
(7.4.2)
F(t) = t + O{t)
(t--:looo).
We again ask whether the supplementary condition
f(t) is non-decreasing

(7.4.3)

(O.ft <oo)

is sufficient in order to make (7.4.2) imply (7.4.1). It will turn
out that it is not.
Proceeding in the same way as in sec. 7 .3., vve choose a positive
function p(t) of t, 8nd we obtain from (7.4.2) and (7.4.3)~
t+p
f(x)dx = F(t+p) - F(t)
2pt + p 2 + O(t) + O(p),
p f( t) ~

1u

f(t)~ 2t + p + o(tp- 1 ) + o(1).

The best possible 0-result is obtained by taking p such that the terms
p and tp-'1 are of the same order. So taking p=t~, we ·obtain
f(t)f 2t+O{t!}~ We easily get the corresponding lower estimate, and so
l

(7.4.4)

f ( t)

= 2t + 0 ( t2) .

Roughly speaking this is the best possible result that can be
derived from (7.4.2) and (7.4.• J). More precisely we shall show that
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there exists a function f(t) satisfying (7.4.2) and (7·.4.3).. which is
1
of the form f(t)=2t+O(t"2), but which does not satisfy
1
limt~=( f( t) -2t )t-2=0.
A good example can be obtained by graphical arguments, We shall
assume that lF(t)-t 2 1~t (t~O), which means that the graph of the
2
functions Y=F(t) in the (t,y)-plane lies below the graph of y=t +t and
above the graph of Y=t 2 -t, as far as values t;;. 0 are concerned. We
shall denote the parabole Y=t 2 +t by ff~ and the parabole y~t 2 -t by
The condition (7.4.3) means that the graph of F(t) is convex. We now
want to draw a convex curve between v and ~ which behaves as irregular1
ly as possible. By irregularly we mean that the deviation of the slope
of the graph from the slope of the paraboles is occasionally large.
We therefore choose the graph ofF as follows. We take a sequence
of points P 0 =(t ,y 0 ), P =(t ,y ), •.• on ff , such that, for each value
1
0
2
1 1
of k, the line connecting Pk and Pk+ touches 771 in a point somewhere
1
between these two. Now the graph ofF is the broken line P 0 P 1 P 2 P ••••
3
It does not matter that F has no derivative at the vertices Pk'
for f is not defined as the derivative of F, but F is defined as the
integral of f. We can give f(tk) any value between the slopes of

P2·

Pk-1Pk and pkpk+1"
The condition that PkPk+'1 touches ~2 is, by elementary analytic
2
geometry, easily translated into the relation (tk+tk+ 1 -2) =4tktk+'1'
whence

If x 0 is chosen arbitrarily, then t st 2 , ••• can be evaluated
1
successively. Accidentally we are able to give an explicit solution.
(If we were not, we should have to study the asymptotic behaviour of
tk' as k~ oo, and that can be done. by methods indicated in ch.B). If
we take t 0 =0, then t =0+2+0=2, t 2=2+2+4=8_, t =8+2+8=18, t 4=32, t =50, • .1
5
3
and it is easy to show that tk=2k2, Now the slope of PkPk, is easily
1
seen to be (2k+1) 2 , and the point of contact lies at t=2k~+2k. We
therefore define f by
f(t)

=

(2k+1)

2
1

l

Now obviously f(~)-2tk=4k+1 >ttl, so that (f(t)-2t)t-2 does not tend
to zero. The function f(t) is obviously non-decreasing_, and
,t
2
2
F( t ):::::: I
f( x)dx lies between t -t and t +t for all t. This follows
from 6the geometrical argument_, but it can of course be verified by
integration, which gives
2
2
2
F(t)
t +t - (t-2k -2k) : : :
= t 2 -t + (2(k+1) 2 -t)(t-2k 2 )
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From these formulas it is evident that t 2 -t.£,F(t)~t +t
2

(o~t<O'O).

We just established that (7.4.3) is not a satisfactory Tauberian
condition in order to pass from (7.4.2) to (7.4.~). We sh3ll now
assw110 a much stronger condition: we assume that f has a non-negative
second derivative!
{t;_,:O).

(7.4.5)

2
Moreover assuming (7.4.2)_. i.e, F(t)==t +o(tL we can derive (7.4.~)
by some simple arguments. We can even prove more, viz. Jcha t there
exists a number b such that f(t)=2t+b+o(1). First we remark that
f

11

{

t) ?- 0 means that f

1 (

t) is non-dec rea sing. If for some t

0

we had

)::a 1 where a ,. 2; we would have f t) ~ 8 ( t>t ).. and this would
0
2
conflict with F(t)==t +0(t). So f 1 (t) ~ 2 for all t, and it follows
f

1

(

t

1 (

0

that f(t)-2t is non-increasing. If t>t~ ;>~we have
F(t ) - t

2

- F(t 1) + t
1

2

(
J

::::

t1

t
(

f ( X) - 2X } d X ~ ( t- t 1 ){ f ( t "} ) -2 t

~)•

.
2'I<- At (t > 1), we infer that f ( t )-2t ~-A.
If A is such that !F(t)-t
1
1
So f(t)-2t is non-increasing and bounded below; it follows that

f'it)-2t tends to a limit when t

------'7

ao.

We can also say something

about f (t); as f' is non-decreasing~ f' ::S 2~ and f(t)==2t+b+o(1)., it
{rf;)
is evident that f'(t)~2+o(1), and even that ) (f'(t)-2)dt converges.
0
7.5. Karamata 1 s method. Let a 0 +a 1 x+a 2 x 2 + ••• be a power series, convergent if lxl <~,and let some asymptotical information be given
1

about the partial sums a + •.• +an' as n__,.OQ, If this behaviour is not
1
too irregular, we can deduce_. by Abelian arguraents, the behaviour of
the sum function

Qxl .: . 1)
as 0 < x ~ '1 3 x~1. (A sp(:cial case of this problem and of its Tauberian
counterpart was discussed in sec.7.2).
Next assume that the asymptotical behaviour of f(x} (as x~1) is
known, and that we want to derive j_nformation about the partial sums
~

/ 1K "'" .
A ( n ) = L__c1 o:;,.-11
a 1:C • These can be written a s
" " - O;)

(7.5.1)
where

A(n )

= /-k=O a k g ( e -kin)
'

( 0
g(x) == ~
t '1

(OfX<e-'1),

( e- 1 -.:: x -<::.'J)

.

(n>O)..
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In Karamata 1 s method this discontin\(OUS function g(x):is~t<..d,
some sense to be specified later, by a polynomial P(x). If
~m
.
P(x) ==L-j='1 pjxJ.?

'~then the sum corresponding with (7.5.1) is

(7.5.2)

oo
L
-k-O
-

ak P(e
-

-k I n

)

=LmJ-._ 1

p. f(e
J

I

-j n

)

If P is fixed, the asymptotical behaviour (as n---;.oo) of the right. hand-side is known.
The method can be applied to a fairly large class of cases. We
shall specializ~ by taking a fixed real number y and assuming
~~

(7.5.3)

f(x) =~=Oak xk"" o((1-x)-Y)

(O<x<1 1 x-~1).

Using the Tauberian condition

(7.5.4}

( k:O J 1, 2, ••• ) I

where C is a positive constant, we shall prove that
{7.5.5)
The special case)/=Oalready has been announced in sec.7.2 (this
case is usually deduced from the case Y=1 by some auxiliary Tauberian
theorems, but Ka rama.ta 1 s method is strong enough to cover the case
Y =0 as well).
As to the approximations of g(x) by polynomials we shall stipulate
the following conditions. Let h be an integer, h::;:; o, h:> -Y. We may
take for h the smallest integer satisfying these inequalities. Let
be a positive number_, 0 ~ t < ~. Then we want to have polynomials
P1 (x)_, P 2 (x) such that
P1 (x).::; g(x).s P2 (x)

j P 2 (x) -

P (x)) ~ 2
1

l P2 (x)-P 1 (x)j ~

t x

\ P2 (x)-P 1 (x)[ ~ l (1-x)h

(o~x.f1),
(o~x~1),

( O~x"'e -1-E:) _,

(e-'1+i'.~x~1).

We do not require anything regarding the degree or the coefficient of
these polynomials. The possibi,lity of finding P and P can be shown
1
2
as follows. We first get rid of the discontinuity at X=e- 1 , constructing continuous functions g (x) and g 2 (x) such that g (x) £ g(x).::::: g 2 (x)
1
1
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,(0 ~x .:S1), g (x) = g:1 (;:) = g(x) if x ~ e- 1 - t or x ~ e- 1 + t ~
2
.·g (x)-g (x) ~ '1 if e-1 -;x~e- 1 +t. Next we determine a polynomial Q(x)
1
2
~such that Q(O)=g(O), Q(1)=g(1), Q1(1)=g'(1), ••• , Q(h-'1)(1)=g(h- 1 )(1) •

•Actually Q(x)=1-(1-x)h is already suitable, but the explicit form of
Q does riot matter. Nmv (g (x)-Q(x)}x- 1 (1-x)-h=-tr (x) is a continuous
2
2
function in O~x ~'1 .• By the vh:ierstrass approximation theorem we can

Je-

find a polynomial R2 (x) such that .l•f2 (x)+
-R2 (x)/ <- ~ f (0 c6-X ~1).
Putting Q + x(1-x)h R =P we observe ·that g (x) ~ P (x) ~ g (x)~tx(1-x)-h
2

{O~x~1).

2

2

2

2

Similarly we construct P (x) such that
1
g (x)-~tx(1-x)-h~P (x)~g (x) (o~x~1). Then P 1 and P 2 obviously
satisfy all requirements.

1

1

1

:o

By (7.5.1) and (7.5.4) we have, for all positive values of n,
· (7.5.6)

-An

+-"?.':_~~~ 0

ak P (e-k/n)62
1

C(k+1)Y-'1 (g(e-k/n)-P (e-k/n))
1

(7.5.7)
in virtue otthe fact that g-P ~o, P -g~O. The right-hand-sides are
2
1
at most
k=O C(k+1)Y-'1(P (e-k/n) -P (e-k/n)}. This amount is easily
2
1
estimated above, by splitting the sum according to k ~ n ( 1- t ) ,
n(1-t).: k~ n(1+t.:), n(1+t) <.:. k <.:. ._y;. We have, for the first pal:'t of the

2

sum

>
~L_
'--O~k.,n(1-£)O~k~n(1-t)
.£

>0 ~ k ~ n

0

{

k+

zc(k+1)Y- 1 kh n-h

1))"-1(1

£:.

-e

-k/n}h~
-

cCD 1 n~",

where D depends on j/, but not on t and n. For 1 (k+1)y .. 1 kh:: (k+1))l+h-1,
1
n
, 1
and )J+h is positive, and if /3 is a positive number, we have Z {k+1Y;)- =
0
=0 ( n'-:1) ( n > 0) •
The second part of the sum has at most 2 £ n+1 terms, and so
/
~, Y-1
i-1
L.l1(1-E)~k~n(1+f)~ 2C /.__n(1-c):::k.m(1+E.}(k.-1)
~ 2C.{2.:n+1).D2n
~~
whel:'e D depends on / only (we can take D :::dY-'11 ~ since 0 < t
2
1
guarantees that n/3 < k+1 ~ 3n if n(1-E)~ k ~n(1+E}).
The third part of the sum is

~~

where D" depends on ;y only. This is easily obtafned by compar-ing the
sum wit~ the corl~esponding integral j"'"'xy-'1 e-x/n dx = l'
y>'-'le-Ydy.

f"'

1

So the sums occurring on the ri~ht-hand-sidffiof (7.5.5) and (7.5.7)
are at most tCf!r' (D +4D +D +2n-\·- 1 D ), where the D's depend on Y
2
1
2 3
only.
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z;,.o

ak P (e-k/n) occurring in (7.5.6), can be estimated by
1
virtue of (7.5.2) and (7.5.3) (it may be noticed that P...,(O)==O). As
}'
" y
(1-e-J"/n)-.rvj-rn
. (n____,.::x), j fixed), the sum is o(n>;)~ I Iviore precisely,

The sum

we can determine a number n

0

,

depending on Y, t

and on the polynomial

P ,~ such that :the surn is~ in absolute value, less than tnY. The same
1
thing holds for the sum with P , occurring in (7.5.7). We can assume
2
that n 0 serves both P and P • We finally obtain, from (7.5.6) and
2
1
(7.5.7)..

c -1,

!A(n)! <

4 , where n4
ent oft and n. As cis arbitrary . . this proves (7.5.5).
If moreover n >

we infer that

t n.}/D

d.s independ-

y,. 0, we have

If

k
X ""

So for

y

">

0 our result can be put into the following form. If

Lipk=O

3

k

X k ,--...,

( 1-x )-::v
.

ak> -C(k+1)'Y-'1
then we have~n
L-

k:::::O

,_ ,
,, -1 Y
ak'""' \f'\1+ 1 ) ) · n'

'0

< X

<

11

X --..-4

(k=0,1,2, ••• ),

1 >1
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8.

It~rated

functions.

8.1. Introduction. Many problems in asymptotics can be stated in the
following terms: Let a sequence of functions F ,F 2 , •.• be given, and
1
let x be a number. Now we put x ::::F (x 0 ), x 2 =F 2 (x 1 ), x =F (x 2 ), ••• ,
0
1 1
3 3
assuming that F is defined at x , F is defined at x , etc. The
0
2
1
1
problem is to find the asymptotical behaviour of xn as n tends to
infinity.
In the present chapter we shall discuss only a very special case
of the problem~ taking all functions F ,F 2 , ... to be one and the
1
same function f. Nevertheless, cases where the Fi are different can
quite often be tackled by methods devised for this ~pecial case (for
instance, see sec.8.5). This remark holds for still more general
cases. We mention the possibility that F is a function of n variables
n
instead of one variable, and that x is defined recursively by
n
Xn=Fn(x 0 ,x 4 , ••• ,xn_ 1 ). A further generalization is obtained if we
replace the x 1 s by functions and the F's by operators. Under this
heading fall many asymptotical problems about the solutions of
differential or integral equations.

8.2. Iterates of a function. From now on we shall take all functions
Fk to be equal to a fixed function f, and the problem becomes what is
usually called an iteration problem. We have

We shall denote by f n the n-th iterate of f, which is' defined by
( n=O, 1, 2, .•• ) •
Therefore we have

x n =f n (x o )

( n=1, 2, .• •) •

For a moment we assume that f is defined everywhere, so that
there is no question about the f 's being defined or not.
n
It may be possible that the sequence x ,x 1 ,x , ••• tends to a
0
- 2
limit c. If the function f is continuous at c, the relation x
=f(x )
n+ 1
n
shows that C=f(c). Therefore, if f is continuous everywhere, the
possibilities for c are restricted to the solutions of the equation
C=f(c).
Convergence to a point c, where C=f(c), can often be proved in
the following way. We show the existence of a neighbourhood N of c
such that, once some x n falls
into N, the sequence x n,-,
,...t,x n+c:.... , •..
,
converges to c. In such cases it is likely that the asymptotical
behaviour of x n (as n~oo) can be studied in detail, especially if
f(x) is analytical at X=C.
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The problem whether for a given value of x 0 there exists an n
such ·that xn lies in that neighbourhood N, is of a different nature.
It is often quite easy if f is a real continuous function and x is a
real variable. We shall discuss 3 general example,
Assume that f(x) is continuous in the interval J~ defined by
c ;;x <d (d may also stand for+'"'). Furthermore assume that f(c)=c
and f(c).6f(x)<x if xe:J, X>C. Then we have, for any x in J~ that
lim ---?<X> f n (x)=c. For, our assumptions imply that f maps J into itself,
and therefore the same thing can be said about f 2 ,f , . • . . Further
3
f(x) <- x (x E.J) guarantees that x ~ f 1 (x) ~ f 2 (x)~ •••. As all fn(x)
are in J, the sequence is bounded below. So lim fn(x) exists, and so
it tends to a solution of X=f(x), which cannot be anything but c.
A similar discussion applies if f ( c )=c, x < f( x) s, c in an interval d < x :E c •.
It has to be .remarked that li¥f____,.oofn(x) need not be a continuous
funetion of x, If, for example, we apply our previous results to the
function f(x)~x+sin x it follows that the function lim
n ---:J ""' f n (x)= m(x)
1
exists for all x, and is described by <p(O)=O, c.p(x)=7r (o.;;. x < 2n:}.,
f>(2n:)=2n, <p(x)=3-n: (2~~;4X<-4n), cp(4-rr)=4Tt, f.p(x)=5TC (4-rr<-x<6-n:), etc.
However, the situation can be much more complicated than in the
eases we just discussed. If f(x) is continuous in-= <X< oo, and if
f'{x) <X in an interval c <-X< d, with f(c)=c, but if f(x) is not ~f(c)
throughout that interval, then the behaviour of Xn (as C <.X <..d, n'~vo)
is no longer exclusively determined by the behaviour of f in the
interval c < x <d. In such cases the complete discussion of the
behaviour
of x n can be very difficult.
.
We again turn to the local problem, i.e. the question what
happens in small neighbourhoods of a point c where f(c)=c.
Without loss of generality we take c=O (otherwise consider f~,
defined
by f ~ (x)=f(x+c)-c; notice that its iterates are f n*(x)=fn(x+c)-c),
.
and on behalf of the relation c=f(c) we now have f(O)=O.
In order to be able to be more specific we shall assume that f
is analytic at X=O:
lJ

(8.2.1}

(jxl

~ p)

where pis some positive number. The coefficients a 1 ~a 2 ~··· are
allowed to be complex numbers, and x is a complex variable.
The absolute value of the .coefficient a 1 is decisiv~ for our
problem. If la_.r<1 the sequence x 0 ,x'1,x 2 ., ... converges to 0 indeed,
·provided that the starting point x 0 is sufficiently close to 0. Moreover the asymptotical behaviour of xn is not difficult to find (see
s~c.8.3). Convergence is rapid in this case. If 0 <)a ) < '1, then
1
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log lxn- 1 I behaves as Cn~ where Cis a positive consta·t. If a =0 the
1
convergence is even much faster (see sec.8.4). If \a 1 1 > 1 it is easy
to see that x n does not converge
to 0~ unless the x n 's vanish identical.
ly from a certain value of n onwards. If \a 1=1 the problem is more
1
intricate (se~ sec.8.5), and if there is convergence it is quite slow.
8.3. Rapid convergence.
If Ja ! < 1 we are in the fortunate circumstance that the iteration
1
problem for f(x)~ given by (8.2.1), can be solved by a direct method.
That is, for x n (defined by x n =f n (x o )) we can derive a new formula,
from which the asymptotical behaviour of x (as n~~) can be obtained,
n
provided that I x 0 1 is not too large.
We assume here that a lo; the case a =0 will be discussed in sec.
1

1

8 .}a.

We start from a rough estimate for f n (x). Let .b satisfy la 1 1 "- b <1.
Then there exists a number p ( 0 < p < p) such that
1

(8.3.1)

1

( n= 1 ' 2, •.• ; 0 ..

l X I 4.

p1 ) •

For, the power series for x- 1 f(x) has this value a at X=O. Therefore
1
p 1 can be found such that lxl <p implies 0.c;;:jx- 1 f(x}t< b. So if x 0
1
satisfies 0 < lx 0 1-.; p 1 we have O,;;lx \"bixJ, and therefore 0 < !x 1 1-<: p 1 •
1
In the second step we infer that 0 ~ lx 2 ! < b lx ! and 0 < jx 21 < p • By
1
1
induction we find 0 < !xnl <. b !xn_ 1 1 and 0 < lxn! <. p 1 • It follows that
0 < lxnl < bnlx ! , and (8.3.1) follows.
0
·
We next prove that ,. if x o is fixed
\1 0 < l· x o I < p ;\, then x n a 1 -n
-.....
1
tends to a limit which we denote by w~x 0 ). We have
(8.3.2)
and this is close to 1 if n is large. Writing 1+r for the right hand
n n
side of (8.3.2)~ we infer from (8.3.1) that r = O(b ). Consequently,
__ .n-1 n
-n -1
- . 00
the product I !k~ 0 (1+rk) converges. As l j k=O equals xna 1 -x 0 , we
infer that xna -n tends to a limit cv ( x ) , where
1

0

(/Q>

(8.3.3)

w(x o ) = x o TI
, .n= 0 (1+r n ).

As f n (x o ) = f n- 1 (f(x o )) = fn_ 1 (x 1 ), we also have xn....,_,a 1n - 1 w(x 1 ),
and therefore w(x 1 )=a w(~ 0 ). That is, the function w satisfies tQ.e
1
so-called Schroeder equation
(8.3.4)

c0(f(x))

It should be remarked that ~(x) is analytical inside the circle
IX!< p 1 • This follows from the fact that ·each factor 1+rn in the . product (8.3 .3) is a_n analytical function of x , and the product converges
0
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£}iuniformly for x in that circle. And (8.3.3) shows that w(0)=0,-L.d(0)=1.
0
-~~:·we put

The coefficients d 2 ,d , •.• can be determined recursively from the
3
entity (8.3.4). Once we have determined d 2 ,d , ..• ,dn_ 1 , we can
3
dn by equating the coefficients of xn in (8.3.4). This gives
linear equation for dn' which does not contain dn+ 1 ,dn+ 2 , •.•. In
this equation dn gets the coefficient a n -a . '!-' and this is -:}o by our
1
assumption that 0 < la f < 1.
_
1
-·
By repeated application of (8.3.4) we obtain w(xn)=a . rw(x 0 ), and
solving this for x we get an explicit formula. The Lagrange inversion
formula gives the ~nverse function JL of w , satisfying .f). (w(x) )=x in
a suitable circle lxl<- p ; and
2

.. "
We remark that the coefficients of fl can be evaluated recursively
without using the coefficients of r~ • To this end we can use the
identity f(Jl(y))=fl(a y), which follows from (8.3.4) by putting f(x)=Y·
1
If P =min(p ,p 2 )., and ix i < p , then we have by (8.3.1) that
1
0
3
3
~xnl < p
for a 11 n. It follows that
3
(8.3.6)

....

+ e a~3nco(x )3n +
3 ·1
o·
This formula gives very satisfactory information about the behaviour of
x n when
n ------7- oo •
.
Although it has not direct consequence for asymptotics we mention
that the above formulas can be used for continuous iteration. That is
to say, we can define functions f~(x) for all A ~ 0, such that
f;c(~(x))=f).+/_/x)
( J, ?;o 0, .fl;?. o)., f 1 =f, and f 0 is the identity
(f 0 (x)=x). If 'X is a positive integer f,_ is the 1\-th iterate of f.
The functions f'A can b_e defined by

( I X I ;( p3).
8.3a.Very rapid convergence. In sec.8.3 we assumed that a 1 ~o. Here we
briefly i~dicate what happens if a =0. If all coefficients in (8.2.1)
1
vanish, then all xn are zero, and there is no problem. So assume that
ak is the first non-vanishing coefficient; and tha~ k >1. Without loss
of generality we take ak=1; otherwise consider f*(x)=~- 1 f~~x) where ~
-· is chosen such that ako< k- 1=1.\ So we put
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X

k+2

+ ••• •

iteration machinery can be controlled by the following formulas:
-n
lim . i( fn ( x ) { k

D---7 C\-:.

-

j

w(o) = o,

=

w (x)

•

w'(o) = '1.

w(f(x)) = (w (x))k.
fn(x)

n
=:.;.L

r

i_(to(x))

kn l

J

01

= inverse of ~,J

) •

1

the formal side of the matter, but it is not d ifficul it to
\
the details in the way it was done in sec.8.3.
I
8~4 ~Slow

convergence. Our next case is the iteration problem for'a
funttion f, in the form (8.2.'1), with la [='1. We shall treat a typical
1
example, viz. f(x)=sin x = x- x3f3l + x ~5! - •.•. As before, we
write

If 0 < x 0 < l i , then we have 0 <sin x 0 < x 0 • Therefore, by induction,
, 0< x n < Tr for all n, and x o '> x ~ x > • • • • It follows that lim x n =C
2
1
exist-s, and that c ~ 0. It was remarked in sec. 8. 2 that c has to satisfy
the relation C=f(c), therefore we have c=O. We now raise the question
of the asymptotic behaviour.
There is a difference between this case and the case of sec.8.3.
In sec.8.3 (and also in sec.B.~) there was convergence to 0 for all
complex x 0 inside a certain circle. In the present case this is no
longer true. For example, if we take x 0 purely imaginary, x 0 =i t 0
(t 0 > 0), then we have xn=i tn, where tn=sinhn t 0 • And it is easily seen
that 0 < t 0 < t 1 < ••• , and that tn tends to infinity, no matter how small
t 0 was chosen.
In sec.8.3 we were able to solve the problem by means of certain
series in terms of powers of x, for which it did not matter whether x 0
was real or not. In the present case it seems to matter indeed, and
therefore we cannot expect to be able to do much with such power series.
Apart from that, the study of complex values of x 0 seems to be difficult,
and so we shall confine ourselves to
real values of x 0 . It
is no
.
.
ea,sential restriction to assume that 0<- x ' < n- (x 1 =sin x 0 satisfies
0
- -rr < x 1 ~ ;r anyway, and sinn x 0 =sinn_ x ; furthermore owing to the
1 1
_symmetry there is no harm in considering positive values only).
We shall give two different solutions for the problem of the
~asymptotical behaviour of sinn x • The first one (secs.8.5 and 8.6) is
0
quite natural~ and uses ideas which are generally applicable in iteration
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lems; the second solution (secs.8.7 and 8.8) is more effective,
essentially restricted to iteration problems of the type we are
presently dealing with.
8.5. Preparation. The following question will serve as a preparation.
be a sequence of positive numbers, and assume that
( n= 1 , 2 , 3 , , , . ) .
can be said about the asymptotical behaviour of un as n--7co?
In the first place it is clear that nothing can be said if we do
assume something like un~o. For, if p and q are fixed positive
numbers, 0 < p < q, then any arbitrary sequence of numbers [un} with
pt:un~q obviously satisfies (8.5.1).
We want to be more specific about the 0-term: Let A be a fixed
pesitive number such that
(n=1,2,3, .•• ).
It is not difficult to show that there exists a number p > 0, such
that_, whenever 0 < uk .c p for some value of k, we automatically get
u1r > uk+1 > uk+ 2 > ••• , and uk~ 0. To this end we choose p such that
0 .:. x <. p implies both x-x 2 > Ax3 and Ax3 ~ x 2 (therefore Ap ~ 1). Then it
f.,:llows from (8.5.2) that 0 < uk <.p implies 0 < uk+ < uk < p., and so forth.
1
The sequence is decrea.sing and bounded below, and so it converges to a
limit c, with 0 ~ c < p, From (8.5.2) we infer that ic-c+c 2 J <Ac3. As
Ap~1, o~c "'-P .. it follows that C=O.
1A!e just learned that either all un are ., p or uk tends monotonically to 0. For the latter case we can prove a much sharper result:
(8.5.3)

un~

If

0, then

This can be proved as follows. By some simple computations we find that
there exist positive constants K and N such that, for all n:;,N the
following is true: for all x in the interval
(8,5.4)

0 <x

<

n - 1 + K n - 2 log n

we have
(8.5.5)
Now let k be chos~n such that 0 .c uk < N-'1 + ,K N- 2 log N; this is
possible by virtue of the assumption un~o. Then it is easy to prove
by induction that
0

<

u 1K +m < (N+m)- 1 + K(N+m)- 2 log(N+m)

(m=0_.1,2, ... ).
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fore u n<n -1 + O(n- 2 log n). A similar (but slightly more complicargument can be used for the lower estimation.
The difficulty lies~ of course~ not so much in proving a result
(8.5.3) as in guessing what , one has to prove. That n- 1 is a
approximation may already be guessed by comparing the difference
u n +~-u
= -un 2 with the differential equation u'(t)=-(u(t)) 2 ,
1
n
whose solutions are u(t)=(t+c)- 1 • It is not so easy to describe how
O(n- 2 log n) can be guessed. It requires some imagination and
experience to see that just the term K n- 2 log n creates the possibility
of passing from (8.5.4) to {8.5.5).
Accidentally there is a much simpler way to prove (8.5.3) It
depends on the substitution u =V -'1~ which transforms the equation
n
n
(7 .5. '1) into a more sui table form. There is no obvious rea son to expect
this beforehand~ but it is suggested by the form of (8.5.3). We obtain
(8.5.'1)
,

vn+1 = vn('1-un + O(un2))-1 = vn('1+un+O(un2)),
and therefore

(8.5.6)

v n+1 - v n = '1 + o(vn- 1 ),

vn-'J\J·

As vn;; 2 for all large n, we infer that vn+ -vn > ~ and therefore
1
vn > n/4 for all large n, and it follows that vn -"l=O(n- 1 ). Consequently
1
vn+ 1 -vn='1+0(n- ), and this leads to vn=n+O(l?g n). As {n+O(log n)}- 1=

~h- 1 +o(n- 2 log n), we again have (8.5.3).
About (8.5.1) we proved (8.5.3), that is a statement of the type:
if the unts are not too large, then they are very small. Without proof
we quote two similar resultsJ whos~ validity is, however, not restricted
to real sequences.
(i) If the sequence fa 1j satisfies, for all n,
t n

('8 .5.7 )

. -2 an 2) ,
an+'1-an = 0 ( n-'~) + O(n

limn -1'an=O,

then we have an=O(log n).
(ii) If the sequence{bn} satisfies, for all n
b n+'1- b n = 0 ( n -2,on 2 ) ,

l

0

lm n

-1

bn=O~

then we have b n =0(1).
Theorem (ii) can be used for the proof of (i). Theorem (i) is
related to (8.5.1): assuming that we have already established n~n..........,.1,
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satisfying (8.5.'1) 7 then the substitution un~n- 1 +n- 2 an leads to

of the sine function. We return to the iteration
problem for the sine function. It is assumed that 0 < x 0 < TI, x ~sin x 0
1
etc. We showed already that Xn-------7 0. ~\fe have

,

x n+'1 -- sin x n
series contains only odd powers of xn, the formula can be
simplified by putting x n 2~y n
2
2
Yn+'1 ~ Yn ( '1-yn/6 + Yn /120 ..• ) •
yn~3zn

we obtain something of the form of (8.5.1):

zn+'1

~

zn(-1-zn/2 + 3zn

2

/40- ... ) 2

=

2
zn-zn +2z;/5 + ..•
( zn ==Xn 2/3 ) •

As zn 0, (8.5.3) gives an asymptotic formula for zn' viz.
zn~n -1 +0 ( n -2 log n ) .
Further results can be found by inserting this result into the
etuation (8.6.1). This leads to a better approximation of zn+'1-zn'
from which a new asymptotic formula for z can be obtained. This
n
procedure of step-by-step improvement of an asymptotic formula was
already described at the end of ch.'1.
Calculations are somewhat easier if we consider w =Z -'1 instead
n
n
of zn, the same substitution that gave such an easy success in sec.8.5.
The relation between wn and xn is
W

n

and we know that
(8.6.2)

= 3X n -2 ,

Further, wn satisfies the recurrence relation
2
wn+'1 = wn + '1 + 3/5wn +. O(wn- ).
wn~c0,

It is not difficult to obtain the full development. By differentiation of the well-known series for cotg x it follows that
-2
k
2k(8.6.3)
(sin x)
=L-k=O (-4) (1-2k)B 2 k x
9(2k)!,

"•]Q

where the B 1 s are the Bernoulli numbers. If follows from ~n+'1=sin xn
that·
·.YO
•
wn+'1 = wn Lk=O wn -k( '1-2k) ( -12)k B 2 k/(2k)! =
(8.6.4)
w -3 + '18 w -4 + •. .
= wn + '1 + 25 wn -'1 + ~7 wn - 2 + _]_
25 n
)'8"5 n
<

. .
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Just as in our conclusions about (8.5.6)~ we have wn- 1 =0(n- ),
Wn=n+O(log n). Inserting this into (8,6.4), we obtain
1

wn-r, 1 - wn = 1 + -3 n -1 + 0 ( n -2 log n ) .
5
we infer, putting w~=n+ 3 log n + t n' that
5
'"'
2
- tn = O(n- log n),
follows that tn tends to a limit, to be denoted by C, and that
tn=0+2

~:n

(tk-tk+'1) =

C+O(~k- 2 log

1

k) = O+O(n- log n).

Substituting wn=n+ ~log n + C + rn, rn=O(n- 1 log n) into (8.6.4), we
ob~ain

2

3 log n ' 41-420 + o(log3 n).
rn-~o-1 .. rn = - 3
2 '
2
n
70n
n

and we easily infer by summation that
r>

~n

2 .
9 log n + -79+2100 + O( log n)
- ~
n
350n
n2 '
_

fhis procedure can be continued, and it is not difficult to show
that there exists an asymptotic series for rn, of the form

~=

)

'10

k=O - . 1=0

ckl (n- 1 log n)k n-l
·

In other words, w is of the form n Q(n- 1 log n, n- 1 ), where Q is an
n
1
1
asymptotic series of the same type. Finally we get for x n =3 2 wn ~ an
asymptotic series, of which we produce a few terms here:
1..
1.. (
3 log n
C
x n =Sin n x o=3 2 n- 2 ,'1.-1o
- 2 n + n -2( oe log 2 n+ ;3log n+ )" ) +
(
1
n
+ O(n- 3 log3n)},

where

3 02 3 c + 79
() = B"
- 10
700 •

'v

The value of C of course depends on x 0 • It is remarkable that
the first two terms of the asymptotic series are independent of x •
0
In order to find out something about how C depends on x 0 , we
replaced C by J~(x 0 ) and we consider the following abbreviation of
(8.6.5):
(8.6.6)

x =3~n ~ S 1- ~ log n n
L 10 n
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x

::3~n-~ S 1- }0 log n
n+1
L
,
n

~l. (xo)

2n

93

'\
+ 0 ( n -2 log 2 n ) Jc ,

As x n+1 =Sin x n =Sin n (sin x o ) 3 we
l
l
r
3 log n
xn+1=32n -2 L1- 10
n
and so
x

n+

-1-X
1

n

-~ .3 _1_2 n -3/2 5

l

'f1

(x )- J;(sin x 0 ) } + O(n- 5/2 log 2n).
o
l
"

2
2
On the other hand.; we have x n+ ~-x
1
n =Sin x n -x n =-X n 3/6+0(xn 5)=-33/ n-3/ /6+
+0(n-5/ 2 log n). Therefore, it results that
satisfies the equation

f

\IJJ.. (Sin X0 ) - Jil (X 0 ) = 1 .

(8.6.7)
The function

f (x 0 )

f

is uniquely determined by (8.6.6):
= lim
{ 2n- -3 log n - 2x n 312 3 -~} •
5
n--'.1 o:>
n

f(

f

It can be observed from this formula that
x )= (-rr -x) ( 0 < x k n: ) ~
and that \!l(x) is non-increasing in the interval 0 .<: x < n/2. (For, if
J.
x o decreAses~ and n is fixed, then x n decreases). Furthermore we have
t(x)--'). = if x~o (x > o).
8.7. An alternative method. Our second method for dealing with the
asymptotic behaviour of sin n x o has some analogy to the contents of
sec.8.3. It starts from the Schroeder equation (8.3.4), or, what is
slightly simpler in our case, the socalled Abel equation
f{f(x)} -~(x)=1 (t)e connection between the two is expressed by the
1
relation w (x)=a V'(x ) • It is a functional equation for the unknown
1
function IP, whereas f is a given function. In the present case it
be•omes
J

(8.7.1)

-

f(sin x) -y(x)

=

1.

A special solution was obtained at the end of sec.8.6, but we shall
not use this information here.
Restricting ourselves to the interval 0 <- x ~ n:/2, it is quite
easy to describe the general solution of (8.7.1): Choose an arbitrary
function ""f*in the interval1<-x.:;~rr., and take"f='f*in that interval. In the next interval sin 1 <: x ;f'1 we take 'f such that (8.7.'1) is
satisfied. Next we define it in the interva 1 sin 2 1 !f x ~sin '1, "such
that _(8.7.'1) again holds. Continuing this process indefinitely we·
obtain a solution for the interval 0 <- x::; ~ rc •
It j_s clear that the asumptotic behaviour (as X---?0) of this
solution 'f (x) can be described to a certain extent once the asymptotic
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of sinn x is known. We want to go the other way round~
in the following order: (i) Find an explicit solution.
Determine its asymptotic behaviour. (iii) Apply this to the
otic behaviour of sinn x.
Properly speaking we do not require for our purpose that the
solution is explicit itself, but only that its asymptotic behaviour
explicitly known.
Instead of asking for elementary functions which approximate a
ion of (8.7.1), we start with a simpler problem: we ask for
lementa ry functions lf for which \.[; (sin x)- '\f'( x) tends rapidly to 1
s x ----70. One of the f.irst functio~s to try i.s a monomial
(x)=ax-b
1

y

b

>

0). It gives

~ 1 (sin x) -

f 1 (x)

= a(sin x)-b-ax-b =

= ax-b {(1-x 2 /6+ ..• )-b-1} = ab x-b+ 2 /6 + •..
want it to
approximate 1, and this is achieved by taking
So y 1 (x)=3x- 2 ~ and

+

2x

4

~

+ x

6

22~

+ •••

b=2~

\

\

2k
(2k+1) B2 k+ 2 x /(2k+2)!,
cf.(8.6.3)).
2
We next want to modify ~ in order to compensate the term x /5.
Therefore we try to,..,find a function xi such that X1(sin x)- X1(x)
is approximately -x~/5. We notice that a monomial does not work now.
The following argument shows that it is worth while to try log x: if
replace the difference X (sin x)-.X 1 (x) by (sin x-x)X 1 1 (x)., we
1
that Xi' (x) should be approximately 6/(Sx).
Actually, if we take X. (x)=::; ~ log x_. we have
~co

series on the right equals i2L- 0

(-4)

k

1

1

X1 (sin
If we take

x)-

X1 (x)

6

2
4
= S log(sin x/x) = - xS - ~SO +

y 2= y1 + ~~ 1 ,

2
P ( ~)
. ,_ -- ( + 65

-

we have

1 ) '"4+
i50
. ,_ •..

3
sin 2x

x2

3

6
sin x
+ c log
x~
~
x

- -n

We can go on this way, by chooslng
such that X2(sin<x)-X2(x)
equals approximately -p(x), and so on. In this way we would still be
~~ons~ructing approximate solutions instead of approximations to a
solution. Fortunately we are able to indicate an exact solution of
equation X (sin x)- X (x)= .-p(x). This equation is satisfied by
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the function
p(x) + p(sin x) + p(sin 2 x) + p(sin x) + •.••
3

(8.7.2)

We only need'to show that the series is convergent for all real values
4
of x. This immediately follows from the formulas p(y)=O(y- ) (y~O)
2
and sinnx = O(n -~) (n~co-) _, wh~nce p( sinn x) = 0( n - ) ( n--'H•<>).
The formula sin x = o(n-2) can be proved in the way we proved
n
(8.5.3). We shall~ however, indicate a short independent proof: If l
is a positive constant, then the iterates of the function f(x)=
=X(1+l x 2 )-~ can be evaluated explicitly. We easily find f (x)==
1
n
=X(1+n c. x 2 )-2. Furthermore it is not difficult to show that ~ can be
chosen such that sin x < f(x) <. x (0.: x <-1). Now if x is such that
sin x > 0 we obtain sin x.::: f(sin x) '- f (x), sin x < f(sin 2 x) <- f(f 2 ~x) )=
2
2
3
=f (x), etc. It follows that sinn x < fn(x), an9 so sinn x = o(n-2 ).
3
The assumption sin X> 0 is, of course, no essential restriction.
We just established the convergence of (8.7.2), but we shall need
something more, viz. an estimate for .X (x) as X---""0. We shall prove
2
that
(8.7.3)
2
4
We established before that p(x)=O(x ~, p(sinn x)=O(n- ). We can
easily be more specific: There are constjnts c and c2 such that
1
)p(x)! <. c x 4 _, \p(sin x)l t_ c n- 2 (0<X:5;-~tt, n=1_,2.., •.• ). It follows
~oo 1
n
2 _1
that L-k==n+'1 p(sink x) "- c2 n • Furthermore we have, if 0< x~~TC,

So 'for 0

<

x ~ ~-rr

and for all values of n we have

We now choose n: As x ~~Tt.: .., we have 3x- 2 ;:;- 1. Let n be the smallest
.
integer exceedlng
3x -2 • Then 3x -2 .c n <-- 6x -2 _, and so

which proves (8.7.3).
As

x2 exactly satisfies

X2(sin X~ + X2(x)

-p(x), the function ·

(8.7.4)

X2 ,given
·-

by (7.7.2), is an exact solution of (8.7.1). We have the

estimate (8.7.3) for
an_ asymptotic series

x2' but it is not difficult to see that there is
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8.7.5)
The leading coefficient equals c =79/1050. We shall show the
2
first step of the proof of (8.7.5); all further steps are analogous.
We have X2 (sin x) - X 2 (x) = -p(x) = ~x 4 + .. q with d==-79/3150.
Furthermore (sin x)k-Xk= -kxk+ 2 /6+ •.•. (k=1,2, •.. ); here we use the
2
case k::;2. Now put X2 (x)=-30"\ x + X (x), then .A:J(sin x)- X (x)==-q(x)
3
3
is a power series starting with a term /3X 6 • And from
(x)==
\==q(x)+q(sin x~+ q(sin 2x)- ... we ~rgue in the way we proved (8.7.3),
.,that q(x)=O(x ) • So )': (x)==-3 d, x +O(x ) • It should be noted that the
2
· functionsp(x), q(x), ... are power series, with a positive radius of
convergence, but that it is very improbable that the same thing could
be said about X 2 (x) (.or X (x), ..• ).
3

x3

4

8.8. Final discussion about the iterated sine. The asymptotic informabout 'f, obtained in sec.8.7, will now be applied to the problem
about sinn x. To this end we start from the formula
(8.8.1)
which is a direct consequence of (8.7.1). We shall consider x as a
fixed number, and n as a large integer. As y is a given function,we
can consider (8.8.1) as an equation for the unknown quantity sinn x.
Therefqre the question to express the asymptotical behaviour of the
solution sin n x in terms of the parameter n is a problem of the type
discussed in ch.1 •
. We replace the unknown sinn x by the single letter u. The equation
can be written as
(8.8.2)

3u-

2

+

~

log u + 1

6§ 0

u

2

+ •..

.rv

n + y(x)

In some respects the question is more difficult than the problems
considered in ch.1. Firstly, the left-hand~side represents the function
f(u) as.ymptotically, but probably not exactly, and y(u) is probably
not analytic at U=O. Secondly, we are not yet sure, that
is monotonic,
and therefore· the uniqueness of the solution of y (u)=n+ y(x) is unproved as yet. (This refers to the question whether sinn x depends
uniquely on ~(x); it is of course trivial that sinn x depends uniquely
on x).
·But fortunately we need riot bother about the existence and uniqueness of the solution u of (8.8.2). For, u==sin xis a well-defined
n
-quantity, and the thing we want to do is to obtain asymptotic information about u in the way we use to handle the solution of an equation.
In other words, u is not virtually unknown, but the fact that links
our problem with the problems of ch.1 is that the asymptotic behaviour

f

•

0
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u is unknown.
l
To start with 3 it easily follows from (8.8.2) that u/V(3/n) 2 •
will be used repeatedly for estimating rounding-off errors.
In order to eliminate the difficulty that the left-hand-side of
8.8.2) represents y(u) only asymptotically, we brea·k it off somewhere,
fter the second term say, and the error made this way is transported
to the right-hand-side. At the same time we substract on both sides
(3/5) log 3 in order to simplify further calculations. So we have
~

jU

6

-2

3

l

+ 5 log(3-2 u) = n + y(x) -!"- 5 1og 3.

equal to y(u) minus the left-hand-3ide of (8.8.3). So by
and (8.7.5) it is asymptotically

f rvc 2 u 2 + c 4u 4 + •.. (u-7-0), and therefore f=O(n- 1 )(n-w).
Replacing the right-hand-side of (8.8.3) by y, we have
3u -2 + 6 log ( 3 _l2 u )

5

=

y,
l

and -Y=n+O( 1), for x is a fixed number. Putting u=(3/y )2 v we get
v -2

(8.8.5)

1 + 3 log y

5

y

We know that v~-"1, and so log v = 0(1). Raising both sides of
(8.8.5) to the power-~, we get
(8.8.6)

v

=

1 _

~ { ~ lo; Y

6Y log v

5

J+ 0 (y -2 log 2y )

and so V=1 + O(y- 1 log y), log v = O(y- 1 log y).
Inserting this into (8.8.6) we get
v = 1 -

3 log y + 0 ( y -2 log 2 y ) ,
,o y

~

y- 1 log y + O(y- 2 log 2y). Now we again raise (8.8.5)
and we develop a little further; according to the

and so log v
to the
power
"'J,,
formula

{

0

Then we obtain
v = 1 Conte~ting

(8.8.7)

v

~{~

1

0; y -

5~

1 0g v } +

~ (~

ourselves with a third order

0

10; y ) 2 + 0 ( y- 31 g3 y ) .

error~

we thus have

=

It is not difficult to show that there exists an asymptotic series
in terms of powers of y- 1 and y- 1 logy. Actually the equation (8.8.5)
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1w
.can be transformed into an equation of the type ( 2. 4. 6) (put v=e2 ) ~
· and it follows that the asymctotic series is even convergent.
"
1
1
We next replace, in (8.8.7)~ v by 3-2 y2 u, and y by n+f(x)+
+.flog 3, f =O(n-'1), and then we g~t a sinn x expressed in terms
of n, with an error term O(n-5/ 2 log 2n):

t

(8.8.8)

u=sinn x = (3/n)-!{'1- { 0 n-

1

log n- !('{'(x)-

+ 0 ( n -2 log 2 n )IJ

t

1
log 3)n- +

.

Comparing this to (8.6.6) we learn that there is a simple relation

f (X)

=

t (X)

- ~ log 3

between the special solutions f(x) (see sec.8.6) and y(x) (see sec.
8.7) of the Abel equation (8.7.1). Incidentally this shows that 'f'(x)
is decreasing (o < x < n:/2).
Refinements of (8.8.8) can be found as follows. On behalf of
(8~..8.8) we can improve our formula f=O(n- 1 ). Formula (8.8.4) gives

F= 3

c 2 n -1 + 0 ( n -2 log n ) •

Inserting this into (8.8.7), with Y=n+ f(x)-f, we get the next
apDroximation to sinn x, already given in (8.6.5). It is clear that
this process can-be continued indefinitely, and it follows, for the
second time, that there exists an asymptotic series.
Above it was remarked that the asymptotic series for v, of which
(8.8.7) is a beginning segment, is convergent in the ordinacysense.
There is no reason, however, to expect this to remain true for the
series that expresses v asymptotically in terms of n. For in passing
from y to n we use the series (8.8.4), and that one cannot be expected
to ·be convergent in the ordinary sense.
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Ch.9. Differential Equations

9.1. Introduction. Many problems in pure and applied mathematics are
concerned with the behaviour of the solutions of a differential equation at a singular point. Such problems are obviously of asymptotical
nature, for by a transformation of the independent variable it is al\.vays possible to transform the singularity to infinity~ . and the
question takes the following form. Let F(t,y,y', ..• ,y(m))=O be a given
differential equation for the unknown function Y=Y(t). How do the
solutions behave as t -+o.:>?
Such questions arise, for instance, in stability problems, in
problems about linear or non-linear oscillations and iri quantum
mechanics. Another type of application lies in the fact that one can
study the asymptotical behaviour of a given function, a Bessel function,
say, from the differential equation which it satisfies~ instead of
from one of the explicit expressions for that function.
There is a wide variety of problems in this field, and there is
a vast literature about it. It is out of question that an adequate
survey could be given within the scope of this book. Nevertheless, in
the few problems we shall discuss here, several ideas appear which
can be applied in many other cases.
Problems on differential equations are usually very flexible,
owing to the possibility of transforming both the dependent and the
independent variable. After such a transformation the problem usually
looks different.
Another general trend in the asymptotics~of differential equations is the following one. Usually it is quite easy to guess on
asymptotic formula, or even anasymptotic series, and more often than
not it is much less easy to prove that it is an asymptotic formula
indeed.
If we have to prove a certain asymptotic formula for a certain
solution of a differential equation~ then the obvious thing to try
is, to enclose this solution between functions whose asymptotical
behaviour is known. In many cases such inequalities can be derived
by simple theorems of the following type.
Let y(t) be a solution of the first-order differential equation
1
Y =F(t,y) (a~ t ~ bL and let y::;(t) be a function satisfying
(p'(t)<F(t, p(t)) (a£-t~b), y?(a)~y(a), Then we have ~(t)"~y(t)
(a< t ~b). (So in order to prove an inequality f9r y(t) it is not
necessary to solve the differential equation explicitly, as functions
psatisfying 9'<:F(t,f) are of course quite easy to find).
Proof: 1Afe first show that there is an interval (a,a+-f:) where
;P(t) "'- y(t). This is trivial if ;~->(a)~ y(a). If y;(a)=y(a)_, we have
f'(a) c.. F(t, y;(a))=F(t,y(a))=y'(aL and the existence of such an
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interval again follows. Suppose that the inequality r(t).c:.y(t) can
not be continued over the-whole interva 1 a ~ t ~b. Then there exists
a number c (a< c ~b) such that f(c)=y(c)., and ~t'(t) <y(t) (a<t<c).
This implies tp' (c) ~ y 1 (c), but now cp 1 ( c ) < F ( c, fJ (c) ) =F ( c , y ( c ) ) =
y'{~) leads to a contradiction.
The question whether in the above theorem the signs ~ can be
replaeed by .:::; , depends on more delicate considerations about the

uniqueness of solutions. For, if <o
and y were different solutions
/
of the differential equation, both having the same value at t=a, then
')t'(t)~y(t) (a .::.t~b) would not be necessarily true.
9.2. A Riccatti equation. Let d-(t), /~(t), y(t) be continuous real
funetions for t > 0, and let k be an integer ·'?> 0. We consider the
differential equation
2
t-k JP 1 (t) = o<(t) + .;J(t) )P(t) + ,Y(t) f' (t)
(9.2.1)
J

for the unknown function ;(t). (we choose greek letters for the
functions o~-.., 10.., y, /' in order to be able to use the corresponding
latin letters for the coefficients of their asymptotic expansions).
As to the existence of solutions, the state of affairs is only
slightly less simple than with linear equations. Since the equation
can be written as F'(t)=F(t,f), where F is a continuous function in
both variables as long as t > 0, the following existence theorem holds.
If t 0 >0 and fo are given real numbers, then either there exists a
solution f , with f ( t )= P , in the whole interva 1 t ~ t < o;:, , or
.
0
)0
Q
there is a number t > t 0 and a solution f(t) in the interval t ~t..:..t ,
0
1
1
such that _f(t 0 )= .fo and f(t) tends to+= or to -ao if t tends to
t from the left.
1
This fact will be repeatedly used in the following way. If we
have numbers t 0 5 f 0 and A(A ::> 0), and if we have proved that for no
value of t.1 (t > t 0 ) there oxists a solution _r(t) (t ~ t ~ t ) with
1
0
1
f(t 0 )= p 0 , lr(t )! >A, then we know that there is a solution ;(t)
1
(t 0 ~ t..:.O'O) with the initial condition f(t 0 )=t 0 (and satisfying

I f ( t) I~ A

(t

0 .:S

t <

(M)) •

As, in our case, F(t, f) has a continuous derivative with respect
to f , there is no difficulty about the uniqueness: any solution is
uniquely detepmined by its i_nitial conditions.
"
A clear idea about the existence of solutions of a Riccatti
equation 3 and of their singularities, can be obtained from their
relation to linear second order equations. For example~ the equation

p1 + p 2 = Y-.(t)+ f/3(t) is related to yn-/3(t)y
subs.ti tution y /y= p
1

.

If y ( t

1

c.>((t)y=O by the
)=0 for some solution y, then the cor1

-
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responding function p has a singularity at t==t : it tends to +•:N:J if
1
t tends to t . The existence and location of roots t 1 ~ however~ ob1
viously depends on the choice of the ratio A:B of the integration
constants in the general solution y(t)=Ay (t)+By 2 (t).
1
Returning to the equation (9.2.1), we shall make the further
assumption that the asymptotical behaviour of each of the coefficients
d..' (3: r (as t---;. =) is given by an asymptotic series:
c<(t)rv ao + a '1 t- 1 + a 2 t -2 +
j3(t)rv bo + b1t- 1 + b2t-2 +
+ c t- 1 + c t -2 +
;y(t).~ c
2
0
'1

(~.2.2)

(t___,.o..:>),
(t-7=),

(t-oo),

and we assume that
b0

<

0.- c 0 == 0 .

It is our aim to prove that there is a class of solutions, whose
behavi•ur is also given by an asymptotic series
( ~ • 2 • 4)
( t ) ,-.../ r 0 + r '1 t -'1 + r 2 t -2 +

r

More precisely, we shall show the existence of numbers t > 0
0
and A>~ such that for every number f'.o in the interval -A ~ JO
P ~A
the solution with .f(t 0 )= )P 0 can be continued indefinitely to the
right, and has an asymptotic series of .the form (9.2.4). Moreover,
the coefficients ro,r1,r2'''' are independent of
It is not generally true that all solutions have this behaviour.
For example, the equation ; ; (t)=-1- .f (t)-t- 1 _p 2 (t) has the solution
p ( t )=-t, and moreover it has solutions escaping to -c-o if t tends to
some finite number t-1. (This can be seen from the equation y 11 +( 1+t- 1 )y' ~
·
)
t -1 y=O, and the substitution
Y' I y=t -1 f ..
Let A be a number exceeding 2\a 0 /b 0 l. By virtue of (9.2.3)., t 1
can be determined such that

ro·

(9.2.5)

(3(t).cO,

and we can determine t
(9.2.6)

2A

>

0

t

1

r(t)!

I .

21

o<,(t)l

< A

I j3(t) I

such that

!3(t) \

.<: 1 .

Let cp1 denote the constant function cp '1 ( t )=-A ( t ~ t 0 )., and <[-} 2
the constant functiQn cp 2 (t)=A (t.?::t 0 ). It follows from (9.2.5) and
(9.2.6) that
t-k ~'1 1 (t)<..,-/.(t) +/1(t)
~'1 ( t) + y(t)

rj~ (t)

t-k

r'2'"-)
2\u

y.~

.2

1

(t)

>

o<

(t) +..0 ( t) 912(t)

.L
'

' " ( "u
-)
;J
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virtue of the theorem of sec.9.1 we infer that any solution y(t)
our equation t-k F I= c;i...+/.3f + J' r 2 with if' (t 0) l::, A automatically
satisfies !p(t) I~ A for all t > t 0 as long as /'(t) exists. So these
solutions can not escape to ~ ~, and it follows that they can be
continued indefiniinly to the right and that they satisfy \r(t)\ ~A
· (t~ t 0 ). VJe shall only use the fact that they are bounded: f'(t)=0(1)
( t~ 0<1). A solution will be called bounded if it is bounded in some
interva 1 ( t , a-a), a 1 though it is possible that this solution can be
3
continued over some interval (t 4 ,t ) or even over (-ao,t 4 ) without
3
being bounded over the extended interval.
In our next step we show that r(t)=0(1) (t-~G»:J) implies that
{9.2.7)

f(t) = r 0 + O(t-'1)

(t--o-o)., where r 0 =-a 0 /b 0

•

tve consider a spec ia 1 solution f( t), bounded in some interval
t 0 ~ t < IXl • Again we introduce two auxiliary functions
r (t) = r -A t- 1 ,
f4(t) = r +A t- 1 ,

3

0

0

and we try to determine A> 0 and t

if3 I ( t )

1

>

t

0

(9.2.8)

t- k

(9.2.9)

t-k SC4(t)

(9.2.10)

V'3 ( t 1 ) ;; /) ( t 1 ) ~ 'f'4 ( t 1 ) ·

>

-< cZ (

t ) + /3 ( t )

such that

f3 ( t )

2
+ J ( t ) Y')3 ( t )

c><-(t) +;3 (t) f4(t) + ,Y(t) JO~(t)

(t~t.,L
(t~t1),

To this end we remark that both sides of (9.2.8) have asymptotic
series. In both sides the constant term of the series vanishes. The
coefficient of the term t- 1 vanishes on the left; on the right it
,equals (notice that c =0)
0

Since b 0 .::: 0, we can determine A> 0 such that this is > 1, say. Therefore it is easy to find t 1 such that (9.2.8) holds. Moreover, we can
argue similarly about (9.2.9), and it results that A and t 1 can be
chosen such that both (9.2.8) and (9.2.9) are satisfied. However,
(9.2.'10) gives a difficulty: it is easily satisfied for a special t
1
by making A sufficiently large, but in the previous argument the choice
or t., was depending on A. W~ therefore restate things more carefullj,
considering both t and A as variables.
We have f/ (t)=r 0 +0(At-"~), ifi~(t)=0(1)+0(A 2 t- 2 L d(t)=a 0 +0(t- 1 ) J
/3(t)=b 0 +0(t- 1 ), y(t)=O(t- 1 ), t-k Y::3(t)=O(At-k- 2 ), where all 0-symbols
refer to t;:;;: t 0 ~ A y1, say. It follows that ,./? (t)f~3(t)=b 0 r 0 -b 0 At- 1 +
,
O(t- 1 )+0(At- 2 )

3
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!(t)~~(t)=O(t- 1 )+0(A 2 t-3)~
and the right-hand side of (9.2.8) exceeds the left-hand-side by the
amount
- b At- '1 +0 ( t -'1 ) +0 (At- 2 ) +0 ( A2 t-3 ) =At -'1 { - b +0 (A- '1 ) +0 ( t -'1 ) +0 ( At- 2 )} •
0

0

. It follows that (9.2.8) is true when A,t 1 and t;A-'1 are sufficiently
large, and the same thing applies, of course, to (9.2.9). Next we
eonsider~(9.2.'10). As p(t)-r 0 =0('1), (9.2.'10) holds if At1 1 is sufficiently large. So the question remains, if C is any large number,
whether A and t - 1 can be found such that
1
A>C~ t
>C, t 2 A-'1 ::> C~ At 1 -1 >C.
1
1
This can be achieved by making A=t 3/2 and taking t sufficiently
1
1
large. Thus we have found A and t 1 such that (9.2.8), (9.2.9), (9.2.10)
hold simultaneously.
By the theorem of sec.9.1 we now infer that

and thus we have proved (9.2.7).
Next we write .f(t)=r +t- 1 _;; (t), so that the result we just
0
1
proved is: if j(t)=0(1), then ; (t)=0(1). We easily derive the
1
differential equation
(9.2.11)
with

o<:1

= t( ,;>~..+ r 0 p) + r;t.r,

131

= /-3 + 2r 0 ;r + t -k-1 ,

1

f1 =

t

-1

;r •

The new coefficients ~, ;3. , y turn out to have asymptotic series
:
1
1
again, and th~ analogue of (9.2.3) holds. Applying the above result
to our new equation, we infer that there exists a constant r such
1
that_, if p 1 (t)=r 1 +t- 1 ;-:> 2 (t):> then p (t)=0(1) implies_p 2 (t)=0(1). As
1
this procedure can be continued, it is clear that f(t) has an asymptotic development of the type (9.2.4).
The coefficients r 0 ,r ,r 2 , ... follow successively from the abo~e
1
procedure. It is easier, however, to proceed by the method of undetermined coefficients. Just substitute the formal series r 0 +r t- 1 +r 2 t- 2 + ..•
1
into the equation (9.2.1), taking as its derivative the formal
derivative -r 1 t- 1 -2r 2 t- 2 - . . . . Then require that, for each value of n
(n=0,1,2, •.. ), the coefficients oft-non both sides are equal. This
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produces a set of equations from which., in virtue of b 0 ,io, c 0 =0, the
numbers r 0 ,r-"~"'''
can be solved succer;;sively.
The validity of this
"I
.
procedure is easily proved from the fact that there exists asymptotic
s.eries both for p (t) and for t-k 1' 1 (t), but it can also be shown by
·comparing the two ~rocedures from an algebraic point of view.
With our equation we have a typical case of stability. If 1 (t)
is one of the bounded solutions, and if t. is given, then there exists
a positive number t such that any solution whose value at t 0 satisfies
l p 2 (t 0 )- _t 1 (t 0 )! < f, also satisfies f 2 (t)- f 1 (t) ~o (t~o'-'='). For a
special value of t 0 it is contained in our previous results, and it is
hot difficult to show it for arbitrary values of t . It is quite a
1
strong type of stability, for f'1 and
have
the
same asymptotic
2
series, and therefore f 2 =0(t-n)(n=1,2,3, ... ). We shall even show
1
that
=0(e-ct) with some positive constant c.
2
1
Let
1 and t 2 be two bounded solutions, and put _r 2 - t 1 = 7. If
f 1 (t)= [) 2 (t) for some t, it holds identically, in virtue of the uniqueness. So we may assume that f 2 (t):::.p1 (t) for all values oft. We evidently have

r

r r
r

t

r

and consequently

It follows by integration that ·?=Ol{exp(b
t
.
0

k+1

.
/2(k+1))f.
)

9.3. An unstable case. We again consider the equation (9.2.1)
(9.3.1)
and again we assume that ,-t,/3 and ;y· have asymptotic developments
(9.2.2), but instead of (9.2.3) we assume
(9.3.2)

b 0 > 0,

c 0 = 0.

Formally nothing has been changed, and therefore we can again
find a series r + r t- 1 +r t- 2 + ... which formally satisfies the equat1
0
2
ion (in this formal procedure the sign of ·b is irrelevant; it is m1ly
0
the condition b 0 ,.to that matters). The difference with the.·case b 0 <::.0 is
that ~n the present case there is only one solution having this series
as its development, and that one is the only bounded solution (i.e.
the only solution which is 0(1) when t--=;;v---o).
We start by d~fining the functions <p'J, ( t ) =r -At -1 , 91 4 "( t ) =r . +At -1
0
0
-'
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(r 0 =..:a 0 /b 0
such that

(9.3.4)

),

just as in sec.9.2. And again we can fix A> 0 and t 1 > 0
t- k

c;3

t-k

5C4' (t) ~

I (

t) /

+ ,j ( t)

p ~ (t)

ci(t) +/3(t) f'4(t) + y(t)

;t~(t)

o( (

t) +_/3 ( t.)

9) ( t)

The inequality signs are different from those in (9.2.8) and
In the present case the conclusion isi that if a solution
f(t) exists in an interval (t .,t ), where t ~ t , and i f f (t 2 )..::r~(t 2 ),
2 3
2 1
then we have j(t) .<:: f)(t) (t ~ t st ). Similarly, if a solution p(t)
2
3
exceed~ r3 (t) at t=t2, where t2 ~ t1_, then f'(t) > ~(t) for all t 7 t2'
as long as f(t) exists. So the situation is just tht opposite of the
one in sec.9.2.
We just made a statement about solutions -L r.p or :> )04 ., but we
>

>

3

would rather know something about solutions between ~3 and 9 4 •
This can still be achieved with the aid of the theorem of sec.9.1,

by taking T =-t as the independent variable, so that d f /dt==-d F /d r •
That is, we observe ~hat the solutions do if t is decreasing instead
of increasing. Our conclusion is as follows: Assume t <t 2 , and let
1
the number _r 2 satisfy f (t 2 ) ~ p 2 ~7-~(t 2 ). Then the given equation
3
has a solution .f (t) in the interval t :f; t ~t 2 _, with f (t 2 )= ..f 2 and
1
(t)<-r(t).:.y;4 (t) (t 1 ~t~t 2 ). (The solution determined by f(t 2 )=
3
f 2 cannot tend to + = when t tends to some t 3 ( t 1 ~ t 3 .:-. t 2 ) from the
right, for then there would be a number t 4 (t . :::. t 4 ~t ) where j (t 4 )
2
3
= 13 (t4) or ;P 4 (t 4 )., and we would have a contradiction).
If 1P,... ranges through the closed interval ({J (t 2 ) ~ f-:< ~ Pll.(t'?L
. c
.3
...J
'
~
then the value f = f ( t ) ranges through a sub-set of the interval
1
1
p3(t.,).::p <-f'4(t1).
If follows from the general theory of differential equations that

r

J1

is a continuous and increasing function of r3' and therefore this
sub-set is again a closed interval. We shall denote it by i(t ) (t
1
2
is considered as fixed, and t will be varied).
~
2
The set i(t 2 ) can be interpreted as the set of all numbers f
1
with the property that there exists a solution
t) in the interval
t ~t ;;,t satisfying 9'' (t) o;; p(t) ~ (p (t) throughout that interval.
1
2
4
3
It follows that i(t )::; i(t +1). Now applying this with t =t +n
2
2
2 1
(n=1,2,3, ••. ) we get a sequence of closed intervals

r(

and therefore these intervals have a number

1~

$.:

1 in

comw~n~

Denoting

the solution vvi th the initial value r1*' at t1 by f *( t)" we know that
this one can be continued up to t +nJ and stays between ~ (t) and
1
3
V'4(t) (t 1 ;;;;; t-"'- t +n). This holds for any value of n, and therefore
1
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.· f *(t)

can be continued to infinity, and

Thus we have proved that our equation has a solution of the form
r +0(t- 1 ). We next show that there is only one such solution. Let
0
1 ( t) and f 2 ( t) denote solutions which are both bounded in an interval t 0 ~t<oo. We suppose them to be different: p 2 (t)>p1 (t) (t>t 0 ),
say. Put~ing r2(t)- F1(t) =1(t). we would have (cf. the end of sec.
9.2.), for some t 1 ,

r

1·7'/?

>

~b 0 tk

(t-;;-t 1 )

anq it would follow that
(9.3.5)
with some positive constant c. So 17 would tend to infinity • whereas
f 1 and p 2 are bounded. This is contradictory; hence there is just
one bounded solution.
>I<
In order to get the full asymptotic expansion for F (t), we
write, as in sec.9.2,

f (t)=r 0 +t- 1 f 1 (t), and for

f1

we get a differential equation
(9.2.11) of the same type as the equation for P(t). So we infer that
there is just one solution f~(t) of the form r 1 +0(t- 1 ). Now
r 0 +t- 1
(t) is a solution of (9.3.1), and it has the form
1
r 0 +r 1 t- +0(t- 2 ). As (9.3.1) has only one bounded solution, ~e have
identically
•

j

f1''

and therefore

\

f *"( t ) =

r0

+ r 1 t -1 + 0 ( t -2) .

This procedure can be continued, and it follows that F*( t) has an
asymptotic development (9.2.4). The numbers r 0 ,r , •.. can again be
1
obtained by formal substitution of (9.2.4) into the differential
equntion, and equating coefficients of corresponding powers of t.
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9:.4. Application to a linear second order equation. If y(t) is the
in a linear homogeneous second order equation
y 11 (t ) + P ( t ) y r ( t ) + Q( t ) y ( t ) '

=

0 ,

the substitution y 1 /y=v leads to a first order equation, of
Riccatti type 3 for the function v:
2
v 1 (t) +v (t) + P(t) v(t) + Q(t) = 0.
substitution v(t)=a(t) + b(t) w(t) 3 where w(t) is the new
unknown function, we get for w an equation, again of the Riccatti
type (i.e. a linear relation between wr, w2 , wand 1). Now one can
try to obtain a Riccatti equation of one of the types discussed in
the previous sections, or anyway an equation to which the techniques
those sections can be applied.
As an example we take the equation

(9.4.1)
t;1e substitution y r /y=v leads to
(9.4.2)

vr + v 2 - t 4 = 0.

This one is not yet of the right type. In order to get a rough idea
about the behaviour of the solutions, we argue as follows. There are
three terms in the equation and so at least two have to be of the
same order of magnitude. So we first try to neglect one of the terms,
and we investigate the remaining equation.
4
First neglect the term t . The remaining equation v'+v 2=0 has
the solutions V=(t-t )- 1 with arbitrary constant t • Now for these
0
0
2
functions v, the neglected term is much larger than v' and v , and
so we are left nowhere. Next neglect the term v 2 . Then there rema~ns
4
v'=t , and therefore V= ~ t5+C. And again the neglected term is much
larger than the others.
So our last attempt is to neglect v'~ The fact that the remaining equation is no longer a differential equation does not disturb us
in the least. We obtain V=+t 2 , and now the term v' is small indeed.
Nothing has been proved yet, but we have now sufficient reason to
2
try the substitutions v=t +.f (t) and V=-t 2 + f(t). The first one.,
2
V=t +;:>(t), transforms (9.4.2) into
" -2
-1 .
-2 2
( 9 .4. 3 )
t
r'=-2t -2p -t 1 ,
_._9nd this one is of the stable type discussed in sec.9.2(with k=2,
1X(t)='-2t-\ 1!J'(t)=-2 d/(t)=-t- 2 , so indeed a =0, b <0). We infer that
0
0
--· there is a solution
t) with an asymptotic series
3

r(

( t~<Xl)'
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(and even that there are infinitely many such solutions). Upon
formal substitution of the series into (9.4.3) we obtain that r 0 ==0,
r 1=-1 3 r 2 =r =o~ and generally~ that rn=O unless n is of' the form
3
3k+1. So it may have some advantage to substitute / f) ( t )=t - 1 G ( t 3 ) 3
3 .
"
t == "t , which transforms the equation into
3 ~
aT

=

-2 + ( -2+T- 1 )

0·

(·t) -'t- 1 cr 2 (T).

As y 1 /y=v,· we obtain logy by integration of t 2 +t- 1 u (t3).
It follows that the equation (9.4.1) has solutions of the form

1t3

(9.4.4)

y ---- C t -1 e 3

( 1 +a t -3 +a t -6 + . . • )'
2
1

wh ere a +a . ., x +a 2 x 2 + . . . l. s the formal development of
1°
I
1
2
exp(-) r 4 x- r x - ... )_, and c,Jo.
6 7
2
We can also try the second substitution_, viz. V=-t + f(t). We
then get
= 2t -1 + 2l -t -2 f 2 ,
and we are in the unstable case of sec .9 .3. We now infer that there
exists just one solution of the form

In terms of y it means that there is_, apart form the arbitrary
constant'·c,Jo just one solution of the form
- 1t3
3
6
(9.4.5)
y~C t- 1 e
(1 + b t- + b 2 t- + •.• )
(t-_,.c,~).
1
If we select a solu~ion y 1 (t) of the form (9.4.4), and a solution y 2 (t) of the form (9.4.5)_, then y and y 2 are obviously linearly
1
independent (as y 2 jy 1 -5o). Now the general solution of (9.4.1) is
A y 1 (t) + B y 2 (t) (A and B constants). This illustrates the in~
stability of the solution y 2 : Every solution with A,JO is easily seen
to have (9.4.4) as its asymptotical behaviour (with some value of c),
and only if A=0 3 B,JO we have something of the type (9.4.5). Moreover,
it is easily seen that when adding B y 2 (t) to A y (t), the asymptotical
1
series for A y (t) is not altered.
1
There is~ quite simple relation between the a's of (9.4.4) and
the b's of (9.4.5), due to the f~ct that the coefficierits in (9.4.1)
are even functions of t. Its effect is that
(9.4.6)
In other words, if the right-hand-side of (9.4.4) is denoted formally
by P(t), then the right-hand-side of (9.4.5) is P(-t). This is easily
deduced from the state of affairs with the Riccatti equation (9.4.2).
If we substitute for v the forma 1 series Q ( t ) =t.2 +r 0 +r ~-1~ r 2 t-2 + ... ,
1
1
L,

,
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then (9.4.2) is formally satisfied. As t 4 is an even function, it
follows that the formal series ~ 2 (t)=-Q'1(-t) also satisfies (9.4.2).
On the other hand we observe (cf. secs.9.2 and 9.3) that the Riccatti equation has only one formal solution of the type
)
-t 2 +s 0 +s t -1 +s 2 t -2 + . . . . It follows that sn=-(-1 )n rn ( n=0~1~2, •.•.
1
Now (9.4.6) is an easy consequence.
Let y (t) denote the unstable solution of the form (9.4.5) (with
2
C=1). We shall show, as a consequence of (9.4.6), that the general
solution of y"-t 4 y=0 can be written in the form Y=A y 2 (-t)+ B y 2 (t).
First we remark that y (t) can be continued over (-oo~00)~ the
2
equation being linear. As t 4 is even~ the function y (~) also satisfies y''-t 4 y=O. It follows from the asymptotical behaviour that y 2 (-t)
is positive and increasing if t is negative and large. It follows
from the equation y 11 =t 4y that the solutions are convex whenever they
are positive, and therefore y (-t) keeps increasing as t tends to
2
+c<l. As y 2 (t)---"O (t~oo), it follows that y 2 (t) and y 2 (-t) are
linearly independent solutions.
It is not difficult to evaluate the coefficients of the asymptotic series for y 2 (t). The reader may verify that

2

- .:!.t3 c~-:y2(t)r..-e 3
~
D=O

(t-=).

9.5. Oscillatory cases. The analysis of sec.9.4 applies to many
equations of the type y 11 (t)-y(t)f(t)=0, where f(t) > 0. The situation
is entirely different, however, with equationa y 11 (t)+y(t)f(t)=0
(again with f(t)>O). Under very general conditions it can be proved
that all solutions are oscillating, i.e. they have infinitely many
zeros in the interval (O,co). We shall consider the special case
(9.5.'1)
We obtain a Riccatti equation
2 + ('1+t- 1 ) ~ 0
V1 + v
by the substitution y'/y=v. Applying the same heuristic argument we
used in the case of (9.4.2L we are led to a substitution v=i+t-:e(t),
and r(t) satisfies
·(9.s.2)
f' 1 (t) = -1 + (-2i+t- 1 ) r(t) _ t- 1 2 Ct).

.r

With the notation of (9.2.2), we thus have b 0 =-2i, c 0 =0. As both
in sec.9.2 and sec.9.3 the reality of the coefficients was postulated,
these sections can not be applied to (9.5.2). Admittedly, we may be
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able to show that the main results of sec.9.2 and sec.9.3 remain
valid for complex equations~ provided that we replace b 0 < 0 in (9.2.3)
by Re b 0 < 0, and b 0 > 0 in (9.3.2) by Re b 0 > 0. But in the present
case b is purely imaginary, and therefore we neither have the strong
0
type of stability of sec.9.2, nor the strong type of instability of
sec.9.3.
We remark that it is not difficult to find an asymptotic series 3
formally satisfying (9.5.2), just by substituting the series and
equating coeffcients. The first few terms are
2
!i + (2-i)/(Bt) - (4+3i)/(16t ) + •.•.
However., at the present stage we cannot say whether this formal
series has any significance.
We shall attempt an entirely different method. We consider an
equation of the type
(9.5.3)
,.. c-..::>

where the given function g is continuous and satisfies } g ( t) dt '- co.
This means that the results can not be applied directly 0 to (9.5.1),
although (9.5.1) can easily be transformed into an equation of the
present type (see the end of sec.9.6).
We shall first transform (9.5.3) into an integral equation. It
can be obtained as follows. We write the equation in the form
y"(t) + y(t) = - g(t)y(t)..
and we treat this equation as if the right-hand-side were a given
function h(t). Using the method of variation of constants, we put
y(t) = A(t) cost.+ B(t) sin t,
y'(t)= -A(t~ sin t +:B(t) cos t( A'(t)cos t +,B'(t) sin t = 0,
yf!(t)= -y(t) - A 1 (t) sin t + B'(t) cost, -A'(t)sin t+B'(t)cos t=
.
+h(t).
Thus we have A 1 =-h(t)sin t, B'= +h(t) cos t. So if a is a real number,
every solution of y 11 (t)+y(t)=h(t) can be written in the form
y::;::C 1 cos t +

c2

sin t -

with suitable constants
it also satisfies
(9.5.4)

c1

a
and

y(t)=C 1 cos t +

with suitable constants c

ft

h(T) (sin t cos

c2 .

1:-

cos t sin

T.

)d-r,

So if y(t) is a solution of (9.5.3),

c 2 sin t -

f

t

g(t) y(T.) sin (t-T.)dr,

a

and c .
2
We.can now show that every solution of (9.5.3) is bounded in the
interval o~t <
To this end we choose a such that /Jg(t)ldt ~!,
a

= .

1
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/l

t)()

1AJhich is possible by virtue of the convergence of
g(t)l dt. Let
0
y( t) be any solution, and let b be any number >a. Put
M=maxa~t~b\y(t)\. From (9.5.4) we infer that
b

M:::: I;C 11l + ilC 2 I, + Mpt\
a

l '

l

I

\

lg(t).dT.~ C \ + ,C 2 1 +~M,
1

I

an~ so M~2lc 1 1 + 21c 2 l , irrespective of the volue of b. This shows
the boundedness.

of£

~

()~

The boundedness implies the convergence
g(r:)y(1)sin(t-T)dT,
and therefore we can rewrite (9.5.4) into the fcrm

(9.5.5)

,... "'

cos t + c 4 Sin t - j ( g(-r;)y(T) sin (r-t)dT ,
3
t
with new cons_~ants c and c 4 :
y(t) = c

3

a-c ,

c =c + {''"g(T.)y(r:)sin-c
3 1 0

C4=C -

2

f c-,;~ (--c) y ( T ) cos

T

d 1:

•

0

3 and c 4 are given, at most one solution of (9.5.3) satisfies (9.5.5). In order to show this 3 it suffices to consider the
case c =c 4 =o (otherwise consider the difference of two solutions).
3
Then we infer from (9.5.5) that
If c

suP a -<::t "'

= iY( t ) \ ~

suP a ~ t

<:

c-o

IY( t ) I .

,c-o

j

g(-r) dr.

a

By ta.king a so large that the integra 1 is less than 1 3 we obtain
that y( t) vanishes identically if t :;:. a.
On the other hand the general solution of (9.5.3) involves two
constants, and we now infer that c and c can be arbitrarily pres4
3
cribed: to any choice of c and c 4 there corresponds just One
3
solution of the differential equation. If y is the solution cor1
responding with c =1, c 4=0, and y 2 the one with c =o, c 4=1, then
3
3
Ay 1 +By 2 (with constants A and B) gives the general solution.
The integral equation (9.5.5) can be used in order to solve the differential equation explicitly, in the form of the so-called Neumann
series. We shall not do this, as our only aim is to obtain asymptotic
information about y(t). This is achieved by iteration, in a way
similar to the derivation of the Neumann series. We choose the
solution y 1 , say, with c =~~ c 4=o. We know already that y(t) is
3
bounded, and so we infer from (9.5.5) that
.IX!

(9.5.6)

.f !g(T.}!
'- t

y 1 (t) =cost+ 0 {

'\

dt: /=cos t + o(1).

Next we insert this result into the integral on the right-hand~ide 6f (9.5.5):
Y'1 ( t ) = C O s t -

J~ (T ) cos T
t

and so on.

sin (I - t ) d -r + 0 (

(T g (

1

S)

Ids

.Joe g ( 1 ) Id
s

1: ) ,
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For the' calculations it may be easier to deal with the complex
combinations y (t)+i y (t) :;; eit+ o(1)., y (t)-i y 2 (t) = e-it + o(1).
2
1
1
We take a specific example. If in the differential equation for
n-th Bessel function we write y=tt Jn(t),
n 2=~, we obtain
equation

i-

(9.5.7)
which is indeed of the type discussed above (A is a constant). So we
know that there is a solution of the type eit+o(1) (t--"'"")· Denoting
this one by y(t), we have

f -c - 2d-r )
lj'O

y(t )

=

e it + 0 (

=

e it + 0 ( t- 1 ) .

t

In the next step we get from

(9.5.5)

(C =1, C4=i)
3

0>:1

(9.5.8)

y(t)

=

ei

-AJ

t:..;

2 ei17 sin(T-t)dT

t

f

+ 0(

0\)

R3d-r-).

t

We first consider the integrals
1:-keitsin(--c-t)d"t
fixed, and k ~ 2. We have, as 2i ~in x = eix_e-ix,

J(x+t)-k eixsin x
C\.>

e-itfk(t)

=

dx

=

=

fJt), with k

ti(k-·1)- 1 t-k+ 1 -ti

J(x+t)-ke 2ixdx.
ov

0
0
This last integral can be expanded asymptotically by means of repeated
partial integration, or by steepest descent. It results that e-itfk(t)
has an asymptotical expansion of the form t-k+ 1 (c +c t- 1 +c t- 2 + •.. )(t~a<&>).
2
0
1
Now (9.5.8) gives y(t):;;eit(1+a t- 1 +0(t- 2 )) (with a =-tiA) •
1
1
Again inserting this into the right-hand-side of (9.5.5), we get a
formula of the type y( t ):;;ei t ( 1+a t -'1+a t- 2 +0( t- 3)). Continuing this
2
1
procedure, we get an asymptotic series

(9.5.9)

(t~

e..:>).

Once we know that there_ exists an asymptotic series of this type, it
is quite easy to determine the coefficients directly from the differential equation. <f=y(t)e-it satisfies f' 11 +2icp'+/\t- 2 'J-"=0. Formally substituting <:p(t),........ 1+a t- 1 +a t- 2 + •.. , and equating coefficients_.
2
1
we can evaluate the ai. In order to justify this procedure it is
sufficient to show that ¢'(t) and ¢ 11 (t) also have asymptotic series
(for then_ those series automatical~y are the deriyed series of the one
for ~(t)). It follows from (9.5.7) and (9.5.9) that

( t__,. 0'0) •

f

oc

From the asymptotic formulas of the functions
eiTT-kd"'t" (k=1,2,J, ... )
~ 11
·~
t
it can now be shown that ( y ('c) +el )d"t converges ,and that. it has an
-t

!
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) On the other
asymptotic series of the forme it( b 0 ;-b 1 t -1 +b 2 t-2 + .••.
hand, this integral equals -Y'(t)+ielt+C, where C is a constant. By
a second integration we infer, since y(t) is bounded, that C vanishes.
It now follows that 1 and ·fl have asymptotic series of the required
type.
So in order to determine the coefficients in )O(t) ---1+a t-'1+a 2 t- 2+••• ,
1
we have the right of formal substitution into ~ 11 +2if' 1 +/\t-ip==o.
Equating coefficients, we get the relations
(k=0,1,2, ••• ),
where a 0 =1.
The equation (9.5.7) has also a solution of the form e-it+0(1).
For this one we get similar results, and it is easily seen that its
asymptotic series becomes e-it(1-a t- 1 +a t- 2 -a t~3+ ••. ). So every
2
1
solution of (9.5.7) has an expansion of the type

3

A e it( 1 +a t -1 +a 2 t -2 +. • • ) + B e ~it( 1 -a t -1 +a t -2 - . . . ) •
2
1
1

The contents of this section do not give us a method to deter1
mine the values of A and B belonging to the special solution t-2Jn(t).
The choice of this special solution from the set of all solutions
depends on its behaviour as t---=;.-0, and there our knowledge about t~""='
has no direct value. On the other hand a quite rough e_stimate for the
1
behaviour of t~Jn(tL obtained by any other method, will be sufficient
in order to evaluate the numbers A and B.

9.6. More general oscillatory cases. In sec.9.5 we learned that
y 11 +(1+g(t))y=t) has solutions eit+o(1) and e-it+o(1) (t~=), provided
that _{j'g(t)l dt converges. We shall now try to reduce the more general
equat2on
2
(9.6.1)
y 11 (t) + (p(t)) y(t) = 0
to this special case. It is assumed that p(t) is a positive continuous
function.
tie sha 11 replace the variables t and y by new variables x and z. We
put
X = SO( t)., y == Y'( t) z .
Here r.P
and \f (t) are . functions of t, to be determined later.· We assume
1
that (fJ ( t) tends monotonically to + oc when t ----7 += . We obtain ·
(accents denoting differentiation with respect tot):
y

1

= '( <p' ~~ + z y

yff(t)

==Y-i(~t)2

2

4dx

r

,

+ ('fc;-7n+2'f''1t) ~~ +y"z.
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Our differential equation becomes
2

nil

If we now succeed in chasing

f(' E)\2 +

d

I

ct z + _1._ (i.. + 2 L)
dx2
r.p' q/
y

z +·

ax t·

<fl

~ and~'

rl

't

L z = o.

!!

!

"f<p'2J

such that

().;~

(9.6.2)

I I?~ \ 2 + ~
12
\tp j

0

1

\ftD

I dx ..:

ao

,

•T

then we know from what we proved about (9.5.3) that (9.6.1) has
solutions
y(t) { ei<p (t) + o(1)}

and

y

(t) { e-i<p (t} + o(1)}

Bearing in mind that ~n/'f=('{''/y')
can replace (9.6.2) by

fl ~,22
i);)

(9.6.3)
If:~

-

~ ~:;

+

1

(t-~=).

+ (tf 1 /f) 2 , and dX='f'dt, we

f (? )2 -1 \'f'

dt

~"'

for example
00

(9.6.4)

jh

pl2 p-3 - 2 p" p-2

j

dt

"0{)

,

0

l

t

it is possible to choose'f'.SUCh that Cf'=p, i.e. )Cl(t)=
p(T.)dT , and
then (9.6.3) is satisfied (see A. Wintner, Phys.Rev. 72, 516-517 (1947)).
If (9.6.4) holds, we know by virtue of sec.9.5 that (9.6.1) has
solutions y and y 2 whose asymptotical behaviour is given by
1
l

(9.6.5)

Y1"-' p(t)-2 exp{i

t

J

p(-c)dt"},

0
1

The subst~tutions X= ~(t), Y=P(t)-2 z which have to be carried out
in this case, transform the equations into the form d 2 z/dx 2 +(1+g(x))z=0,
with a relatively small function g(x). In many cases it will be possible
to apply the method of sec.9.5 in order to obtain asymptotic series for
the functtons y and y 2 •
1
In a quite wide range of cases the substitution ~ =p, can be used.
The condition (9.6.4) is satisfied, 'tor example, if p(t)=t"A (/\>-1).
It fails,however, if p(t)=t- 1 . In that case we can still satisfy (9.6.3),
I
but then with ~ 1 (t)=32/(2t). Then the integrand of (9.6.3) vanishes
identically, corresponding to the fact that y 11 +t- 2y=0 has the simple
solutions y,:,t -:-r.. ,t-. -~ ~i \/3-.
If c is a positive constant ~ 1/4, then the solutions of, y"+ct- 2y=0
are no longer oscillatory, and the same thing can be said about the
equations y"+t 2;.,Y=0 if )...:::-1.
1

0

-
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The contents of this section can easily be applied to (9.5.1),
/
1 1
that is the ·special case of (9.6.1) with p(t)=(1+t- )2 . It is easily
seen that (9.6.4) is satisfied in this case 3 if we replace the inte-.
gration interval (0, o-D)t by (1,a-J ), which obviously does not matter.
So we can take(p(t)= / (1+-c- 1 )"~dT, y(t)=(1+t- 1 )-~. This means that
•.p(t)=t+log t + C + O(t1 -1), -y/(t)=1+0(t- 1 ), where C is a constant. It
follows that (9.5.1) has solutions y (t) and y 2 (t) with the asymptotic1
al behaviour (when t---70\:l)
y1(t) = eit~i log t {1+o(1)},

y2(t)=e-it-~i log t {1+o(1)}

If we want to have the asymptotic series for y and y 2 , we can
1
t
)
1
-1 +s t -2 + ..• be a formal series satis9rgue as follows. Let S\t
=1~t
2
fying
(9.6.6)
Then the integrand of (9.6.3) vanishes ·upon formal substitution of
. .
1 -1
-2
y'=S. The existence of Sis easily established.
If Sn=1~t +s 2 t + ... +
+snt-n, is inserted into the right-hand-side of (9.6.6), then Sn+ 1
can be evaluated.
Next take, for some n, )O(t) such that tp'(t)=Sn(t). Then it is
easily seen that the integrand of {9.6.3) becomes O(t-n- 1 ). It follows
(cf.(9.5.6)) that y (t)=y(t)ei<f(t}(1+0(t-n)), where"'f(t) is related
1
to y(t) according to (9.6.2). It is now quite easy to prove that we
have asymptotic expansions

Y -'~(t).·~-~eit~i

log t S(t)-~ exp, ( -ls
. t-1 - 21"ls t-2 - ..• )
2
3
l·
-2
)
y 2 ()
t ~e -it-~i log t S ( t )-~ exp ("ls 2 t -1 ~ls
3 t ~···
1

These lines have to be interpreted in the following sense. The
function y (t)e-it-~i log t has an asymptotic serier which is obtained
by formal multiplication of the formal series S(t)-2 by the formal
series exp(-is 2 t- 1 -~is t- 2 - ... ), and similarly for y 2 (t).

1

3

Once we know the existence of these expansions, it is of course
possible to derive them directly from the Riccatti equation (see the
beginning of sec.9.6).
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6. Applications of the saddle point method
In ch.5 we gave several quite simple applications of the saddle
point method~ intended to illustrate the principles of the method with
easy examples. As simple examples of the saddle point method seem to
be relatively rare in practice, we shall expose in this chapter three
more difficult cases~ in order to give an idea of the complications
which may occur in such problems.
The first problem covers secs.6.1 - 6.3. In this case we have a
quite simple integrand. There are infinitely many saddle points~ but
as the contribution of the main saddle point is very large compared to
the contribution of all others, these other saddle points need not
even enter into the discussion, An extra difficulty is that the main
saddle point cannot be represented explicitly; .it is given by a transcendental equation. Fortunately, this equation has already be extensively studied in ch.2.
The second problem (sec.6.4 - 6.7) is complicated because the
integrand contains gamma functions. We have to simplify them by
application of the Stirling formula, but this does.not work for the
whole integration path. The problem of finding a suitable path, however,
is not exceedingly difficult in this problem.
In the third example the major difficulty lies in finding a
suitable path. The parameter is a complex number in this case, and it
is by no means easy to give a suitable path for all possible values of
the parameter. The difficulty is overcome by application of conformal
mappJng, which usually is a very efficient instrument for obtaining a
_.,·
survey of the behaviour of.an analytic function in a large area.
6.1.
set.
sets
if S

The number of class partitions of a finite set. Let S be a finite
By a class-partition of S we denote a collection of non-empty subof S~ which are mutually disJoint and whose union is S. For example,
consists of the three elements a,b~c~ then there are 5 possible
class-partitions~ viz (i) (a)(b)(c), (ii) (ab)(c), (iii) (ac)(b).,
(iv) (bc)(a)., (v) (abc). The number of class-partitions of S obviously
depends only on the number of elements of S. Now by d n we denote the
number of class-partitions of a set of n elements. One easily finds
d 1=1, d 2;2, d =5, d 4=15. Our problem is to determine the asymptotic
3
behaviour of d n as n -----'1>
There is ~a recurrence relation~ expressing dn+ 1 in terms of
d1~ ... ,dn:

=·

(6.1.1)

( n=O 3 1 , 2, .•• ) ,

where d 0 =1. The proof runs as follows. LetS have the elements
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a

1 3···~an~an+ 1

.

Consider a class-partition of s~ and assume that
the subset which contains an+ 1 contains k further elements (0~ k ~n).
If we fix k~ there are (~)dn-k class-partitions of this type. For 3
the k further elements just mentioned, can be chosen from the set
{ a ,. ~.,an} in (~) ways, and the set of the remaining n-k elements
1
from {a 1 , ... ,an} admits dn-k class-p~rtitions. (If k=n 3 there are no
remaining elements, but the convention d =1 covers this case). Now
0
summing with respect to k, we obtain (6.1.1).
Starting from the recurrence relation (6.1.1) we proceed by the
method of generating functions. Putting D( z )-=
dn zn /n!, we
0
1
deduce that D (z) = ez.D(z), and, as D(o)='1, it follows that
2
D{z}=exp(e -1). Therefore, the dn/nl are the coefficients in the
expansion

2:

'( 6.1. 2)
A more direct way of counting the class-partitions, leading to
the same formula (6.1.2), is the following one. Consider a classpartition of the set S, S having n elements. This is a collection of
sub-sets; let s. denote the number of subsets having j elements.
J
So sj~O (j='1,2.;3, ..• ) 3 and n=s +2s 2 +3s + . • . . We now fix the sequence
1
3
s ,s 2 , ..• , satisfying these conditions, and we ask for the number of
1
class-partitions corresponding to this sequence. This number is easily
seen to be equal to
s
s '
s
n.l{(-11)1(21)2(31)3
'·
•
.
••e ~!
u1. s2.I s3.1 ....
.

}-1

It follows that d n /n! equals
the coefficient of zn in the power
series development of
81

.. .

z

-;;--r

s1.

~

and this represents
2
2
exp(z). exp(z /2!) exp (z3/3~) .•. = exp(z+z 2 /2!+ ••. )=exp(e -1).

6.2. Asymptotical behaviour. We shall study the asymptotical behaviour
of the coefficients in (6.1.2) by expressing them via Cauchy 1 s formula
for the coefficients of a power series:

(6.2.1)

2-rri e

d 11 /n~

=

fc

exp(e

2

)

z -n-1 dz,

where the integration path C encircles the origin once, in the
positive sense. To tbis integral we shall apply the saddle point
method. The saddle points are the roots of ze 2 =n+1. This equation
has one positive solution, discussed in sec.2.4, but this is not the
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only solution. Actually it can be shown, for e~ch integer k 3 that
there is just one saddle point in the horizontal strip
(2k-1)TT <Im z <(2k+1)TT (k=0 3 _t1,±_2 3 • • • )., provided that n is sufficiently large.
Let the positive saddle point, i.e. the positive solution of
2
ze =n+1, be denoted by u. Fortunately we are in a position where the
other saddle points can be disregarded, that is to say, we ar8 able
to find a path through u, of which u itself is the highest point.
The axis of the saddle point u is easily seen to be vertical.
Proceeding along the principle that the simplest possibilities should
be tried first, we try to take a large part of the path as a vertical
line. Along this vertical line through u we have lexp(ez)l ~exp(eu),
as, on that line, we have Re e 2 ~ le 2 l==eRe 2 ==eu. Secondly, the raotor
z-n- 1 is, in absolute value, maximal at the point u. So a vertical
p~th satisfies the requirement that the integrand should attain its
maximal absolute value at the saddle point.
However, a vertical line does not encircle the origin. But if we
take a large segment of the vertical line, and complete it to a closed
contour by adding a large semi-circle, it does. And, if we make the
radius R of the semi-circle tend to infinity, its contributions to the
integral (6.2.1) tends to zero (if n > o)s the factor z-n- 1 being
O(R-n- 1 ), whereas exp(e 2 ) is bounded in the half-plane.Re z ~u. There,..u+~O\:>
fore, the integral ] in (6.2.1) may be replaced by j .
.
.
c

·

u-~=

The integrand is exp(e 2 -(n+1)log z)==exp(e 2 -ueulog z). Writing
Z=u+iy, we obtain
(6.2.2)

2rre dn/n!

==

exp(eu-ueulog u)

j

.AX>

exp(¢(y))dy,

-=

where

9(y) = e·U[(eiy_1)-u log(1 + iyu- 1 )].

As lexp ¢(y)l== exp Re ¢(y), we have to study

'

uj-

2 -2 l2 l

Re ~(y) = e _-1+cos y - u log(1+Y u

)

J •

As long as y is not too large, the terms -1+cos y are predominant.
TtDrefor~, there is a maximum at Y=O, further maxima around Y=±_2lT, etc.
The influence of these further maxima is very small, because of the
large factor eu in front. We shall show that in (6.2.2) we can restrict
ourselves essentially to the interval -11.::: y <JT.
2 2 l
2 2
If Tf < y ""· u, then we have log ( 1 +Y /u ) 2 > ~y /u , and therefore

I
If y

>U,

.

"

Z

exp

¢ ( y )dy j-::: u

2
. exp { -eu .~ -rr u-'1 } .

then we use 1+y 2 /u 2 ::>- 2y/u~ and so we have, putting y::::ux,
.
l
I1 Jooexp(~(y))dy
j
u

.

~

ro.:>

uJ

1

(

u

\

exp l-eu log(2x)J~ dx.
J.
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It is easily seen that
)

roo

f~xfP

dx = o( e -~p), and therefore

u1

r

1
exp(q)(y)dy 1 O(u.exp L -2ue
_).

u

It follows that

Jexp(¢( y) )dy

Tf

.00

(6.3.3)

- Lexp(¢(y) )dy = o{exp(-4eu/u)J3

-C'O

and we can now direct our attention to the interval ( -n.,-rr), where the
saddle point at Y=O gives the main contribution.

As
</J(y)

=

U~-

y2

e ~- 2T +

(iy)3

3!

y2
+ • . . - 2u + ( iy ~3 - •..

3U

J.

we find by the Laplace method (ch.4),
~

1

Jexp 4(y)dy = (2-rre-u)"2 (1+0(u- 1 ))~

(6,2.4)

-1!

In order to get an asymptotic expansion, it seems to be inconvenient to follow the method of sec.4.4, as~ depends on u in a
rather complicated way. 1JJe prefer to apply the method used in sec.4.5,
consisting of the introduction of a new integration variable w such
that exp(¢(y)) is transformed into exp(-f(u).w 2 ) (f(u) depending on u
only).
Thus far y was real; we shall now treat it as a complex variable.
If lyl is small, we define w by

choosing the root w which satisfies dw/dy=+1

at Y=O. Now w can be

\AJri tten as

w = y + y 2 P ( y,u -1)

(6.2.5)

3

where P(y,u- 1 ) is a power series in the variables y and u- 1 , convergent if both y and u- 1 are sufficiently small. It follows that y
can be solved from (6.2.5), by the technique explained in sec.2.4
(cf.(2.4.7)):
v_-yf\,,,,,\-

1

ffvl.J. l72p(1...,

11-1,

,,,}-1·1

d

(...,J..172p(..,...

u-1,~d~1

1)
2Tri) (f" '-\(""' 1 - "
'l d'l-l l'f''l '-\'/,!}
'L'
c
where C is a contour encircling the origin in the positive direction,
as long as w and u- 1 are sufficiently small. Therefore y is a power
series in w and u -1 . We need its derivative
v

'

-

dy/dw
where

•

y1 , -.p2 , •..

•

•

:J

are convergent for large values of u.
It is not quite sure that the integral (6.2.4) can be transformed
succesfully this way, but at any rate we can find a positive number c
c
.
such that it works for
. In the w-plane the integration paths becomes
a curve which crosses thecsaddle point at w=O. The errors made. by

f
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king off the integrals at c and -c 2 and at the corresponding points
the w-plane, are in no way alarming_, as they are of the type
(-Ceu).
Our final result is
J. .l.. rOo
2
(2rr) 2 U2 .J exp(¢(y))dy ,-...., 1+a xj/ 2 (u)u- 1 + a 2y 4 (u)U- + .•. (u~=L
1
-co
'i.where

u·=

ak=(2k)!(k!)- 1 2-k.

eu(1+u- 1 L

Using one term only, we get the following expression for dn:
.2.6)
related to n, by the formula
Ue u = n +,.,1_.

u > 0.

asymptotic behaviour of u, as n--'>'•-":., was investigated in sec. 2.4.
(2.4.10), which was the solution of the equation xex=t_, we now have

u = log t - log log t + (log log t)(log t)- 1 Q(o,T),
where Q(u.,1:) is a double power series, o=(log t)-\ T=log log t/log t,
and t=n+1. However, if we approximate u by taking a finite nwnber of
terms of Q(~,~), the error introduced in (6.2.6) becomes considerable
and much of the accuracy obtained in (6.2.6) is lost. Approximating
u by log t-log log t, we find that
1
e u -ue u log u -2U
= t(u- 1 -log u) + O(log t) =

r
log log t + .l..( log log t) 2 + o(log log ~)l,
1
+
= ) -log log t + log
2
log t
log t
t
l
(log t)c: j

where t is still n+1, but it is easy to see that on replacing n+1 by
n, we make an error which is much smaller than the error already
involved. Further, we use a rough estimate for n! :
log nr
and we find that
(6.2.7) log dn

- n-- =

=

n log n - n + O(log n),

log n-log log n- 1 + log log n +
1
+ .l..(log
log
2
log n
log n
log n
+ o(log log2n).
(log n)

It is quite easy to r2place the 0-term by an· asymptotic series, with
terms of the form (log log n)k(log n)-m.
6.3. Alternative method. We indicate a different method by which the
asymptotic behaviour of the sequence d., dealt with in sec .6.2, can be
n
x
~=k"
obtained. Starting from (6.1.2) we expand exp(e) asL-k=O e'"')k!_,. and
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in each term we expand ekx into its power series. So we get an absolut<:;ly convergent double series, in which the order of Sllilunation may be
changed, and (6.1.2) gives
-1 ~ r>o , n/k 1
(6.3.1)
dn = e
Lk=O K
•
This sum can be tackled by the methodsof ch.3. The index kmax
of the maximal terra lies close to eu, where u is, again, the solution
of the equation ueu=n+1. For, k 11 /k! equals, roughly, (2n)~k-t.
exp(n+1)log k-k log k+k), and the function (n+4)log x - x log x + x
is maximal at X=eu. The second derivative of this function is
-(n+1)x- 2 +x- 1 , and it follows that, roughly speaking, it is only an
l
interval lk-k
l
< n-2 that gives a substantious contribution to the
max
sum. In this interval the sum can be replaced by an integral, if we only
carry out corrections according to the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula.
6.4. The sum S(s,n). In sec.4.7 we obtained the asymptotical behaviour
of S(s,n), defined by
(6,4.1)

S(s,n)

=~

,r__

2n
k=O

(-1)n+k (2k)s. '

if s is a fixed integer > 1, and n --?iX>. The method was definitely
restricted to this case, as s-1 occurred as the number of dimensions
of an euclidean space. In the present section we shall study this sum
for genepal real values of s (s fixed, n___,.c"->). It i:mould be admitted
that this is not a very natural question, as non-integral powers of
binomial coefficients do not frequently occur in mathematics. The main
reason for its discussion here is, that it is a quite difficult
problem with various interesting aspects.
If S=2,3, ... we have, by (4.7.4),
(6.4.2)
This formula is definitely false if S=O, for we have S(O,n)=(-1)n.
If it is negative, it does not hold either. In that case, we are in the
situation that the first few terms, and the last few, are prevailing.
We evi1ently have the asymptotic series
8
S(s,n)~ 2.(-1)n {1- ( 2~) + (~n)sor, mor.e explicitly, for h and s, fixed,
(6.4.3)

S(s,n) = 2.(-1)n

""'h

.L_k=O (-1)

k

2

( :)

s

(

+ O(n h+ 1

)8

)

(In order to prove this, we have to consider all terms for which
- k < h + (-s)-1_., and to remark that the sum of the remaining terms is at
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most 2n times the first neglected term).
If s ~ 0~ there is not such a trivial way. We shall then replace
the sum by an integral~ by application of the residue theorem:

(6.4.4)

s{ s .. n )

=

j. (
C

l

IT ( 2n )
s
TI( n+z )IT( n-z) I

dz
2i sin nz

Here the integration pathC is a curve which encircles the points
-n,-n+'l,._.,-1, 0,1,.2,; .. ,n just once, but does not encircle the
tJOints .:!Jn+1)., ,:t.(n+2}, .•.• vJe may take for C a rectangle, with
vertices ±(n+~J+pi, where p is some positive number. The function
TT( z} :i,.s Gauss' extension of the factorial (TI ( k)=k!); it is slightly
more convenient to operate with TT(z) than with the gamma function,
whieh is related to TI by the formula TI ( z )= T ( z+1).
·The function TI( n+z )TI( n-z) has poles at the points .±( n+1),
±Jn,2), ••• , and therefore the integrand is, unless sis an integer,
/
a multi-valued function. However, if we ~ut the z-plane along the
real axis from n+1 to +v-:> and from -n-1 to -co, the integrand is
single valued in the remaining domain D of the z-plane. Needless to
say, the value of the s-th power occurring in the integrand is given
its positive value at Z=O. Furthermore we can take care that the
path e lies entirely inside the domain D. Now it is easy to prove
f6,4.J+t: the residue at Z=h (h=0,.±_1, .•. ,+n) is { (2n) !/(n+h)! (n-h)!} s.
E·1}h 1 j21Til- 1 ,. and on replacing h-n by k, the integral turns out to
be equal to sts,n).
Before starting any serious work with the integral (6.4.4) we
make some observations.
(i) The integrand is an odd function of z. Therefore, if C is symmetric with respect to the origin, it is sufficient to consider only
half the integration path, and multiply the result by 2.
(ii) If z is somewhere in the right half-plane, then the absolute
value of the integrand decreases on replacing z by z+1. For, by this
operation, this absolute value is multiplied by l(n-z)/(n+z+1)js.
This makes it plausible that something like a saddle-point can be
expected on the upper, and also on the lower part, of the imaginary
axis.
(iii) The integrand is far too complicated for calculations of exact
saddle-points. However, on a large part of the path C we have a
r,easonable approximation to the integranq, by the Stirling formula,
It is well-known that the Stirling formula holds in the complex plane
provided that we remove a sector containing the negative real axis.
Precisely, if cf is a positive number ( 0 < J ..- 1T), and if Ref denotes the
sector j arg z! < Tr-J, then we have
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(6.4.5)
This means that the integrand can be approximated by elementary
functions as long as z stays sufficiently far away from the boundary
of D, i.e. from the half lines (-co,-n-1) and (n,oo). However, we are
not in a position to apply this to the whole path C, as C has to cross
the real axis between n and n+1, and this is not far from the boundary
of D.
{iv) It will not be difficult to find a second approximation to the
integrand .. also by the Stirling formula, for values of z which are
not too far from Z=n. Therefore we shall have to work with two different approximations, in different regions. This gives, of course,
some difficulty in fitting the respectiv_e parts of the path together.
This is not so much an essential difficulty, but rather a technical
one, caused by the relative complexity of the integrand.
(v) The difficulty just stated can be overcome by making the connection
between the two regions far away from the main battle field, viz. at
+ C'O and - oo, respectively. Remark ( ii) suggests that a retreat to
+ 0'.1:1 or to - = is comparatively easy.
Following the above suggestions, we shall split the problem into
two parts. Let N be an integer > n, and let p be a positive number.
vfe define PN and QN by
N-ti+ip
PN =
.(2 dz,
-N-t1-+ip

f

:Here D is an abbreviation for the integrand of (6.4 .l~). In the case
of PN, the integration path is a straight line. The number p is a
positive constant. The integration path of QN starts at N+t, proceeds
through the lower half-plane, crosses the real axis between n and n+1,
and then leads back to N+t through the upper half plane. Therefore,
this path lies apart from its end-points, inside the domain D. We
shall show, if n is fixed, but sifficiently large, that
lim PN
N --.x>

p

'

lim QN = Q
N~C"c>

both exist, and that

(6.4.6)

S(s,n) = -2P + 2Q.

These statements easily follow from the fact that the integrand£1
i~, O(lzl- 2 ) in the domain described by Re ~ >1, jim z) ~·p, lz-2!>-J.,
iz-31 > ~, ••• , provided that n is fixed but sufficiently large (it
suffices that (2n+1)s >2). For, by the functional equation Tr(z)TI(-z)=
= lTz/sin -rrz, we have
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s · ·

_()_ == { (2n)!} {rr(z-n)/TI(z+n)

}s (2i)- 1 rr-sz-

8

(sinnz) 8 - 1 =

=0(1zl-2ns-:-s).
As to formula (6.4.6) we refer to.remark (i)., which shoiAJS that S(s~n)
equals 2PN+2QN plus an integral from N~ to N~+ip and a similar integral in the lower half plane. The latter integrals tend to zero as
N-.,.o~ 3 since 11. ==0( )zl- 2 )(n fixed).
There are now two separate problems viz. the asymptotic
behaviour of P and Q respectively, as n----=.
ip+()...')
6.5. We shall first deal with P= [
.0. dz, where p is a fixed
positive nuraber. Clearly P is ind~Be~ent of p (cf.6.4.6). We shall
approximate{l with the aid of Stirling's formula. However 7 a slight
adjustment of (6.4.5) is necessary, as our values n+z and n-z do not
always belong to the sec tor R r • If we use the relation TI( z) TI( -z )==
== rrz/sin rrz., the behaviour of TT( z) in the quadrant Im z > 0, Re z . :.: 0
can be deduced from its behaviour in the opposite quadrant. By a
l
l
careful discussion of the arguments of z 2 ~ and (-z)- 2 ~ we find that
3

{,

( Re z -:.. 0, Im z
It now easily follows that we have, if p

n (z )

=

(

0

>

0) •

is positive and fixed,

2n] ~ z z +~ e- z {-1+0 ( I z - 1 l ) + 0 ( e- 2Tr IIm z

t)} '

( Im

z

:>

p0

) •

From this formula we can immediately deduce an esti.111ate for .D..
(i.e. the integrand of (6.4.4» by some trivial calculations.
(6 •5• rt)
,

n

- L

r L-s

= - 22nsr.,Trn )-~s(. 1- Jt2)-~s expl n

x { 1 + 0 ( n - 1 +n - 1 \.1+)1- 1 +n - 1 f 1Here p 0 is positive and

fixed~

and

~

i

orlJ

log 11+~
_'$'+rnJj x

log ( 1- '(2)
J
-s)r

! )- 1 +e- 2Trn

Im

! ) } (n

>

1 , Im n) >p

0

stands for z/n.

The integrand is, roughly speaking, of the type considered in
sec.5.7, if we put
(6.5.2)
We remark that s is a fixed positive constant, and that the multivalued functions log(1+)) and log(1-·)) are given their principal
values in the upper half-plane. Disregarding the 0-terms for the
moment, we §tart looking f~r saddle points. We have
(',_/

(6.5.3)
and therefore rj/( 7 )=0 if -;J =i tan (rr/2s). So we observe that there is
a saddle point in the upper half-plane if and only if s >1. Assuming
s >1 3 we take as the integration path, the infin~te straight horizontal

) •
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lins through the saddle point '7. As we have ¢"(?)=-2s(1-1'l)- 1 =
2
2
=-2s(1+tan (-rr/2s) )- 1 =-2s cos (1T/2s) "- 0 3 this line coincides with
the axis of the saddle point.
Our path can be described by s= 7+x (-oo<:. X<=). Fortunately
the saddle point 17 is 11 the highest point 11 of the path. Re (f~(~)
decreases if x increases from 0 to 0\.'), and also if x runs from 0 to
For, by (6.5.3) we have

-c-v.

Re d¢ =
dx

log

l.l±.I
11-)

1
\

""-0

(x > 0)

\1- r \

I

as

-8

\1+f :>
if X> 0. If X <0, we have a similar thing.
The fact that Re ¢•()) decre~ses (if x----:>oo), combined with the
occurrence of the factor (1-~ 2 )- 2 s, makes that hardly any complication
is caused by the circumstance that the path has infinite length 3 so
fortunately we need not go into the trovble of investigating ¢ (

=. Actually we infer
I f(X)n d rl<c2 2 n 8 (nn)-~s.

as x

----?

n

that

co

)exp(n¢

! ']+1

(1

J

2
8
7- +1)) "7+1 )(1-f )-~ l

d)

with some positive number C (independent of n). The latter integral
is easily seen to converge by virtue of our assumption s ~1. Needless
to say 3 the integrali:-

1

can be estimated in the same way.

By sec.5.7 we have

!'? '7+1

(6.5.4)

2

l

('1-) )-2s exp { n ¢

(r)] d r =

( 2rr) ~ n -~\<fl' (-yl) \

-~ •

-1

exp{n(p
We have

2

(1-:1 )

(7)}(1-l'l)-~s

{1+0{n-

1

)J.

'
2ns ;
rpn('])=-2s(cos -rr/2s) 2 ; exp fnc/J (}J)~=(cos(rr/2s))
s
l
=(cos -rr/2s) and therefore the value of (6.5.4) reduces to
(-rr/ns)~ (cos --rr/2s) 2 ns+s-'1 {1+0(n- 1 )}.

_.1. s

(6.5.5)

2

The 0-terms on (6.5.1) can be reduced to one term O(n- 1 ), by
virtue of the fact that Im
i~positive and fixed on our path. It is
not difficult to show that

S

and therefore these 0-terms result in a correction of the same order
as the 0-term in (6.5.5).
Collecting the various results, we obtain our final formula for P:
(6.5.6)

P=

J' 7 !l~dz=n
7--

7
J'
1--

7lc)r=-{2 cos(-nj2s)J1_2ns+s-1 21-s(-rrn)~(1-s)s-~.
\

.

1_1 +0( n

-1 -(

)J

J

valid if s is fixed and >1.
It may be remarked that the factor f1+0(n- 1 )} can be replaced by
L
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an asymptotic series ~=
L-o ckn- k . In order to obtain this series it
is necessary, of course, to use the Stirling formula in the form of
an asymptotic series. ·
The saddle point 7 moves to L·v when s decreases to 1. This
suggests that, if s ~1 3 an estimate for the integral can be obtained
by shifting the whole horizontal path to infinity in the vertical
direction. In fact we can show that, if 0 < s ~1., n >i(s- 1 -'1), the
integral P vanishes, For, if n is fixed and Im z > p 0 (p 0 positive
the expression in the
and fixed), ! z j -~co, we have' using for
integrand of (6.4.4)

n

D

' 1

= o((IT(n+z)IT(n-z))-s \sin 1TZ)-)=

= 0 ( ! z I - 2 n 8 - s j sin

lT

z j s -i )

0 ( i z l - ( 2n +1 ) s )

' with a constant
So if (2n+1)s >1, we have n=oUz!-/'),
Therefore the integral P vanishes.

A.:>1.

6.6. We next turn our attention to Q, defined in sec.6.4. We of
course expect a saddle point on the real axis between n and n+1,
close to n+1. If we replace, in the integrand, TI(n+z) by its Stirling approximation, such a saddle point turns out to exist, but only
if 0 < s <1. Moreover, the singularity of n+1 can be shown to lie
within the range of this saddle point. Therefore the ordinary saddle
point analysis does not apply in the case of our integral for Q.
For a first orientation, we remark that the only factor depending uheavily 0 on n is, apart form the trivial multiplier j(2n)!}s,
the factor TT(z+n). By a well-known formula (actually a consequence
ofthe Stirling formula) we have, TI(z+n)-""-TT(n).n 2 (z fixed, n.-;.:;v).
Therefore it seems to be sensible to pull the integration path to
the right, as far as possible. We can of course not pull it over
the branch point at z=n+1.
We shall now deform the integration path of the integral Q by
making ,a path following the real axis from oo to n+1, taking the
values of the multi-valued functions which corr~spond to their
values in the lower half-plane, and back from n+1 to= with the
values from the upper half-plane. This path has to be provided with
small semi-circles around n+2, n+3, ... and with a full circle
around n+1 in the v'iell-known fashion, in order to circumvent the
"
.
"
singularities, but, as commonly happens in such cases, these circles
can be removed by making their radii tend to zero. Furthermore it
should be remarked that the integral was not defined originally as
an integral from o.o to O"V , but as the limit of an integral QN leading from N# to N+i.; where N runs through the integers. However,
it is easily shown that this is no essential restriction.
~
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The factor J ll( n-z )1!- -s seems to be awkward. We can replace it
•
t
by (TI.(z-n-1)) 8 TI- 8 (sinn(z-n)) 8 ~ using the functional equation
TT(w)TT(-w)= -rrwlsin Trw. By this procedure, the singularities are
shifted from the non-elementary function TT to the elementary
function sin, where they are easier to handle. So for _1)_ we write

il_

== (

-:-1 ) n

TI -

8

(

2 i ) - 1 ( ( 2n ) ! ) s { TT( z - n -1 ) ITT (z +n ) } s ( s in

IT (

z- n ) ) s - 1 •

The TI -factor here is single-valued in the half-plane Re z > n, and
positive if z is re-al, Z>n. The behaviour offsin;r(z-n)~s- 1 is also
l

.Y

easy to describe. It is positive if n < z < n+1. Its argument increases
with TI(s-1) if we pass the branch point n+k(k=1,2_,3, ••• ) by a semi!'
circle in the lower half-plane from n+k-cf to n+k+d, and for the
similar thing in the upper half-plane we find -~(s-1). So we obtain,
writing Z=n+x,
r=
(6.6.1) Q=(-1)n+1 rr-s ){ ( 2n) ! TI( x-1) I TI( x+2n )_} s sin nx ls - 1 •

.1

1

• sin{-rr( s-1 )[ xJ} dx.

J

(Here [ x denotes the largest integer s, x). A first consequence is
that Q=O if s is an integer > 0, for then sin(n(s-1)[x] ) vanishes
identically.
It will turn out that the main contribution to the integral is
given by values of x close to 1. In the interva 1 1 .f x ~ 2, say, we
can use the formula
(6.6.2)
(2n) !ln(x+2n) = (2n)-x { 1+0(n- 1 )} ,
where the constant implied in the 0-symbol does not depend on x.
(This uniformity in x is lost if we take the interval 1 ~ x <c-o).
Formula (6.6.2) is a well-known consequence of the Stirling formula.
Therefore we obtain, with the integrand of (6.6.1),

(2= sinn(s-1).jr2 (2n) -xs i_"TT(x-1)}·
(
.s
s 1 '
1
!sinnxl- {1+0(n- _)Jdx.
~

)
1

1

This integral is of the type of those discussed in sec.4.3, log 2n
playing the role of the parameter t occurring in that section.
Writing X=1+y, and comparing the integral with
/.EX!e-Y slog 2n ys-1 dy

= i'(s) (s log 2n)-s ..

0

we easily obtain that
(6.6.3)

f

2

Tfs- 1 r(s) (2ns log 2n)-s {sin ·n(s-1)+0((log n)- 1 )}
\..

1

Instead of the term O(Q-og n)- 1 ) we can get an asymptotic series in
terms of powers (log n)-k (k=1,2,3, ... ).
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The remaining integral ~~~quires some careful attention as
(6.6.2) does not hold uniforaly with respect to x. On the other hand
a rough estimate will do: v.1e shall show that it is O(n- 2 sL so that
it amply vanishes into the 0-term of (6.6.3).
Let K be an integer >s- 1 • We shall show that there exists a
constant c (depending neither on x nor on n), such that
1
2
(6.6.4)
TI(x+2n)/{(2n)! TI(z-1)}.>c 1 xKn • (x42, n;;:K).
The left hand side can be written as
x(1 + ~)(1 + ~) ... (1 + 2~) ,
and this is
KJ., ( K -1 ) I ,t- -'~I _! I 2n
> x L -~ 'J
'lh=K (1+2h -

-'~
I )

::;,:C 2 x

K -r----r 2n
i I
1 ·h= 1

with C2 1 =(K-1)!~~K- 1 (1+2h- 1 ). The product
h=1
TI(1+2h- 1 +h- 2 ):

n 12n ( 1+2h - 1 )= Tl~n

2
( 1+h - 1 ) 2 • TT n
1

I

( -1

1

+2h-

.-1
I )

•
J

2n

l-r1

can be compared to

i 1- (h+1) - 2 } ~ ( 2n+1) 2T-(11-(h+1 'f}.
~

1

l

_.The latter product being convergent, we have proved (6.6.4), with
'
C1=4C 2n""
)- 2 ~
We can now give a satisfactory upper bound
, 11 t1-(h+1

J.

ov

Jov

/c.:s

for
(with the integrand of ( o. 6 .1 )): ij )( 1' <n -2s j 1 C1-s x ..,.Ks .J sin nx,ls-1 dx,
2
2
2
and as the integral on the right is convergent (as K >s- 1 ), and independent of n, we have
c:

j

j~=~ <C3n-2s

(c

3

independent of n).

Comparing this to (6.6.3) we observe that n- 2 s can be absorbed into
the 0-term n-s(s log n)-s o((log n)- 1 ), Therefore, our final result
for Q (cf.(6.6.1)) is (s>O).
(6.6.5) Q=(-1)n rr- 1 r'(s) (2ns log 2n)-s f sin iTS + O((log n)- 1 ) J/. •
.

t

6.7. We have thus, for all real values of s, obtained the asymptotic
behaviour of S(s,n). If s <-0, we have (6.4.3); if s=O we have S(O,n)=
=(-1)n; if O<::s <1 we use S=2Q-2P (see (6.4.6)L with P=O; if s=1 we
have S(1,n)=0: if 1 <. s <3/2 P is much smaller than Q as 2 cos(-rr/2s)d
in that case_, (cf.(6.5.6) and (6.6.5)); if s >3/2 Pis much larger
than Q (if S=3/2 P and Q are almost ~f the same order, although Q is
still the smaller of the two). We give a list of the results:
)

s

S(s,n) =2.(-1)n + O(ns).
S=O:
S(O,n)=(-1)n.
1
0 < s < 3/2:
S(s,n) = 2(-1}n. Tc- ~-·(s)(2ns log(2n))-sf sin ns+O((log n)-1 )))'·
.
L
S=1:
S(1_.n)=0
2
1
s ?; 3/2: S(s. ,n) = 2 -s { 2 cos(n/2s)} 2ns+s-'1("TTn)t( 1 --s)s-:t{1+0(n- )_}.
<..

0:
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In the cases s <- 0 5 and s > 3/2 the 0-term can be replaced by an asymptotic series in terms of powers of n- 1 ; the same thing can be done if
0 <- s < 3/2~ but then in terms of powers of (log n) - 1 . If S=3/2 the
asymptotic series is more complicated~ as both P and Q give their
contributions:
S(3/2~n) "'-'2.31.JT- *{n- 1 / 4 +c n-5/4 +c 2:n-3/2 (log n)-3/2 +c n-3/ 2 (log n)-5/c:+ ..• };
1
3
the terms of the development of P are~ from the third term onwards,
negligible compared to the development of Q.
6.8. A modified Gamma function. We shall discuss an example where the
problem of finding a suitable integration path is quite difficult.
This difficulty is mainly caused by the circumstance that the real
variable t, which occurred thus far in our saddle point problems, is
replaced by a complex variable s, and we want to ascertain the
asym~totical behaviour of the integral for all complex values of s,
when lsi~~. The integration path will therefore depend both on s
and on arg s, and it is the dependence on arg s which gives the major
trouble. V.Je sha 11 meet these difficulties by application of con forma 1
mapping.
The function to be considered is defined by
G(s) =

(6.8.1)

~e-P(u)us- 1

du,

b

if Re s

> 0,

where P(u) is a polynomial
p(u ) = u

N

+ o<..N -1 u

N-1

+ ••• +

c< 1 u

+ o.o •

The degree N is a fixed positive integer, and the coefficients
dN_ 1 , •.. ,~ are fixed complex numbers. In the special case that
D<N-'1= •.• =0<.0 =0 the function G( s) becomes N- 1 r (s/N), and therefore
the complex Stirling formula (cf.(6.4.51)will form a special case.
This special case can, of course~ be derived much easier than the
formula for G(s). For example, with the gamma function it is sufficient
to discuss the half-plane Re s > 0, because of the functional equation
.f' (z)= f 1 (1-z)= n/sin(rrz). Moreover, it can be done by other methods as
well, e.g. by application of the Euler-Maclaurin technique to the
infinite product for l~(z).
As in the case of the I' -integral, it is easily seen that the
integral
(6.8.1) converges only if Res >0. But it is not difficult
.
to show that G(s) can be continued analytically over the whole plane
2xcept for single poles at the points s=0,-1,-2, ..• (however, for
exceptional sets of coefficients ~, some of these points can be
regular points of the function). The possibility of this continuation
isa well-known consequence of the fact that e-P(u) is analytic at
,..,
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U=O. The argument is as follows. If k is any integer
, u 2 + ... +aku k +R ( u ) ~
e -P ( u) = a 0 +a 1uTa
2

~

0, we have

E(u) = O(uk+'1)
and therefore

'1

J

G(s) = (c-=o e-P(u) us-'1 du +
)
'1
0

R(u)us-'1du

+2_~=0

aj(s+j)-'1
(He s

>

0).

The first integral is analytic for all complex values of s, and the
second one is analytic in the half-plane Ee s > -k-1. This shows the
analytic continuation of G(s) throughout that half-plane, and, as k
is arbitrary, it solves the problem for the whole plane.
A second method for establishing the analytic continuation
depends on the functional equation
s G(s)

=

NG(s+N) + N-1 dN_ 1 G(s+N-1)+ ... + o 1 G(s+1),

which is, if Re s > 0, easily derived from (6.8.1) by partial integration.
,f
A third method is closely connected _to our way of attacking the
asymptotic problem, and we shall postpone it for a moment (see (6.8.8)).
First we want to get rid of the multi-valued function u 8 - 1 in the
integrand. Performing the substitution U=ez, we obtain
(6.8.2)

G(s) = ~~:; exp { -P(ez) + sz} dz

(Re s

>

0).

The integral converges if Re s >0, but if we alter the integration
path 2 it can be used for other parts of the s-plane as well. We choose
some small positive number cr, and we define the path Cd , consisting
of two half lines
(i) the half line described by Z=ixei~, o-:>> x >-: 0.
(ii) the positive real axis Z=X,
0 ~ x <"""".
It is not difficult to show that the integral along C is equal to G(s)
0
if Re s > 0, Im s ~ 0, and that the integral is an analytic function 1' of
s in the half -plane defined by - cf < a rg s < rr- d . As cf is arbitrary,
this furnishes the analytic continuation over the whole upper halfplane, but it does not give the behaviour of G(s) on the negative real
axis.
The asymptotic behaviour of the integral along C
can be tackled
0
by saddle point analysis. The saddle points are the solutions of
(6.8.3)
If lSI is large, the solutions of (6.8.3) are easily localised.
1
We write s=ls)eie,
· every ho rlzon
·
tal s.~-rl·D
.
Wl"th_ - 2 TT1 ' a ~ 3 rr. Now ln
t...
"
2
Sk(k=0,±1,±2, ..• ), defined by
>.;.
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I Im

(6.8.4)

z - ( e + 2k lT ) /N

there lies just one root of
zk

=

N-

1

{ l

0

(6.8.3)~

g ( ! s I /N )

l~

rr/N

close to Z=Zk' where

+ e i + 2 krri } •

This we observe on replacing ezP'(ez) by its first term, viz. NeNzj
ard applying the Rouche theorem (see sec.2.4) to the strip just
mentioned 3 with the functions ezP 1 (e 2 )-s and NeNz_s. The difference
·
between
the two is, in absolute value, smaller than I Ne Nz -s I for all
values of z on the boundary, provided that ist is sufficiently large.
(In order to have a bounded domain it is necessary, of course, to
approximate the strip by a long horizontal rectangle). As NeNz_s has
just one root, viz.zk, in the k-th strip, the same holds for
ezP'(ez)-s, by virtue of the Rouche theorem.
Moreover, if jsl is large enough, the roots of (6.8.3) can be expanded
into powers of s-'1/N

(6.8.5)

~k

= zk + ck1 s-1/N + ck2 s-2/N + ••• '

where rk denotes the root in the k-th strip. The series in (6.8.5)
converges absolutely for all large values of Is l • We do not go into J'
details of the proof of (6.8.5), and refer to a similar case in sec.2
(see (2.4.7)).
Our integration path C0 leads to +(= through the strip S 0 •
We have to move the path such that it leads over the saddle point J0 •
However, we cannot keep the path entirely inside the strip S ; as c.,
.r
o
v
starts at iel< ,CK:J, it has to cross the strips s ,s 2 , . • . . And~ it has
1
to be feared that (in order to avoid values of the integrand greater
than its value at ro) the crossings have to be made quite close to
the saddle points ,r1 , 2 , 5 ., .••. Actually this makes our problem
3
awbvard to deal with. It could easily be done if the probl8m were
restricted to the case that !sl tends to infinity with arg s fixed,
or with arg s restricted to some small interval. Under such circumstances the problem would be of the type of the one in sec.6.2, whete
the infinite collection of saddle points did not cause much trouble.
Even so a certain amount of non-elegant calculations would be involved.
And, as we are interested in the whole upper half-plane, we would have
to divide it into some smaller sectors, and in each sector the calculations would be different.
, Fortunately th_ei."e is a much simpler way~ out, in virtue- of the fact
that the exponents in P(ez)=eNz+ct e(N-'1)z+ ... are integers, which im1
plies that P(ez) is periodic mod 2 rri. vJ.:; shall first define new paths
Lk(k=0~±1,+2, ... ).
Lk consists of three parts: (i) The half-line Z=2kni/N+x
(""'>X :;.OL (ii) The segment z=ix (2kn/N::::.x~ 2(k+1)·n/N~ (iii) The half.,.

r
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line z:::( 2k+2 )n-/N +x ( 0 ~ x < o-:> ) •
Let the function G1 (s) be defined by
(6.8.6)

Gk(s)

::JLk

"{

exp~-P(e 2 )+sz} dz.
L

Obviously, Gk( s) is ana lytic for a 11 s. And, as Lk+N is obtained from
Lk by shifting lt in vertical direction over a distance 2.-r, we have
2nis
(6.8.7 )
Gk+N ( s ) = e
Gk(s)
(k=0j±'1,±2, ... ).
The function G(s) can be expressed in terms of G0 , ••• ,GN-'1' Assume,
for a moment, that Res >0~ so that G(s) is represented by (6.8.2).
Obviously we have
/-.C"'D'
2nl+co
2nis f
== e
../

r·

J

-c-o

2rri-=

in analogy to (6.8.7). Furthermore, it can be shown that

f

2lli +c-::.

2ni-c-o

-J ,: :
-C<J

Go + G1 + ' .• + GN-'1 '

-c..:>

shifting the paths L ,
0
Re s > 0,

••.

,LN-'1 indefinitely to the left. Therefore, iff

(6.8.8)
The right-hand side is analytic for all s, except for possible
poles at S=O, +'1,.±.2_, •..• But, of cour·se, we know that G is regular
at S='1,2,3, . . • . So the possibility of analytic continuation has been
proved for the third time.
It will turn out that the asymptotic behaviour of G0 , •.• ,GN-'1 can
be satisfactorily described in the sector cf < arg s .:. 2-rr- cf • So by
(6.8.8) we get a satisfactory result for G(s), except for those s which
are close to the positive real axis. It is, however, quite easy to
solve the asymptotic problem for s in a small sector, around the
positive real axis, larg s! <- T1j8, say, directly from (6.8.2) by saddlepoint analysis, and we shall not devote much attention to it.
6.9. The entire function G 0 ~ For the time being, we shall consider
G0 (s) only. \ve shall assumE' that'c!'-'.arg s "'-2TT -(r, with some positive
number J. Then the saddle point ) 0 of exp(-P(e 2 )+sz) lies inside the
path L0 ,if lsi is large, for •t is close to z ·(see (6.8.5)L·and
-'1
Jo
o
z 0 :::N {1og()s!/N)+8i}, where 6= arg s,
In order to find our way in the darkness, we first take the special
case that o<N-'1='. ,::: c:/,'1=::0 3 whence
coincides with z 0 • In that special
case we write G0 instead of G0 ,
~~-

ro
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By the substitution Z=Z 0 +w~ the saddle point is shifted to the
origin. The path is also shifted; it becomes (L 0 I-z 0 )~ by which we
denote the path described by z-z 0 ~ if z describes the path L0 • It
follows from Cauchy 1 s theorem that a horizontal shift of the path
(L ~-z ) has no influence upon the value of the integral, and there0 0
fore we may replace it by (L l-i8). This path passes through the
0
saddle point W=O.
The integrand becomes
exp( -eNz +sz) = exp( s ( z -N- 1 )) . exp
0

fv -sN-\ eNw -Nw-1) J~

~

where the splitting has been made so as to make the second factor of
the form exp(-~sN(w 2 + ... )), for small values of w. Now G~(s) becomes
(6.9.1)
G¥<(s)=exp(s(z -N- 1
exp ~--sN- 1 (eNw_Nw-1)~ dw.
0
0
(L 1-iG)
L
J
0
At this point we apply a conformal mapping in order to get a
clear idea about the behaviour of eNw_Nw-1. We consider this function
in the strip lim wl~ 20/N. The path (Lo l-ie) lies, for all e satisfying J ~ e < 21T- s' inside this strip.
Needless to say, e Nw -Nw-1 cannot give a conformal mapping of
. j'
any region containing W=O, the function having a double zero there,
Instead, we consider the function } ( w)= f 2( eNw -Nw-1 )Jt~, where in a
/
L
neighbourhood of w=O the sign of the square root has been chosen such
that JCw)=Nw+ . . . . By analysing what happens to ) if w runs through
the boundary of a long horizontal rectangle lIm w / ~ 2lT/N, I Re w I ~ M,
and making M ~ c-..:> , we find that the strip is mapped one-te-one onto
a set S which is obtained from the complete J-plane by deleting two
hyperbolic arcs. These arcs can be described by

))j .

( Re ) ) . ( Im

J) =

+2 rr , Re

J ~ - IIm

/

l.

We want to have J as a new integration variable, and therefore
we have to investigate dw/d ~ . Needless to say, this is an analytic
function of
throughout the setS. As ~ 2=2(eNw_Nw-1), we have
r: d ~ - N( eNw -,;uvv.
1

f

~~

1

-J.

-'1 ' " · · ·

Now eNw_1 is, as far as our strip is concerned, close to 0 only
if w is close to either 0, or 2rri/N, or -2ni/N. Therefore we have

(6.9.2)

J

(I a rg I ~ ~ , !JI>3).

f

It is not difficult to show that dw/d
is even
yet O(J) is sufficient for our purpos~.
Our integral becomes

(6.9.3)

ocy- 1 )

in this region,

J . . ddwl .

G0*( s ) = eX p ( s ( z 0 - N- 1 ) ) J(C ex .p ( -21 s N-1 2)

d ,J ,

and the next problem is what Cis. Analysing the image of (L !-iB)
0
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under the conformal mapping we find that C is a curve starting at
_.±.ie
l·e
e 2
.o-::> and tending to e1Tl-2l .o-o:; avoiding th.e hyperbol_ic arcs.
We have, however, considerable freeOom in modifying this path. Along
the line through. the origin_, with arguments -!6 and -n-!6 (a
straight line through the origin has two arguments~) the expression
!sN- 1) 2 is positive. It is easily seen that this line may be replaced by other lines" whose arguments differ from -! e and 1T -! 8 .
by less than n/4, for then the real part of !sN- 1 2 is still larger
than a constant positive multiple of l)\ 2 , so that, by virtue of
(6.9.2)., the convergence is guaranteed. Naturally_, in the finite
part of the plane a deviation from the straight line may be necessary
in order to avoid the hyperbolic arcs.
All such lines are, at the same time_, satisfactory from the
point of view of the saddle-point method: on these lines the absolute
value of exp(-!sN- 1 j 2 ) is maximal at the saddle point p=O. However,
for this purpose, deviations from the straight line_, as mentioned
above, cannot always be tolerated. In other words, we can only admit
straight lines from -ei·1. 00 to +ei 7.~, where n/4 < '? < 3-rr/4. This
is no objection:. as "'? -(IT-!8) is allowed to lie between - IT /4 and
rr /4, we can find a satisfactory value for 7 to any e in the inter£
val J<e < 2n-J. Actually we could take -"(=(3Tr-B)/4.
It is, however, preferable to have a fixed integration path,
not depending on 1 . This can only be achieved under restriction of
e , and therefore we shall consider two different values of ~ :
(i) "]=(Jrr-J)/4. This can be used as long as !J< G<rr~d. .
'
1
(iiJ'7=
(n+cl)/4. Car: be used if rr-!d - < G<2-rr-2cJ.
0

?

It will
ourselves to
the straight
+ei(3rr-J)/4 .

turn out that, for reasons of symmetry, we can restrict
J < e <1T+cJ/'4. So we replace, in ~6.~.3~, the path C by
line through the origin, from -el(3ll-d / 4 • ~ to
This path will be denoted by D. Along D we have

!exp(-!sN- 1 } 2 )J~exp{-!ls!.N- 1 .1}1 2 .

sin{d/4)},

Now the stage has been set for application of the method of sec.4.4.
The value of dw/d
at Y=O equals N-'1 (for, p=Nw+ •.. ) •
. Furthermore, dw/dl is an analytic function of
along the lineD,

J

l

and dw/dl =0(;> if I '1>3.
The integral can be compared with the formula

Jr
l

1 2

.1.

.1.

exp( -!sN- } )d ~ =-(2rrN) 2 s- 2

,

D

where s-2

obtain

(6.9.4)
and the 0-term can be replaced by an asymptotic series c s
1

-1

'

+c 2 s

-2

+ ..•
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It shouid be noted that (6.9.4) holds uniformly in the region l s\ >1,
cf.::: a rg s <. rt + J /4 .
Formula (6.9 .. 4) is not new .. of c.;ourse. We have (cf.(6.8.8);
notice that ak*(s) == e 2Triks/N G"\ s) L G *( s )=-N-'1 ( 1-e 2,-is/N)
s/NL
0

.r (

0

and therefore, if we replace s/N by w, (6.9.4) reduces to
i(w) = (2n)~(1-e 2 niw)-'1 e(w-~)log w-w {1+0(w- 1 )} ( J~arg W<:Tr+cf/4).,
and this is an easy consequence~of the Stirling formula (log w is
given the value with _d<Im log w <. H+ cf/4). It was not, however, our
purpose to deduce well-known results on the gamma function for which
easier methods exist, but rather to develop a technique for G0 (s)
which can be modified to a techni~ue for G0 (s).
~

As a preparation to the problem of the asymptotical behaviour of
G (z) we shall first investigate the following integral
0

(6.9.5)

f(t,w) =

rg(x)

2

. . exp(-tx -t Q(x_.w}) dx •
.:g (x)
Here g( x) is a fixed positive number.., Q( x,w) is a double power series
in x and w:
ov
Q(x,w)

=2

n=O

absolutely convergent if I x l <- 2p and fw l <. b, where b is a fixed
positive number. The function g(x) is assumed to be analytic in the
circle !xl <2p., and it is assumed that g(o)/0 We v-Jant to determine
the behaviour of f( t ,w) when \co\ is sma 11 and it I is large, where t
is restricted to a sector l a~g t I <!rr- cf.
Searching for saddle points,.., we investigate the equation
(6.9.6)

-2tx- t Q'(x,w) = 0,

the dash indicating differentiation with respect to x. By the Rouche
theorem (see sec,2.4), this equation has exactly one solutio~ x 0
inside the circle lxl-£ p if !v. 1j
. is sufficiently small. For then we
have \ci(x,u.))j..:: 2\x\ on the boundary of that circle, whence 2x+Q'(x,<.v),
has as many roots in the interior as 2x itself, Furthermore, x 0 can be
written as a sum of a power series:
~C\:l

k

xo = Lk=1 dkw '
convergent if lwl is sufficientiy small.
The straight line from -p to +p is a satisfactory path for applying the ~addle point method to the simplified integral
exp(-t~ 2 )dx.
This path makes an angle <:
cf with the axis of the saddle point in
the origin. In the modified integral (6.9.5) the saddle point x 0 is
close to the original saddle point, and also the direction of its axis.
does not differ much rrom the origina 1 axis. So if j ,...~t is small enough,

J-

J
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the horizontal path through x 0 makes an angle .:: ~n- ~ J ~ith the new
axis, and therefore it can be used~ anyway in a neighbourhood of the
saddle point. These remarks are~ of course, only given as an orientation; the work remains to be done.
We replace (6.9.5) by
/ "'7p+xo
;- p+xo
( 6 • 9 • 7)
J_ p
+ ip +X
0

where the integration is along straight line segments in all three
cases. The first and the last term in (6.9.7) are easily ~een to be
exponentially small in comparison to the value of exp(-tx 2 -tQ) at the
saddle point, and therefore they can be neglected. In the middle term
of (6.9.7) we carry out th~ substitution X=x 0 +y. Then the integral
becomes
p

(6.9.8)

. {

2

1

g(x 0 +y) exp(-ty -tQ (Y/~J))dy,

~p

where Q (y.,w) = Q(x +y_,cu)-Q(x ,u:)-y Q' (x 0 ,c_u) is again a double power
1
0
0
series
~
n m
dnm Y w '
m=1

>-

convergent if !YI "-3p/2 and !wi sufficiently small (ifw is small
enough, this condition on y implies that lY+x ! <- 2p).
0
We can now proceed along various metbods. For example, we can
expand exp(-t Q (y,~~) in terms of powers of y. Another method is to
1
apply conformal transformation again, putting y 2 +Q(y .,w)=z 2 . Then z
can be solved as a double power series in y and UP , and we get an
integral
Omitting the details, which are all implied in the usual saddle point
routine, we state the result:
( 6. 9. 9)
f( t ,w) = (·n-)"~ t -~ 1 ~Q 11 ( x ,~,})} -~ { g( x ) +0( t- 1 )}exp [-tx~ -tQ( x

l

0

0

0

,w)}

uniformly in the region larg tl <- ~n-J, !t! >1, ju.;l~b (for some
1
fixed positive number b ). The term o(t- 1 ) can be replaced by an
1
asymptotic series with terms f 1,-( (w)t-k, where the fk(cu) are power series
in terms of powers of w, convergent if JcDI ~b . It should be remarked
1
that also g( x 0 ) and Q" ( x 0 ~co) are convergent power series in terms of
powers of w .
In order to apply the risult about f(t,w) to G0 it is easier to
express the rna in result about ( 6.9. 5) in words: If w is sma 11 enough~
there is just one saddle point near X=O, and the contribution of this
saddle point gives an asymptotic series for f(t,v..7).
In the integral (6_8.6) for Ga (s), we carry out the same sub-

!'
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stitutions as we did in the case of a;(s}. That is, Z=Z +w, where
. 2
0
Nz =log(isi/N)+i6, 6=arg s~ 2(eNw_Nw-1)=
and we discuss the
0

integra 1 in the
(6.9.10)

l ,

J-plane:

1 1 srN-1 /'r.?
G0 (s) = exp(s(z 0 -N- 1 ) ) / exp (2
+ (eNz_P(ez) )J)rddw d I~ .
D

D is the straight line through the origin, from -ei(3rr-J)/

+e

i(3Tr _J/4

4 ,C"' to

.

,c>o. We shall again restrict 8b~1 d<B<:rr+J/4.

We first investigate the term eN 2 -P(e 2 ), which embodies the
deviation of G from G ·>'< • It is equal to
0
0
Nz 0 +N1f
-z 0 -w
-2z 0 -2w
}
(6.9.11)
e
r~'N- 1 e
-c>}r_ 2 e
- ...
.
It is not difficult to show from the properties of the conformal
mapping that Re w tends to +=if

I~!
I

tends to infinity, provided that

} runs along D.· It easily follows, for any positive number p, that
w
<-2/N
'e =0(? ,-)(,~on D,
>p). Therefore

l;r

/eNz_ P(ez)(

~c1/s

}2/(N-1)/N

(jon D,

l)l

>p,

ls! :>c2)'

where the c 1 s are suitable positive numbers independent of s and ~ .
I
It follows that, if p is any positive numberJ we can restrict the
integration in (6.9.10) to a segment of D with length 2p, symmetric
with respect to the origin. For, the further parts of D are easily
seen to give a contribution which is exponentially negligible if
To the remaining part of D_. with length 2p, we apply the result
about (6.9.5). We have, of course, to turn the integration path over
an a~gle- (3n-d)/4, by the substitution J=xei(3-rr-J)/4, and to put
S=e-l(3w-d)/2 t, so that t is restricted by the condition
2
-rr/2+J/2< arg t< 11-!2-<f/4, and sj becomes tx 2 • Furthermore.) we have,
in some circle I) I«: 2p>
eNz_P(ez) = N-1s Q(),(.'.j_.

(cf.(6.9.11))<.0=s- 1 /N~ and Q is
Q.( LD)=O. (For W=N- 1]+ ... and e-wJ .•
where

se~ies

in powers of

J

a double power series vdth
e-(N- 1 )w are convergent power
03
for sma 11 values of ~·, and e -z 0 =N 1 /N w). It

follows that for G (s) we have an asymptotic series 3 which is entirely
0

given by the contributi0n of the saddle point. The series equals a
certain function multiplied by an asymptotic series c (w)+c (<:.co)s- 1 + ... ;
0
1
and the c(w) 1 s are convf.;rgent series in power>s of w=s--1/N. Ther>efore 3
the series c 0 (w)+ •. , cai.l be rowritten as an asymptotic series of the
form c 0 +c 1 8 -1/N+c 2 s-2/N+ . . . •
1;\JP do not evaluate explicitly the contribution of the saddle
~-planeJ

point in the integral in the

as it is easier to do it in

I

original z-plane ( c:ee (6.8.6L v.Jith the saddle point -~~ 3 given by

th~
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(6.8.5)). It is not difficult to see that the contribution of the
saddle point is not affected by the substitutions relating z to
and ~to x. So our final r~Bult is (cf.sec.4.4) an asymptotic series

J

I

(6,9.12)

l
I
(-2rr/y 11 ({))2_~_::Ck s-k N_,

'f"

G0 (s)"-'- exp {-P{eJ 0 )+s)0

c;;-..3

•

2

where c =1_, and 1y(z) is the function -P(e )+sz. There is of course
0
the difficulty to determine the sign of the contribution, but this
sign is easily derived from the sign in (6.9.4)_, by a continuity
argument. We have

--y-n( Jo) = N2eNz+(N-1)2o<.N-1eN-1z+ •.. ::: Ns {1+a1s-1/N+a2s-2/N+ ••• }..
so that {6.9 .. 12} -c.an be slightly simplified, introducing new coeffiJ'
-c ie.rrts <\:_ (with d 0 =1) :
j
1
.L~
k/N
..{6 .. 9 .. 13) G0 (s)
exp { -P(e 0 ) + s! J>-. (2n/Ns) 2 2_ dks,
~
0
0
and the formula has been proved if u < a rg s < rr + <1}4.. l s} .-=. The
l
argument of s2 is understood to lie between ~ cr and ~-n- + cf/8. Formula
{6.9.13) obviously generalizes(6.9.4).
r.J-

6.10. Conclusions about G(s). In order to deal with G(s), we need,
according to (6.8,8)_, the asymptotical behaviour of G0 ,G 1 , ••• ,GN_ 1 •
The problem about Gk (k=1, •.• .,N-1) is easily reduced to the problem
for G0 • It follows from (6.8.6) that
( 6 .10.1 )

r

. I N) .
G1 ( s ) = exp ( 2nlks
K

L

f
( e 2rrik/N e z) +sz
-exp,-P

i

1 dz_,

'I

"'

0

and this integral equals the function G0 (s), constructed for the
polynomial P(e2-nik/Nu) instead of P(u). The leading term of the new
polynomial is again uN.
Replacing P(u) by P(e 2nik/N) can have an influence upon the
situation of the saddle point; the difference of the two saddle points
can be of the order of s- 1 /N. And, as in (6.10.1) there. occurs_.a term
sf0 in the exponent, the influence upon the asymptotical behaviour
can be considerable.
J
It is quite easy to state a simpler but weaker result;
(6.10.2) Gk(s) = e 2 wiks/N (2n/Ns)~ exp {+
log~+ O(s(N- 1 )/N)},

NN

where J <- arg s "' 11+ cl/4. From this we infer that Gk (k >0) is
negligible compared to G as soon as the factor exp(2niks/N) beats the
exp -1 O(s(N- 1 )/N) ~. This ~s certainly the case if s is restricted to
.1..
J
2·:-riS -1
c' < arg s <- rr- d. And~ under that assumption) the factor (1-e '
)
in (6.8.8) can b2 replaced by 1. The relative errors made this way
are of the type o(e-c lsi) with some positive c. So summarizing_, we
have, from (6.9.13)
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(6.10.3)
in the sec tor

o-< a rg

s .::. rr- cf.

For the sector -rr+d < arg s

we can obtain the same result,
provided that ro indicates the saddle lX):lrtrelose to N- 1 log(s/N) 3 where
the log has its principal value. In a sector like -2d < arg s _,_ 2rf it
<- rf

(6.10.3) again, by direct application of the
saddle point method to the integral (6.8.2). In that case we cah take
is quite easy to obtain

the horizontal line through the saddle point as the integration path.
So (6.10.3) has bee'n proved in the S·ector -Tr+cr < arg s <- n--cf.
In the special case that P(u)==eNu, it reduces to the stirling formula,
which is known to hold in the same sector.
We finally state a rough inequality which is easily deduced from

(6.10.2) and (6.8,8). If we delete from the complex plane the half
strip described by
we have

IIm

S

I1

<

.r .

1, Res <1, then in the remaining reglon

)

